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FOREWORD 

While innovative methods have gained a foothold iri' many areas 
of police oper'ations, reforms have largely byoassed the investigative 
process in most departments. One impediment to change is the traditi'onal 
view of detective work as somethfng of an art, in which success depends 
more on talented individuals than sound management policies. Another 
obstacle is the lack of sol1d information: Because few critical analyses. 
of the investigative function have been done, the police administrator 
looking for more effective ways to manage criminal fnvestigations has 
had little to go on. 

To help remedy the situation, the National Institute in 1973 
awarded funds to the Rand Corporation for a two-year study of the 
criminal investigation process. From this research has corne a more 
realistic view of the detective's role in solving crime and recom
mendations for increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of investi
gative procedures. 

When the study was made public, it sparked a debate 'in the law 
enforcement community. A critical analysis of the Rand research and 
the researchers' reSDonse appeared in The Police Cnief. Because of , . 
the importance of the issues involved, the National Institute has compiled 
this report, which includes the original summary of the criminal inves"ti ... 
gation study, the critical analysis and the researchers' response, and 
a revised summary prepared by the researchers. t~e hope it will be 
useful in continuing the dialogue between researcher and practftioner. 

Research by its nature is tentative in wha.t 'it offers. Final 
answers are not in its province. :The Rand study is no exception. 11. 
suggests new ways of attacking difficult questions, and that is 
useful. But the real significance of the ,study is that it opens up . 
another important part of police operations to analysis and experimenta
tion, a very healthy development. 

Gerald M. Caplan 
Director 
Natidnal Institute of Law Enforcement 

and Criminal Justice 
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PREFACE 

This report is the first in a series of volumes resulting from a two-year study of 
police criminal investigation practices and their impacts. The study, supported by 
a grant from the National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice of the 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, U.S. Department of Justice, had four 
objectives: 

• To describe, on a national scale, current investigative organization and 
practices. 

• To assess the contribution that police investigation makes to the achieve
ment of criminal justice goals. 

• To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems being adopted 
to enhance investigative performance. 

• To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differences in organi':' 
zational form, staffing, procedures,etc. 

The present volume, The Criminal Investigation Process: Summary and Policy 
Implications, summarizes and synthesizes the OVf.t'!!ll findings <>f the study and 
draws policy-relevant conclusions and recommendations. This report should be of 
interest to police officials and to other criminal justice practitioners, such as prosecu
tors and judges, whose work brings them in contact with criminal investigators. 

Vol ume II of the series (R-1777 -DOJ), The Criminal Inpestigation Process: Survey 
of Municipal 'and ~ounty Police Departments, reports on the responses of police 
departments with more than 150 employees to a national survey. Differences among 
departments with regard to policies, resources used, and operational characteristics . .: 
are identified and then related to standard gross performance statistics suc~/6 '': 
crime, clearance, and arrest rates. This report should· be of interest to bot\t-police 
officials and the criminal justice research community.· ... y/ 

Volume III of the series (R-177S-DOJ), The Criminal Investigation Process: Ob
servations and Analysis, presents a comprehensive description o(tr{{criminalin~s,- . 
tigation process (based on all data gathered in the course of the study) and1ali<'~;'::~~::J>, 
analysis of those issues that can be illuminated by quan~itati\7e evidence. This report' '-~~"C' 
is directed primarily to researchers but may also be ofinterest to police officials who 
wish to examine the details of the analysi'~ supporting the findings reported'inthis 
volume. 

:iii 



SUMMARY 

SCOPE ANI) OBJECTIVES 

This report, the first of a series of three volumes, is the product of a two-year 
Randstudy of police invest.igation funded by the N~tjn!l~Unstitute of Law Enforce
ment and Criminal Justice of the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration, 

,D.S. Department of Justice. The objectives of the research were:; 

• 

• 

To describe, on a national scale, current investigative organization and 
practices.' ' 

• 

To assess the contribution that police investigation makes to the achieve
ment of criminal justice goals. 
To ascertain tbe effectiveness of new technology and systems being adopted (f/ 

,,1 

to enhance investigative performance. ,/ 
. . " " V'r 

To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differerices in organifrC 
zational form, staffing, procedures! etc: ' '" . ,f-_ 

" .. . . -- /, 

• 

T?e scope ~f~he Rand study,":,as limited to police inyestigl~tion of serious r~p<rrt
ed cnme: homIclde, rape, assault, robbery, burglarypand t~left. Our work dId' not 
address misdemeanor offenses or victimless and organized citimes whose investiga-

" ,~ 

tion is substantially different from .the felony offenses that- !Were our primary con-, 
" " II 

cern. 
The present volume summarizes and synthesizes the !bverall findings of the 

study and draws policy-relevant conclusions. Throughout the report the collective 
"we" is used to describe the work of the entire projec,t staff. 

SOURCES OF INF9RMATION 

The information ,used in this study was obtained, in several ways; First, we 
examined the literat~re on-the investigative performance of police departmen~ in 
American cities and used some of their findings as hypothe~es to be explored in our 

,', 
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J 
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; 

work. ' _____ '~c_,, _________ _ 

We developed a comprehensive surveyque.stioITnairewhich was distributed to 
all municipal or county law enforcement departments that had 150 or Illpre full-time p 

employees or that served a jurisdiction whose 1970 population exceeded 100,QOO. 
This survey produced extensive information from 153 jurisdictionsJofthe 300 solicit- _=~-:-r-' 

ed) on such topics as department characteristics, investigat()r deployment, investiga-
tor training. and status, use of evidence technicians, nature of specialization; evalua-
tion criteria,prosecutorialinteraction, case assignment, use otcomputer files, and 
crime, clearance, and arrest rates." 

On the basis of the survey responses, together with the consensus of our project 
advisory panel,l morethEm 25 police agencies were selected for more detailed study; -

;:" 

I A panel of distinguished police personnel were selected to serve in a,n advisory capacity ,tothe project. 
The grnui5consisted of Cornelius (Neil) J. Behan (N~w:,York City Police Department); James Fisk (Mem-

v 
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Our project staff visited each of these departments, observing anel participating in 
the operations of the investigative ,units and discussing their px:(Jeedures with per
sonnel at various departmental levels. In some cities we monitored individual inves
tigators and their supervisors continuously over a perio~ of several days to obtain 
realistic profiles of their activities. 

From some departments we· obtained stl'ldies that the)" had. made to evl;ll;~ate 
novel Investigative programs. Several departments cooperated clo_~eJY'~with the 
Rand slaffand provided us access to samples C)fcompleted or st\spenaed cases, whose 

~. Q- /-/ 

folders enabled us tQ trace case progress ,a:nd ~,disposition i:iS related to the specific 
investigative inputs." ' 

One very useful data source made available to us was the Kansas City Detective 
Case Assignment File, whichha!;·lJ.eeTh-maintained in that dep,artment since 1971. 
On the basis of daily information ;ubmitted by individual detectives, this coni'puter 
file permitted. us lo-dete~mine, for each investigator and i!ach investigative 1).nit, a 
description oftbe time spent on variousactivi.tieg, the numherofca:Ses handied,and 
the number of arrests and clearances p~oduced. This informatjon source greatly 
facilitated our analyses of how detectives spend their time and too-~hat purposes and 
effects. . _" 

From the FBI weohtaiped,a coniputer-readable file of 1972 Uniform"Crime 
Report (UCR) data, by reporting departments; these datac.and information from the 
survey were used to develop inferences about the relationship between investigative 
activities and reported crime rates, arrest tates, and clearance ta.t~§.;, 

Finally, to provide a data source for a special study ofinforrriafion feedi>ack to 
crime victims, a limited telephone survey was made of robbery and burgllu'y victims 
in. a single jurisdiction. ;;: <, 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

• On investigative effectiveness: Differe1jl]e.s fu-invest{gative trai1],ing, staffing, 
workload, and procedures app~at' y;rhave no appreciable effect on crime, -'~,:::~ 

arrest, or clearaytce rates. .,-" / ,./' . 
~;~~_.:._~-___ c 

.:;;-"~~~.;'-

~ -
As part of our an~Iysis of the survey,questionnaire, we atte,~~~d~o'c~rrelate 

(by means of stand~fd statistical tests) crime,arrest, and clearance rates with the. 
wide differf;nces .Iil organizatio~ staffing; and procedut'eS'by..;;hichthose dep~tt::<~ 
ments rePGlrted~that they perforined th~ investigation function. This a'n..Lly,sisshows 
thaI varihli()'ii§incrime,atrest, arid Ci~arance ratei?,rittrong tliesecommmiiti~swere 
weakly,j~at all,. related to the disparities in investigation inputs; y . '., 

<' .• ,The method by which p~lice investigators.eire organized (i.e., team policing, 
specialists vs. generalists,patrolmen~investigCfJ(}rofcanno£ be related to 
variations in crime, arrest, and clearancerates(' 

Detailed analysis of case samples,combined with'FBI-UCR andR~nd ~ll.rVey 
,< data, shows that crimeS- are solved si.miiarIy across departments, regarQ.less of how" 
. , the investigators are org:;mized. ,co < 

ber of the Los Angeles PoH<;e Commi~ion); Thomas Hastings (Rochester, New York Police Departmenti; 
Jerry Wilson (Former Chief, Washington, D.C. Police Department); and Eugene Zoglio (Professor, Prince 
George's Community College). 

o 
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• On the use of investigators , tvne: Substantially-Itore than half of all s~riQus 
reported-crimes :receive,ng mo,.ethansup¢~f/Cial atte~tionfrom investiga-
tors. ///' 

< r '" 

. ,From,~ analysis of a c(jmpy.ter-readable);a.c;~ assignment file maintained 'by the 
Kansas City (Missouri) Police Departmenf;/,and observations during site visits, we 
determined that although a large propoi(ion of reported crimes are assigned to an :/ 
i'nvestigat~r, many of these receiven.olnore attE~ntion than the readhig oftheihitiaJ( 
crime incident report; that is, many cases are sJspenc:1~.dat·onee~The data'show th?it 
homicide, rape, and suicide invariablyresul~a::nrli1Yestigative, activity. 9ver;'l1l, 
however, less than half of the repoI1;~dferonies could be s&id to be worked cn qy! an 
investigator, and the,.greatrr.ajofl£y'of cases that are acti~ely inve§tigated receive 
less than one da~'~attenti.on. -

., Our data consi§tently reveal that an investigator's'time is largelyiconsumed': 
. 'in,revie;;{ng l'eports, documenting fil~s, and attempting to l()ca,te and inter

view victimson cases,that-experience shgws will not ,~e$olved; For cases that 
are solved, (i.e., a sUSpect i:3' identified), an investigator spelids more ti:me in 
post-crearance processing thali he does, in identifying· the perpetrator. 

r~~om our ~nalyses of a variety of crime types, it V'{B.S determined that, in more 
than half ofthe cleared cases, the identity of the perpetrator is known or readily 
determinable at the time the crime report is made. The investjgator needs to'devote 
little time to the solution of these caSes, bllt post-arrest processing frequeilitlyre
quires him,to perform a number of administrative tasks. Difficult cases that are 
finally sol~;ed after a sub~ta.ntial application of irivestigativ~ effort are relatively 
uncoD1mdn. Most of the work done by investigators on cases that Iflresolved is a 
consequenceotthe fact- th~t an arrest has already been made. Furthermote"much 
of the investigator's time is consumed by administrative duties, servtces to the 
public, 'and othet" activities not immediately directed to assigned caSes. ' 

• On how cases are solved: The.$ingle most important determinant of whether 
or not a case will be solved is 'the iliformation the vietimsupplies to the 
immediately responding patrol offi~r. If information that uniquely iden-, 
tifiesthe perpetrator is not presented at the time the crim~<isreported,the 
perpetrat~}J by and large, will not be subsequently identified",,'. 

In an analysi3~f a large sample of combined crime JYpes, it wasdetermine~ that 

c::.',. 

the perpetrator's identity became immediately known in more thahO~fr.halfofthtL,.,,, , "",' 
cases,that were eventually cleared, chi,~fly because (1) the Offender w~s artestectat "', -"_.:' =' ::< "",,~~~ 
the"scene; (2) the victim or other witnel;ls identified him bynam~imd address~ven--'~~~::¢~'";'':-'''''''' 
though he was not arrested at the scene; or (3) he,was identifitiblElr,by some.)lnt~s:"~c,"'''':''- .. ~ 
evidence apparent at the crime scene, for example, a witIJ,ess obgervedth~ license 
pl~te on the perpetrator's cat or his employee b~dge'1ufl1ber., // .1V' 

,,_~ .. _" ", . . .. ...- ,,,/'~-. -- ,- .. =.::;..4 "" ' 

• On hOUJ~~aSes are solved: Of thosecase,s that gre'iultfmately deared buti1l..' 
whtchihe perpetrator isnQt identifiqbleattnetimeof the initial police, 

//incident report, almost all are cleared cis a result of routine poCitept6ce. 
, dures. 

,! 
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From our comparative analysis of the physical evidep.ce collection and process- :: 
, ing activities of six poli~le departments which employ differentpr.ocedures,.we found/ 

that a department can)issurea rEllatively:high recovery rate oflatertt prints f~m 
crime scenes by a sufflcientinvefJtment in'evIdence technicians and by routInely 
d ispatcmng technicians to the sc~he of felon,ies. The late~t print recovery ~i~ is also 
increased by processing the criJ:he' scene immediately following the "report of the 
incident. But, unless the depar~meXlt's printprocessingcap~!bility i~,cbmmensurate.,.. 
ly improved, the rate ofsusp~t identifications does not incre~1'significantl!. 

• On ~he us:- of p~y~ical evidence: L-atent fingerprints li;ely provi:de the only . .', 
basts for tdenJtfy"~!J~;.C!..§.})§Q~c.f.':2:: ,(/' c; ..... . 

_'_ .• _~"', o!;- .. ' c:,:"~:~~ ... ·;..,~·-:;.-~''''''''' ((J "': _ ~ ':::.._,-:~-:;, ~. 

'FCorflpsrlsons amOI1g· fingerprint identification se9tfons ~n four contiasting ae-" ' 
partments showed that although 4' to 9 percent oj)1111ateht prin-t§,J!r~vEmtualll,!:-->' 
matched with a suspect'sinked prints, they x:6'i'ely p!o.vid~tl1ebasis for~!nitf&f 
identification. Although the use of "cold searclf·~tfio()ther evidence) and:ri:ttsuccess 
ra.te'~v'iiriedBubstantially among department~ fingerprint identificatt6~did not have 
a significant effect on overall arrest rates in any department..; i~ 

... . . //~/ .. 

• On investigative thoroughness: In relatively few departments do iniJestiga-
tors consistently and thoroughly d(lc~~.r.gent·ihe keyevidenttaryfactsthat 
reasonably aSsu.re that the prosecp.t6r--can obtain a conviction on the m!Jst 
serious applicable charges. ..' . .. i' 

~ .'; 

l.'his finding derives from~cb~lpinationof observation$'of police dep~ftments 
made throughout the country and some of the results obtai,lJ.ecl,in t~e study 9£ 
post-arrest jnv~stigagoi(pr.actices. In the hi.tter study our ~il.ysis of\iobbery cases 
shoWf)d that the department confronted by a stringent pt'osecutorial filing policy was 
signlficl;!Tttly JIiOre thorough inperforIl1ing and reporting post-arr~st iiIvestlg:;ltive 
workllhan t.he department}n which Cases were Ingre I?ermissivel>' file~.Yet,even 

. the former department fell short of supplying the prosecutor with allcfthe informa~ 
~i8-n he desired; the data show that eacl'i6f39 eviden~i.aryqu~§!fionsc:(msid€redby . 
a prosecutor to be necessary for effective case pre~e~tf.~6iF'wis on the aVerage 
covered in only 45 percent ofthe cases, while 26percelft ~Were addressed by the latter 
department. -;> . 

;'-;~ 

\l, 
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• on investigative thoroughness: Police failure to document a case investiga
tion thoroughly may have contributed to a higher case dismissal rate and 
a weakening of the prosecutor's plea bargaining position." 

,'--- ;<;;: . ~:. , ' 

In relating case disposition t6 j~vestigative th~roughness, our arialysis showed 
. significant difference~;. between the t'wastudy jurisdictions that displayed differences 
ininy~stigative thoroughness and prosecu.torialscreening practices. For example, 
none ofthe-~:Q1pled cases were .dislnissed in the jurisdiction with more stringent 
case screening -~nd-greater Investigative thoroughness; furthermore, 60 percent of 

. the def~ndm1tSpled guilty- to t~.chatges as filed. By comparison, in the second 
jurisdiction, about one-quarter of the sampied'CaS~~~were dismissed after filing, and 
o:rily one-third of the defendants pled guilty to the charges as~Ji1e~. 

• On relations between victims and police:, Crime victims in general strongly 
desire to be notified officially as to whether or not the police have "solved" 
their case, and what progress has been made toward convicting the suspect 
after his arrest. . , 

The Rand telephone survey indicated a strong desire on the part of victims to 
receive official nO'tification when a suspect had been arrestedt and of the disposition 
of the case. Few victims, no matter how distressed by the information conveyed to 
them'by the police (e.g., that investigation into th~ir case had been suspe'nded), 
would act to redress their grievances by making a formal complaint. 

• On investigative organization and procedure: Investigative strike forces 
have a significant potential to increase arrest rates for a few difficlLlt target 
offep..ses, provided they remain concentrated on activities for which they are 
uniquely qualified; in practice, however, they are frequently diverted els'e
where. 

Rand analyzed the performance of such units in general, and the Long Beach 
Suppression of Burglary (SOB) Unit and the Miami STOP Robbery Unit in particll~ 
lar. In these instances, the formation of an investigative strike force did tend. to 
produce higher arrest rates for the targeted offense; yet, a significant proportion of ~ .. 
the arrests in which these investigators participated did not res~lt'from the special 
effortS and skills exercised by them. . ,-- . 

PROPOSED REFORMS 

The above findings Cimply that traditional approaches tocriilnai investigation 
by police departments do not significantly affect the rate at which cases are solved; 
It appears, !tather, that most. cases are solved by the application of routine adminiS- .. 
trative procedures. If these implications are valid; then several policy changes are 
sugges~. We set forth a number of such (<reforms" wh~e ration¢le ~s consistent 

_. with our findings. We do note:q:JeCt a police depa:ctmentto adopt them }lncritiCa.lty: 
", '°'R."!-t.her, it shoulcffirstassureitselfo£tlleI'el~yance'of QUI" workro its situation and . 

th~n:lntx.cdt!ce the changes on an experimental basisJtogether witli;a, car~ful evalua
tioiij}t:pgrfu~.that enables their effects to be identified and .assessed~ Ifthere experi,. 
. mental ihlplem~h~tions have favorable outco~s in several deparimen4;, then the 
change(s) inv;jlvedc~illd"Pe promoted fornatio~aladoption. ' "', 

• '. > • ';.~':', 

""'.,," 
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We believe that the recommended reforms should lead to a somewhat greater 
number of arrests, more successful prosecutions, and savings in resources. But they 
will not necessarily lead to a substantial improvement in apprehension rates, which 
our work i!ldicates are more dependent on other factors, for example, victim and 
witness cooperation. 

On theif face, 'our study findings suggest that the effectiveness ofci'iminalililves
tigation would not be unduly lessened if approximately half of the investiglative 
effort were eliminated or shifted to more productive uses. The remaining investiga
tive force should suffice to handle routine cases, which give rise to-most of.the 
cIearan,ces that now occur, and to perform the post-arrest processing involved in a 
patrol arrest. These findings also indicate that significant increases in criminal 
apprehension rates are much more likely to be produced by more alert'patroi units 
and improved citizen cooperation than by refinements ,in Investigative work. 

- .-~.. '\ 

1. Reduce follow-up investigation; on all cases except those involving the most 
serious offensP13. 

Rationale: Our data consistently reveal that a regular investigator's time is 
preponderantly used in reviewing reports, documenting files, and attempting to 
locate and interview victims and witnesses on cases that experience shows will not 
be solved. Our data show, moreover, that most cases that are solved are solved by 
means of information spontaneously provided by a source other than those devel
oped by the investigator. It tollows that a significant reduction in follow-up inves
tigative efforts would be appropriate for all but the most serious offenses for which 
public confidence demands SOp::lG type of response. If a thorough preliminary investi
gation fails to establish a suspect's identity, then the victim should be notified that 
active investigation is being suspen.ded until new Jeads appear, for example, as a 
result of an arrest in another matter. 

2., Assign generalist-investigators (who would handle the pbvious leads in 
routine cases) to the local operations commander. . . 

Rationale: Under the investigation policy suggested above, the main duty of the 
generalist-investigator is to respond to information developed by the patrol units at 
the crime scene or volunteered by the public, rather than to develop new leads on' 
his own initiative. This role emphasizes the public service functio,n oftpe inves'tiga
tor, and the men performing it should be responsible to the local commander who 
is concerned w~ith all aspects of police-community relations. 

Our research suggests that this type of investigatiVe~duty does not entail a 
requirement for specialized skills or centralized coordination. The officers perform
ing it could readily shift between patrol and investigative duties. In departments 
with team policing, such investigation of routine cases' could be a duty rotated 
among team members. 

3. Establish a Major Offenders Unit to investigate serious crimes. 

Rationale: Because of their importance to society, serious 'Crimes (homicide, 
rape, assault with great bodily injury, robbery, or first-degree burglary) may war
rant some special investigative efforts. These efforts can best be provided by a Major 

,. Offenders Unit, manned by investigators who'·~n'c;:'wel1 trained and experienced in . 
examining crime scenes, interpreting physical evidence, and interrogating hostile 

, . 
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suspects and fearful witnesses, and who are aided by modern information systems. 
One reason to establish such a unit is to clearly identify the, investigative posit~lJns 
that require special skills and training and that demand knowledge of citywide 
crime patterns and developments. Our analysis of traditional investigation work
loads suggests, by way of contrast, that with current staffing patterns, most inves
tigators rarely see these highly serious cases. Therefore, when they arise, the inves
Hgators are: frequently ill equipped to cope with them and un~uly distracted by the 
burden of paperwork on their routine cases. 

. The Major Offenders Unit would concentrate efforts on a few unsolved serious 
felonies. The team would consist of a relatively small number of experienced inves
tigators who would be closely supervised by a team commander. 

4. Assign serious-offense investigations to closely supervised teams, rather 
than to individual investigators. 

Rationale: The most serious impediment to high;:quality investigative work 
appears to us to be the traditional method of case assignment and supervision. In 
nearly every department, cases are normally assigned to an individual investigator 
and become his sole responsibility whether he is a generalist, specialist, or engaged 
in team policing. Supervisors do not normally review the decisions he makes on how 
to pursue the case investigation-decisions that are largely unrecorded in the case 
file. Consequently, the relative priority an investigator gives to the tasks on one case 
assigned to him results largely from the number and nature of his other case 
assignments and from his personal predilections and biases. It may fn.'quently turn 
out that caseload conflicts and personal predilections lead an investigator to unduly 
postpone or improperly perform important elements of a particular case assign
ment. 

Assigning cases to investigative teams rather than to individuahy could elimi
nate this impediment. For effective operations, this team should number approxi
mately six men and be led by a senior investigator who is knowledgeable in the local 
crime situation, in criminal law, and in police management. The leader's primary 
responsibility would be to keep informed of prog~ess on the cases assigned to his 
team and make the broad tactical decisions on the team's expenditure of effort. Each 
day the subordinate investigators would pedorm individually assigned tasks. A 
clerk delegated to the team would prepare progress reportS to document the daily 
accomplishment on open cases and to assist the leader in making the allocation for 
the following day. These reports would also help the leader identify which of his men 
was most effective at which tasks. This approach should assure that significant steps 
in an investigation are objectively decided by a senior experienced investigator. This 
proposed reform is especially applicable to those cases handled by the Major Offend
ers Unit, described in Reform 3, and by those investigators assigned to the prosecu
tor, described in Reform 8. 

5. Strengthen evidence-processing capabilities. 

Rationale: Many police departments collect far more evidence (primarily 
fingerprints) than they can productively process. Our work shows that cold searches 
oflatent fingerprints are far more effective in increasing the apprehension rate than 
are routine follow-up investigations. 

The fingerprint-processing capabilities should be strengthened as follows: First, 



. the reference print files should be organized by geographic area, with a fingerprint 

. specialist assigned to each area, of no more than 4000 to 5000 sets of inked prints. 
Second, to assure a large number oftCrequest searches," which imply a cooperative 
effort between investigator and fingerprint specialist, some communication links 
should be devised to help motivate and facilitate the reciprocal exchange ofinforma
tion between these two parties. And third, the persons performing this functio~ 
should be highly trained, highly motivated, and not overloaded with other tasks 
which detract from their primary function. 

6. Increase the use of information processing systems in lieu of investigators. 

Rat~onale: Much of the scanning and monitoring ofthe huge volume of in for
mation concerning crime incidents and arrests could instead be done by means of 
an information processing system that would involve clerks and routine procedures 
in small departments, and electronic computers in large ones. Rand's nationwide 
survey indicates that computerized information systems are not nearly as· prevalent 
as would be justified by their potential to save manpower in this area. 

7. Employ strike forces selectively and judiciously. 

Rationale: The few investigative strike force operations we examined support 
the view that strike forces can be relatively productive, particularly against bur
glary and fencing offenses. But to achieve an advantage, these units must be manned 
by motivated and innovative personnel. The gain in employing them becomes illuso
ry when mere quantity of arrests is emphasized, for then the efforts of this force tend 
to be diverted into making arrests that are not the result of its own unique capabili
ties. The operation of strike forces necessitates careful procedural and legal plan
ning to protect the involved officers and t.o ensUre that the defendants they identify 
can be successfully pI;osecuted. They also require close monitoring by senior officials 
to ensure that they do not become overly aggressive and infringe on individual 
privacy. 

In all likelihood, the relative advantage of strike force operations in a particular 
department will not persist; so the department must accustom itself to creating and 
then terminating strike forces, as circumstances may dictate. 

8. Place post-arrest (i.e., suspect in custody) investigations under the authority 
of the prosecutor. 

Rationale: Our analyses of workload data reveal that most investigative effort 
on cleared cases is made after the arrest, and that most arrests are made by a 
responding patrol unit without prior investigator involvement. But many of these 
cases necessitate post-arrest investigation to' strengthen the evidence to meet the 
"beyond a reasonable doubt" standard for conviction. Also, the investigator may be 
impelled to post-arrest efforts in an attempt to achieve clearances in other case$ by 
the present arrest, or to satisfy the documentation requirements of the department. 

Most prosecutors do not have investigators on their sta1f.If they do, these 
investigators are usually occupied with relatively complex «white-collar" offenses. 'J 

Generally, then, the prosecutor relies on police investigators to provide the evidence 
needed to prosecute and convict the suspect. But this situation contains an inherent 
conflict between prosecutor and police. A police arrest is justified by probable cause-
i.e., an articulable reasonable belief that a crime waseommitted and that the arrest-
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ee was the offender. But generally, because of the pressure of new cases and the 
ex.pectation that the case will be bargained rather than tried, the police are reluc
tant to expend further investigative efforts to strengthen the evidence in the case. 
The prosecutor, on the other hand, may be reluctant to file the charges that the 
police prefer, or to file at all, if he b~lieves the evidence would not suffice for a 
conviction, i.e., proof beyond a reasonable doubt. It is clear that many cases are 
affected by the conflicting incentives of police and prosecutor, as reflected in failures 
to file, lenient filing, early dismissals, or imbalanced bargaining. 

A promising remedy for this problem would be to place post-arrest investigations 
under the authority of the prosecutor's office, under assignment or as an integral 
part of his staff, depending on the local situation. They would oe used to implement 
the policy that post-arrest investigation shO\~ldseek to demonstrate the culpability 
of the suspect beyond a reasonable doubt. We feel this arrangement would be a more 
effective way of assuring that the evidentiary needs for a successful prosecution are 
met. 

9. Initiate programs designed to impress on the citizen the crucial role he plays 
in crime solution. 

Rationale: All our data show that the most important factor in crime solution 
is the information provided by the victim to the responding police officer. Ifinforma
tion that uniquely identifies the perpetrator is not presented at the time the crime 
is reported, the perpetrator, by and large, will not be subsequently identified. 

Police departments must initiate programs designed to increase the victim's 
desire to cooperate fully with the police. Resources allocated to such programs may 
serve to increase apprehension rates. Specifically, police departments should widely 
disseminate the findings uncovered by this study. The realistic picture of how crimes 
are solved will help eliminate the public's distorted stereotype images of detectives 
and will impress on them the importance of their cooperation with police in order 
to solve crimes. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Rand began this study prepared to find great variability in the criminal investi
gation procedures employed by police departments across the country and in their 
effectiveness. We hoped to identify and describe those key program factors which led 
to improved effectiveness and to suggest how other'police departments might modify 
their investigative practices to achieve the Identified benefits. These hopes were not 
realized. 

Despite \)ur finding apparently diverse investigation practices, organization, and 
official procedures, we conclude that most detectives work similarly everywhere. 
Special projects established to test new operating concepts in some communities 
usually seemed to us to be poorly designed to test the underlying concept onwhich 
they were based,or to provide reliable proof of their eventual impact.2 We found few 
departments seriously undertaking the use of electronic data processing equipment 

J Exceptions were the Long Beach SOB Unit, the New York City Anti-Fencing Unit, and Rochester's 
Team Policing experiment. 
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to help solve their cases; and in those departments where computing systems were 
used, few objective data were available to assess their contribution. 

In general, we ascertained that investigator activities have only a marginal 
impact on the overall level of identifications and arrests achieved by a major police 
department. Although investigators may sometimes concentrate sustained inves
tigative efforts on particular cases, nearly all case solutions result from simple 
routine processing of information available at the time of the initial police report. 

It would not be prudent for a department to materially reduce its level of 
investigative effort on the strength of our findings alone. For many inescapable 
reasons, a police chief would be sharply criticized by crime victims and others if he 
failed to respond with some degree of investigative effort on most cases. Rl:ither, we 
recommend that a series of closely monitored experiments or demonstrations be 
conducted in different types of jurisdictions. These undertakings should provide for 
a carefully controlled reduction in follow-up investigative efforts and for a:n increase 
in efforts to accomplish identifications and arrests by other means. These demonstra
tions should be aimed at testing the substantive findings of our study and at demon
strating practical alternatives for enhancing police capability to apprehend crimi
nals. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Over the years it has become increasingly evident that the crime problem is' 
exceeding .the capabilities of the criminal justice system to control or even contain 
it. If official statistics are to be believed, the increase in crime assumed epidemic 
proportions in the first few years of the 1960s. -Since 1961, the rate for all serious 
crimes has more than doubled. From 1973 to 1974 this rate jumped 17 percent, the 
largest annual increase in the 44 years that national statistics have been collecteo. 
The rise in criminal statistics has prompted a public awareness of the seriousness 
of the problem. The ohservation was made in 1970 that "Suddenly, sometime in the 
1960s, crime and race and lawlessness and civil rights became the most important 
domestic issues in America."! The mounting crime l~ime led to the formation of the 
President's Commission on Law Enforcement and The Administration of Justice in 
1967, which formally identified crime as a prime, nonpartisan, domestic problem. 

Congress subsequently created thl~ Law Enforcement Assistance Administra
tion to authorize grants to state and local governments "in order to improve and 
strengthen law enforcement and encourage research directed toward the improve
ment and development of new methods for the prevention and reduction of crime 
and detection and apprehension of criminals.;'2 Each state planning agency was 
charged with developing a comprehensive pian for reducing ctime tnroughout its 
state and allocating resources under these guidielines. The. allocation of such funds, 
which rose to almost $900 million during FY 1975, was often shaped by the individu
al philosophies oflocal administrators. Some, who had "liberal" views; emphasized 
projects whose aims were to remedy the effects of poverty, racism, or other social 
inequities on the potential offender. Others, regarded as "conservatives," while 
acknowledging the contribution of poverty and social injustice to criminal behavior, 
placed more reliance on public measures that would increase the capabilities of 
agencies more directly concerned with combatting crime-the police,prosecution, 
courts, and corrections. _ 

During the past decade, both ideological postures have- helped to justify the 
formation of a myriad of corrections, cQurts, and police action programs. Billions of" 
dollars have been allocated to state and local governmental agencies for the purpose 
of reducing crime. Unfortunately, ifone is to judge from the available evidence, such 
expectations have not been realized. 

The persistence of the national crime problem has compelled proponents Qf." 
competing 'remedies to combine their approaches. For example, all sides seem to 
agree that even if the goal of rehabilitating criminals ,cannot be achieved, the public, 
at least, has a right to demand that dangerous criminals be somehow restrained. 

Leading criminologists now take the position that some individuals will not be 
readily deterred frOm criminal activity by any reasonable preventive measures. For 

~_ _ - - ---.-----·-··------·----___ -_"-c-__ ~ •. _ " ," 

I Richard Scammon and Ben Wattenberg. The Real Majorit;~"C~~~~,Mi:'caif!1;amH~e!lgb.l:)gan) New 
York, 1970, p. 39. ' -- -

2 Omnibus Crime Control and Safe Streets Act, Public Law 90-351. .!uite 19, 1968. 
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them the criminal justice system is hot a credible deterrent; they do not find that 
the penalties of crimina! conduct outweigh its benefits; and they are' prepared to act 
accordingly. If this is the case, as research leads us to'believe, then,police programs 
designed to increase the likelihood that criminals will be identified and apprehend~d 
are probably the only effective means of directly attacking the criminal behavior of 
this select offender population. However, responsible public administrators recog
nize that unselective increases of resources to policing-are likely to be inefficiently 
used. Millions of dollars have recently been expendep on research to explore specific 
programs or activities by which the police may best contribute to criJ)1e reduction. 
This research has uncovered a number or'important findings in the area ofpoIicing,~" 
but mostly of a negative nature, i.e., it has shown what does not work. ' 

For example, the KansliS City Patrol Experiment demonstrated that, for all 
practical purposes, changes in the level of preventive parrol made no difference at 
all in a number of crime indexes. After one year of this experiment, no differences 
were observed in criminal activity, amount ofre~ordedcrime, rate of victimization 
as revealed in a follow-up survey, level of citizen fear, or degree of citizen satisfaction~~ 
with the police among city areas where' preventive patrol was varied.3 Such 1inding~1 '. 
have led police administrators to question the traditi()nal allocation of police perso~L 
nel. If it is not productive to assign substantial numbers of uniformed officerS til 
routine car patrols on the streets, then this police -manpower, often as much ~.ts 

one··third of all patrol man-hours, might be bEltt~r'!!sed in other tasks,such,:as 
investigation, surveillance, or communitysemces, Unfortunately, the effectiv~Iiess 
of these alternative uses of police has never been clearly demonstrated.}f; / 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice; the resfiarch 
arm ofLEAA, has been confronted by indecisive or negative research results em the 
effectiveness of traditional police patrol ac~ivities; a public than's becoming more" 
vocal in its demands that violent criminals be apprehended and swiftly prosecuted; 
and policepersonnei who are disillusioned and frustrated by their inability, 'because 
of manpower' shortages and strict legal statutes, to convict strongly sllspidious sus
pects in court. One effect of these pressures has been a fr,esbJo,CJ1$mgof,;attentioil ." 
on the investigation functioninpolicing~ IfpoIiceinvestiga,tion were demonstrat~d 
to be a relatively effective means ofidentifying alid apPtehendingc~iniinai~!%ehders' 
in general, and a reliable means to ~sure swift and certain prosecution offfa:ngerous 
offenders in particular, then publiC safety would' be enhanced by allocating more 
resources to this:police function. To this end, the National Institute sponsored The 
Rand Corporation in a two-year study of criminal inve~tigatiori as practiced tJiropgh-
out the country. Study objectives included the following: /..' ' 

• To describe, on a national scale, current:i~vestigative orifi1fG.a1i~r1ind 
• .. __ :~ _ - -.1::;:_ ___;:;"C~ - __ ~_ .. __ 

practIces. . . ,~' ~,,,,,,,.?,,,, .. 

To assess the contribution that police investigatio~,rnakes' toethe achieve-• 
ment of criminal justice goals. / /,' 

• To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and syst'3msbeing adopted 
to enhance investigative performance. .,' ' 

3 For complete results of the Kansas City Patrol Experiment, see The KalUlas City Preuentil)e Patrol~' 
Experiment, by George Kelling, Tony Pate, Duane Dieckman, and Charles E. Brown, published by the 
P()lke Foundation, Washington, D.C., 1975. /' 

/ ~.', " 
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• To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to differences in organi-
zational form, sta,fiirig,procedures, etc. 

/ 

In the cqnductofthisstudy, Rand has limited its attention to police investigation 
of the serioUSl'ep9fted crimes-homicides, rape, robberjes:hurglaries, larceny, and 
auto theft-used by the FBI to establish its crimeoindex.rnvestigatj~n aimed afsuch 

'offenses ast-he sale and use of narcotics, vice,garnbling, or organized crimes has peen 
excluded as they pose an entirely different se(ofissues from those presented by the 
investigation of street crimes. 

/ 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION 
;; 

/. ";. ~ . 

The information used in this study was obtained in sev.e.ral Ways. First, we ./ 
examined literature on the investigative performance oCpolicedepartmentsin' 
American cities and used their findings ashypotheses to be explored in our"'work. 

We developed a comprehensive survey questionnaire which was distributed to 
all municipal or county law enfQrcemeht<fupartments that had 150 or more full-time 
employees or that served a jurisdi6tion whose 1970 population exceeded 100,000.4 

. 

This survey produced extensiv~-in'formation from 153 jurisdictions (of the 300 solicit
ed) on such-topics as departp;lent characteristics, investigator deployrnent,jnvestiga~ , 
tor training and status, use'of evidence technicians, natur!,! of specialization, evalQa-' 
tion criteria, prosecutoilal interaction, case"assignment, use of computer files,:,3:nd. /' 

,(:" ~>'1 ~ /' , 

crime, clearance, ap.u arrest rates;: , :'.' 
On the basisJ;f'ihe survey responses,tog~therwith the. consensus of an advIsory 

panel'ofex~tii~.~}aw enforcerpe1l:tpers'6filiel, more than 25 police ag~ncles were 
sel~ted for more detail?dstudy, Our project stafl'visited each ofthesedep~rtinents, 
observing and partic;patiIighithe p.perations of the investigativeU'llits and discuss-' 
ing their proce-dures with personnefat'vari9.US departmental.1e-vels. In some cities 
we monitored individual investigators andtheirsupervisots continuously over a 
period of several days to obtain realistic profiles oftheir-activit_~f;!$./·-. ~ __ 

From some departments we obtained studies that tiley-had made toevahfah~ 
novel investigative programs. In addition, several-depart¥lents 9Poperated· closely 
with the Rand staff.imd provided access to-data that were. subsequently used in one 
of the component studies. 

• ) • .... -~~ 0'_ 

COMPONENT STUDIES 

The components of Rand's criminal investigation study are summarized in this 
volu,-ne, with the exception of our national surve;y ~f.R9l~:depat'tfi1ents which is ,.' ... -
discussed ill Volume II. We do not neeftti~..:r£f;-"fJalh1iuch sumIl!aries here; however, 

... -toJacllitateour presentation of repr~.Btim\Hve findings froIJl the component studies 
in this volume, we enumerate)ultfbrieflyidentify these: studies: 

/-:;~~.~ .. . ~-= ... .:;;' 

• The Literatu}:Jy[leview-a comprehep~ive"Search fOf, and the analysis of, 
reports ~¢;-pf'evious studies .£Bm::eirning the poli~e)nvestigative function, 

. "~!..:?- . ' ,: 
- :~ 

• The complete results of the Rand survey are reported in R-1777-noJ;Volume II of this study.T.he l 

Criminallnvestigation Process: Survey of MunicipaL a11,d County Police 'Departments. October 1975. 
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concentrating Dn work d.one in the past decade. . 
Des(jription of the Investigative FWlcticm-a filII charact.~i'ization of wh~t .. ,
the,criminal investigation seeks to, accomplish, howJtis orgaT1i~edand 
managed, how it operates, howpe~sonnel are assigned and trained, what 
forim,s of support are-given, etc. This description mainly derives from infor
mation obt~lned from Rand's national surveyeo which 153 policedepart::;
njents responded and from our extensive.neld work within more than 25 
departments. 
HoU)De.tectives Spend Their Time-;a reconstruction of the daily routine of 
investigators,. concomitantly l'ehiting the uses of their time, to various 

" measures of' accomplishme~:'This analytical portrayal is based on a pro; 
-'gram of personal observations by Rand resear~hers, on inferenceS' from the 

numerous crirpinal c.as~ files collectE;!d andr~viewed for many purposes in 
this sV,Jdy, and onacomputer-reada.bledata file mainta~l)edt;YtheKa.nsas 
City Police D~partment: ',' , " ' ,-
How Crimes Are Solved-an analysis of cleared Case samples from the 
PQIicedepartments ofSi~ contrastingdtiel:l; to ascertainwht;it factors were 
respohsible for the identification ofthe suspect ~m:p.what contribution the 
irtvestigators made to the case solution~ - "'_ ,,,>.' ' 

,~ 'THe Role of Physical EvidenceCoHecti~ri·(1,ndProcess0.ica comparison of 
the physical evidence collection and processing efforts in six police depart- . 
merits, seekIng to show how. the type and amognftir'such efforts, and the 
procedures for applying thern, affect the clearance of robbery and burglary 
cases. The role oEthe evidence technician is extensively explored, including 
differences in his productivity among the six departm~_nts studied .. 
Investigative Thoroughness-a.c6mparlsorlo{io15E;r; case samples from;' 
two prosecutors' offices to illUlllinatesever~lissue~about the thoroughness 

• 

• 

,"of perrol'ruing and rep9~tipg,fQUgW~QJJ. investig~tions; n~unely, What effect 
does the stringency, of the p~o~e~iltor's cha~ging Z policy have on such 
thoroughness? andH.ow does investigqtiv~ thoroughness affe9t casedisposi~ 
tion? , , , 

Information Feedback toVictims~an assessinentof how the feedback of 
inform~.ti{}h from police totbbbery and burgUi'ry victims affects their atti~ 

.c"-'-;'" c· c_ ,,-tudeS. ~~s reveale<\;by ~c small telephon:~ survey in. a single jurisdiction. . 
• The Investigative Strike Force-:-an examination of proactive investigation 

methods purporting to enhance overall arrest effectiveness. The nature, 
use, and performance of strike forces are considered both in gen,eral and 
for the instances of the Miami STOP Unit and the Long Beach~SOB Unit 
in particular. 

,~; ." 
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. Chapter 2 

A REALISTIC VIEW OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES 

i 

Aprimary obje,('tive of this study has beentodevelop a realistic description of 
the activities in"l,vhich police hivestigators arc routinely engaged. At its beginning 
we had con8iderable doubts about whether we could ever resolve.the many conflict.··· 
jng views concerning wh;;lt detectives really accomplish. 

t I"';;:;" 
'/ 

STEREOTYPES OF THE INVESTIGATOR'S ROLE 

Three common stereotypes influence the public's perception of investigative 
effectiveness. Fir$t is the media image, which many,detectives would c1aimfor 
themselves-the resourceful, streetwi~~>~gp,who always getehis1llJ;lnd'{eit is the 
historical ster~otype, the image that oiCi-tinu!rsonthe fq~c~ l1a~ ()f .th~ detective's' 
contribution to law and order. Finally, 'the criti~~l..stereoiype--:which'fecent objec
tive studies have tended to develop. SOII,le combination of these alternative stereO" 
types provides the basis for current investigative policies in most police departm~nts ;< 

today. ".-, . 
The media image of the working detective;"pai'ticularly'pervasive in widery 

viewe.d television series, is tha.t of,a Glevr.r.ljmagi..natb~j~perii:e:¥Briuit3ft~etWfsecop~~~'; ·c'~'." 
who consorts with glamorous wome~ and duels with crafty .crimillals.lIe and his 
partners roam the entire city for days or 'weeks trying to'6reak;a:sing}e case, which 
is ultimately solved by,means of the investigator's deductive powerS'. ',I'his-image is, 

"V,, . thErorie'{h~t many investigators'l'refer.,,-'perhaps witp".a<legree o(saniflz;hig;~'f'h~Y:;{~::.S.:c 
would concede that criminals are f'~tely as crafty dr'diabolical'as depicted in the' \' 
media, but may not quarrel with tlie'i~edia characterization of their own capabili
ties.·.,,"· 

Some current investigative practices appear m~inlyas a means to preserve-a: 
media-like imageor tG givea~:Victim the Lridof'seryices he expects largely because. 
of that image. 'rhat is, fingerprint dusting,IDMi5 shot showing, or questioning wit
nesses are often done without any hope of devel(jping leads', .but simply for' public 
relations. ,';.i' ' .:-0' i 

The stereotyped inf~es held by older police administrators are influ~nced by the Ii 
":special status that detecti";es once held in earlier times. 1 Not too many years ago" 

various forms of illicit activity such as vice, gambling, prostitutiori;and speakeasies 
. were much morE! openly tolerated by <:ity goveinmentsthan they are today.-The· 

existence of these illegal, but ~ccept:ed, en'ierprises created problems for the city,. 
police. How could they keep such institutions. under control without driving them 
completely O\lt of btlsiness? The police dealings"with these institu'tions were fre-
quently carried on by detectives. The detectives ensured that the businesses were 

• 1 This brief historicai' account was compiled ~!'om information presented in: Bruce Smith, Police 
. Systems in the United States, Hal'per & Row, New York, 1960; Raymond Fosdick, American Police 

Systems,The Century Company; New York. 1921; and Charles Franklin, The Third Degree,Robert Hale, 
l.ondon; 1970. 
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run in a somewhat orderly fashion and that "undesirables" who attempted to take 
part were driven out. By this delicate handling of a troublesome situation the 
detectives often won the favor of the business leaders and politicians connected with 
these activities. Such political connections made the detective a man of respect and 
influence. . 

Allowing these illegal enterprises to continue had special investigation benefits 
for the police. When serious crimes did occur or when public pressure was bruught 
to bear on the police to deal with a particular problem, these illegal activities 
provided a valuable source of inforrQation to which the detectives could turn. Not 
surprisingly, thieves and con men would often be customers Qfthe vice and gambling 
operations, or have close contacts with people engaged in such business. lfthe police 
really wanted information on a particular criminal activity, the detectives could 
turn to their contacts w:ithin the illicit activities and either solicit information as 
a favor or extort it by threatening the safety of the illegal operation. 'rhus the 
"'effectiveness" of detective operations frequently depended on maintaining close 
contacts with a select group of potential informers. 

Another role detectives played in addition to that of policing illicit activities was 
,that of dispensing street-corner justice. A good cop was expected to maintain order 
without resorting to the courts. He did this by persuasion; and by threats, and by 
actual physical force, if necessary. Only in those" instances where it was clear that 
his presence alone would not deter crime did he bring in a suspect for criminal 
proceedings. 

Detectives played a prominent role in the exercise of this discretionary justice 
because they were less visible than a uniformed patrolman when it came to breaking 
down doors or pummeling offenders on the street. Because of their experience they 
were "eXpected to be more diplomatic in handling these incidents-part of the detec
tive's basic working knowledge included which individuals could be t.reated roqghly 
without getting the department into trouble. The detectives who could handle or 
clear up delicate situations without causing a cOq1motion were highly valued by 
police and city administrators. 

Another method formerly available to help a detective close caSes was the 
third-degree or the extended interrogation. Miranda,2 increased,~nforGement of civil 
liberties, and the rise of community review boards Put a limitation on this type of 
activity. It is no longer acceptable for detectives to arrest a suspect and keep him 
in custody simply for investigative purposes. The use of physical or psychological 
force in an attempt to extort a confession or to get information about other suspects 
in a case is no longer permissible under current due process requirements. 

We have no empirical evidence concerningth~ results produced by these various 
techniques; therefore any comparisons between the effectiveness of historical and 
current approaches is purely speculati~e. However, it is obvious that investigators 
once possessed a number of investigative tactics that are no longer permissible. 

A more critical stereotype of investigative effectiveness can be gleaned from a 
number of studies which attempt to analyze how detectives go about their work. 

The earliest critic was probably Raymond Fosdick in his Arnerlcan Police 8Y8- • 
terns Crhe Century Company, New York, 1921). After visiting police departments in 
all of the major cities of the United States, he critieized"uetectives for~ 

2 The rights enumerated in Miranda v. Arizona, 384, U.s. 436 (966). 
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• Lack of civil service standards in selection. 
• Lack of training. 
• Poor coordination with patrol operation. 
• . Lack of effective supervision. 
• Lack of ordinary "business systems" for handling their administrative 

work. 

In many departments, these criticisms are equally appropriate today. More recent 
analysts have argued that: 3 

• Police agencies do not routinely collect and summarize data that can be 
used to determine the effectiveness of investigation activities. Clearance 
and arrest statistics in particular are unsuitable because they fail to distin
guish outputs of investigative efforts from those of other units in the de
partment. Clearance data alone are also extremely unreliable indicators of 
police performance because of their subjective nature. 

• The solution rate of crimes assigned to detectives appears insensitive to the 
number assigned, implying that detectives can accurately predict which 
cases can be solved and work on only those, or that the cases solve them
selves. 

• A high proportion of cases are closed when a patrol unit makes an arrest 
at the scene of the crime. 

• Investigators make scant use of indirect evidence such as fingerprints, 
toolmarks, etc. 

Uncomplimentary views are also being espoused by a number of progressive 
police chiefs who have seen reforms and new initiatives take hold in every other area 
of policing, but find their detpctives the last bastion of the status quo. In their 
departments, an appointment to the detective bureau is no longer viewed as the best 
path to promotion. In some departments (Los Angeles Police Department, for in
sta,nce) an independent detective bureau no longer exists. Investigators are now 
assigned directly to a local operations commander. 

l\1any of these chief.c:; are quite candidly critical of the old freewheeling detective 
style of operation. They see their detectives as simply trying to preserve the freedom 
and prerequisites of their jobs without making any efforts to adapt to the rapidly 
shifting community and legal climate in which they must work. 

CURRENT INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES 

Since the purpose of this volume is to propose major changes in how future 
criminal investigations are conducted, the reader should be well acquainted with the 
current investigative process. We now turn our attention to providing a realistic 
perspective of current investigative activities. An expanded version is given in 
Volume III (R-1778-DOJJ,.together with data showing how investigative efforts are 
allocated among various investigative activities. 

A realistic view of investigative activities can most easily be portrayed by de-

" For a more complete discussion of these findings. see Chapter 2. Volume III. of' this study-The 
Crimitwlltwestigation Pro(:ess: Oh.~l:'rl'atio'ns and Analysis. R·1778·DOJ, October 1975. 
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scribing how a typical case is handled. We also present some variations that fre
quently occur in this typical pattern, as well as some departmental policies that 
govern how cases are handled. FinaJ.ly, we discuss the supporting activities that 
police perform to increase the likelihood of identification and apprehension. 

Incident Report and Preliminary Investigation 

Most cases involving major felonies are initiated by a citizen calling the police 
to report the crime or a police pat.rol unit responding to evidence that a crime is in 
progress. In either case, the first police representative on the scene will usually be 
a uniformed patrolman. His duties are to provide aid to the victim, to secure the 
crime scene for later investigation, and to begin documenting the facts of the crime. 
In a very few departments, investigators may be dispatched simultaneously with the 
patrol unit to begin an immediate investigation of the crime scene, but in most 
departments investigation by detectives does not take place until after a patrol unit 
has filed its report. The patrolman's initial incident report usually contains the basic 
facts of the crime, the identity of the victim, a description of the suspect, and the 
identity and location of any potential witnesses,:.,.as....,well as a description of the crime 
scene and any pertinent statements by witness~&.§itha,."Yictjm. _. ~.: .. -

In most departments, patrol units are under consid~rai';iE{pressuretoclit short 
t.heir investigation and get back on patrol. These departments regard the investiga
tor as responsible for developing potential leads and continuing the case. In a few 
departments, patrolmen are encouraged to use their own initiative to conduct such 
additional investigative activities as house-to-house canvasses or other attempts to 
track down suspects. 

The product of the responding patrolman's activities will be a report which 
passes to the detective unit. Depending on departmental policies and the thorough
ness of the patrolman, it will be something between a cryptic incident report pro
viding only the essential facts of the case and a complete p'reliminary report of all 
pertinent information available at the time the patrolman responded, with most 
departments tending toward the former. This document, then, provides the basis for 
any further investigative activity by the detective. 

Evidence Collection and Processing 

Studies have.shown that most crime scenes contain physical evidence that could 
conceivably be used to link a suspect to the crime scene and that in approximately 
50 percent of the crime scenes there are usable latent nngerprints. To collect this 
potential evidence-primarily the fingerprints-many departments now use spe
cially trained evidence technicians, whose sole task is to process crime scenes. They 
may be available for dispatch at the time of the crime report or may be sent out 
following the initial report if in the responding patrolman's judgment there is a 
potential for finding any usable evidence. The evidence technicians examine the 
crime scene, lift any usable latent prints, and submit a report of their results to the 
responsible investigation unit. 

In most departments latent prints will not be used unless an investigator asks 
the print examiner to compare them against the inked prints of a specific suspect. 
In a very few departments the print examiner may attempt "cold" searches, using 
the lifted prints to compare against mes of known or suspected offenders. 
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Screening and Case Assignment 

Every morning (about 7 o'clock) the previous day's incident reports are assem
bled and distributed to the responsible investigation unit. Assignments are deter
mined by the organizational pattern of the department, which may be by crime type 
specialties (robbery, burglary, sex offenses, etc.) or by geographic areas of the city. 
The specialization may be so detailed that the assignment personnel can direct the 
incident report to the specific investigator who is supposed to handle that case. 
Otherwise, the incident report will go to a unit supervisor who will then assign the 
case to an individual detective, based on previous patterns of offenses or individual 
workloads. Each detective usually receives one or two new cases a day. Workload 
assignments are lower for crimes against the person and higher for minor property 
crimes. 

In some departments formal "solvability factors" or the judgment of the unit 
supervisor may be used to determine whether or not a specific case should be 
followed up by the investigators assigned, or simply suspended until any new facts 
develop. In most departments every case is assigned to a responsible investigator 
with some minimal attempt at follow-up expected. This minimal effort is usually an 
attempt to re-contact the victim and see whether he can remember any other facts 
in addition to those recorded on the incident report. Although most investigators 
will have twenty or thirty open cases on their desks at anyone time, only two or 
three are really considered active. Our workload data showed that most cases are 
closed within the first day of activity. Very few remain active after two or three days. 

Follow-up Investigation 

The new cases assigned to an investigator can generally be sorted into one of 
three categories. Receiving first priority are those in which the investigative steps 
are obvious from the facts related in the incident report. These are the cases in 
which the victim names the suspect, gives a license number, where the suspect can 
be found, or additional witnesses are indicated who were never interviewed by the 
responding patrolman. Investigators are always expected to track down these obvi
ous leads. 

Second in priority are those cases which require attention, not because any 
obvious leads are indicated, but because of the seriousness of the offense or the 
notoriety it receives in the press or in the community. Because the investigators 
want to avoid charges by the community that they are not doing their job or simply 
because an investigator is outraged by the offense and wants to help the victim, 
additional efforts on the case are expected. This may involve re-contacting victims 
and witnesses and :going over their prior statements. 

In the lowest category of priority are the routine cases that offer no indication 
of additional leads. In all departments these cases receive nothing more than per
functory attention. The Kansas City Case Load Assignment File indicates that 
approximately 70 percent of all residential burglaries may fall into this third catego
ry. 

The first task of'the investigator when h~ comes to work is to plan his activities 
for the day. Most of the morning is usually devoted to reviewing his new cases, 
accomplishing the paperwork required for the cases to which he has been assigned, 
processing prisoners who are in custody from the previous night, and making re-
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quired court appearances. Late morning and afternoon are usually free for conduct
ing interviews or street patrol. Although he must make his required court appear
ances and he must process arrestees, usually within narrowly prescribed time 
schedules, how he uses the rest of his time is determined by his own jUdgment. 

He conducts interviews and checks around the community according to his own 
sense of priority about each case, the difficulty or attractiveness of conducting the 
various interviews, transportation difficulties, and fellow investigators' activities. 

It is fare to see an investigator take detailed written notes as a result of any of 
his interviews. He only records telephone numbers, addresses, nicknames, as neces
sary, on scraps of paper. Information put into the official case folder is only what 
is required. Transcripts of witness statements are made in only the most important 
cases. 

Clearance and Arrest 

A major demand on the investigator's time is made when a suspect is finally 
taken into custody-usually as a result of patrol activity. In most departments a 
concerted effort is made to clear additional crimes in addition to the one for which 
the suspect has been arrested. This effort is purely the investigator's. If the suspect 
is willing, the investigator may talk to him concerning a number of similar offenses, 
or if the suspect is not willing to talk, the investigator may rely on his own judgment 
about the similarity of the cases. If the suspect has been involved in crimes where 
he was seen by the victim, such as sex crimes or robbery, earlier victims may be 
brought in to view the suspect in a lineup. The results of these efforts must then be 
conveyed to the prosecutor in written reports. 

In many jurisdictions the prosecutor will require the investigator to consult with 
him about the facts of the case at the time of filing. If he helped solve the case, the 
investigator will have to be a witness in court. 

Supporting Activities 

In addition to their regular investigative activities, most departments expend 
additional resources in attempts to develop leads for investigators by other means 
or to provide alternative means for identifying the suspect. All departments main
tain a variety of information files which are sources of investigative leads. These 
may include: a file of crimes of a similar type or in similar locations in a specific time 
period; a file of the addresses, description, and m~dus operandi of known offenders; 
mug shot files, usually organized by Grime type and basic descriptors; fingerprint 
files for all past arrestees; intelligence files on specific individuals suspected of 
particular criminal actwity; field interrogation files to indicate the location and 
reason for st~ping a specific individual or vehicle, along with the description of a 
person and his vehicle; and files of stolen or pawned property;, 

In some departments, special details or strike forces may be operated in an 
attempt to provide investigative leads that would never come in through normal 
bcident reports. The most commonly encountered example of such activity is a 
pawnshop detail which routinely inspects items taken in by pawnshops and com
pares them with stolen property lists. Another type of strike force uses investigators 
to buy stolen property in an attempt to identify fences or frequent burglars. 
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Selection, Training, and Supervision 

In most departments the investigators occupy a unique position and job title, 
often with civil service status. Our survey indicated that in the average department, 
J.4.5 percent of the sworn petsonnel have positions designated as investigators. 

The men selected for investigators usually have spent three to five years on 
patrol assignments. Where selection is not based strictly on civil service criteria, the 
more aggressive patrolmen are usually selected for investigative assignments, pre
sumably because a patrolman who makes a large number of arrests has the appro
priate type of initiative and insight to make a good investigator. 

Whatever training new investigators get is usually on the job. When new re
cruits join the department, they are given some investigative training to help them 
in their patrol work, but there are usu"ally no special classes for men recently 
assigned to investigation units. Only a few departments offer continuing education 
for people in investigative assignments. 

Most investigators operate out of special units that are separate from patrol, 
except in those team policing jurisdictions where the investigators have been inte
grated into the patrol/team concept. The unite:; themselves have only administrative 
significance. Each investigator or investigator-patr operates fairly independently. 
The supervisor worries about vacation schedules, timeliness of reports, and tidiness 
of paperwork, but he does not usually enter il1to substantive decisions about the 
case. In departments where men are encouraged to spend a good deal of their time 
on the street, the supervisor may be only vaguely aware of what his men are doing 
on a day-to-day basis. 

This brief description represents our attempt to portray how investigation ac
tivities are carried out on a daily basis and to furnish the reader with some apprecia" 
tion of the activities we evaluate in Chapter 3, as well as some understanding of the 
difficulties an administrator would face ifhe tried to introduce greater accountabili
ty into investigation activities or to eliminate unproductive efforts. A more detailed 
description of daily activities is provided in Volume III (R,1778-DOJ), along with 
data that show how investigative time is distributed over such activities as inter
viewing victims, making court appearances, and attempting to locate witnesses. 
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Chap~er 3 

THE RESULTS OF INVESTIGATIVE ACTIVITIES 

We have described how the activities that make up the investigative function 
are most frequently carried out; in some sense, these activities represent inputs to 
a production process-the investigation of reported crimes. This chapter is con
cerned with the outputs of those activities, that is, what society gains in return for 
the resources expended. 1 

The departments we interviewed did not keep records that permitted us to 
determine this input-output relationship directly, and traditional methods proved 
unsuitable as a means of measuring the results obtained from investigative, as 
opposed to noninvestigative, activities. For example, clearance rates are calculated 
by combining all cleared cases, regardless of which police function is actually re
sponsible for their clearance; and no department kept records that enabled the 
clearance rate to be broken down by police function. Therefore, our study approach 
was to first define the outputs of the investigative function, and subsequently to 
develop criteria of effectiveness and productivity for each output. 

Top-ranking police personnel and detectives concurred that the outputs sought 
from police investigations are: 

1. The identification and apprehension of suspects. 
2. The conviction of defendants. 
3. The satisfaction of the victim's demand for police attention. 

Once these three output goals were identified, we designed individual pieces of 
research to estimate how various investigative activities contributed to them. In 
each piece of our research, with the exception of the victim survey, we collected data 
from several police depart.ments so that we could compare departments and deter
mine whether various investigative activities and organizational arrangements 
made a difference in output measures. Where possible we attempted to control for 
other factors that may also make a difference.2 In addition, we were interestediri 
determining how much of the overall level of police effectiveness is associated with 
investigative, as opposed to noninvestigative, efforts. 

The remainder of this chapter summarizes the results of the individual pieces 
of research:3 

I The researchers primarily responsible for the material summarized in this chapter are: "How Cases 
Are Solved," Jan M. Chaiken and Linda Prusoff; "Analysis of the Collection and Processing of Physical 
Evidence," Joan Pet('rsilia; "The Daily Routine," Jan M. Chaiken and Konrad Kellen; "The Relationship 
Between Thoroughness of Investigation and Case Disposition," Joan Petersilia; "Investigative Strike 
Forces," Peter Greenwood; and "Information Feedback to Crime Victims," Robert Castro and Marvin 
Lavin. 

2 Analysis of our survey data showed that organizational differences among investigative units cannot 
be directly relat~J to differences in clearance rate, arrest rate, or crime rate. The intention of the more 
detailed pieces of analysis was to attempt to isolate departmental characteristic; that could be said to 
account for differences in investigative effectiveness. 

:l The complete analysis of our research appears in Volume III, The Criminal Investigation Process: 
Obserl'ations and Analysis (R-1778-DOJl. 
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• The contribution of investigation to case clearance (identification and, 
where possible, arrest) was explored in several studies. We analyzed a large 
sample of cleared crimes from a variety of crime types to determine what 
factors contributed to case solution. The contribution of physical evidence 
collection and processing efforts was determined by examining case records 
and departmental statistics from a number of departments employing diff
erent collectiol1 and processing strategies. These records were used to de
termine what'l'ole, if any, physical evidence played in the solution of each 
case and to infer if departmental differences could be directly relate:d to the 
rate at which suspects are identified through latent prints. 

• Employing a data file from the Kansas City Police Department, we devel
oped workload indexes of possible use to all departments, drew a portrait 
of how an investigator's time is spent, and analyzed the relationship be
tween time spent and case solution. 

• The impact of investigative efforts on court dispositions was determined by 
examining a sample of cases from two jurisdictions which demonstrated 
markedly different approaches to the post-arrest investigative function. 
The quantity of information provided by one department to the prosecutor 
greatly exceeded that provided by the other. 

• To determine the impact of special investigative strike forCe operations, we 
examined the case histories of two such units and evaluated data which 
purported to demonstrate their productivity. 

• And finally, to explore the attitudes of victims toward various investigative 
policies, we conducted a survey of recent burglary and robbery victims to 
find out how they would respond to a variety of possible investigative 
policies. 

HOW CASES ARE SOLVED 

A police investigation is initiated when the patrolman responds to the crime 
scene and records preliminary information. That crime report is subsequently for
warded to the investigative division, where the case is assigned to a detective so that 
the investigation may be completed. This method of operation suggests that in 
determining the involvement of a detective in a case solution, we should distinguish 
between those cases in which the solution was essentially established before· the 
detective received the case and those where the solution occurred afterward. Also, 
to determine the type of investigative skills and effort required to solve a case, for 
those cases where no initial identification was available, it was desirable to distin
guish those cases solved through simple routine investigative activities from those 
that required special investigative initiative or skills. 

To control for the variability one encounters across distinct crime types, we 
examined cases from a number of typical specialized investigative units, including: 
forgery and fraud, automobile theft, theft, commercial burglary, robbery, felony 
morals (sex crimes), aggravated assault, and homicide. 

For each of these crime types we examined a sample of cleared cases, first 
classifying them as to whether there was or was not an initial identification at the 
time the investigator received the report, and then, for those cases in which there 
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was no initial identification, determining how the case was eventually solved. The 
results of this analysis were as follows;4 

• In more than halfofthe cleared cases, the identification of the offender was 
available at the time of the initial report because (1) the offender was 
·arrested at the scene; (2) the victim or witness identified the suspect by 
name and address; or (3) some evidence available at the crime scene, such 
as a license plate or employee badge number, uniquely determined the 
identity of the suspect. 

• Most of the remaining cases that were eventually cleared were done so 
through simple routine administrative actions; fingerprint search, inform
ant tips, reviewing of mug shots, or arrests in connection with the recovery 
of stolen property. In only three crime categories were any special action 
cases observed. These were commercial burglary, robbery, and homicide; 
in each of these categories special action cases accol,mted for about 10 
percent of the solved cases. 

Given these findings, it is easy to see that clearance rates cannot be expected to 
vary substantially according to the organization of investigative units, the training 
and selection of investigators, whether they specialize by crime type or not, their 
workload, and other variables that were explored in our survey. BasicaiIy, with the 
possible exception of homicide, if investigators peri'ormed onIyihe obvious and 
routine tasks needed to clear the "easy" cases, they woul<! ,soive the vast majority 
(97 percent) of crimes that now get cleared. All theirefforts in relation to other cases 
have a very marginal effect on the number of crimes cleared. 

Thus, it is not appropriate to view the r()le of investigators as that of solving 
crimes. They do not spend much time on activities that lead to clearances, and much 
of their work in this connection could be performed by clerical personnel. 

Our findings also highlight the importance of patrol officers in producing clear
ances. A substantial fraction of clearances are' produced by patrol arrests at the 
scene of crimes. In other cases, it is the patrol officer who records the information," 

/' 

that we labeled as. "initial identification." The efforts that many departmeJlts' fire 
making to structure their crime reports so that this information is properlyrecorded 
appear tone highly desirable. Such information can make a rou,tine case out of an 
otherwise difficult one. (, , 

Technology has also converted many previously di.fficult investigative tasks~l!.t~L~~~.' 
routine ones. The ability of patrol officers toche~fr:~I>i91Ywhe);~rr~c stolen; 
or the driver is wanted, made possible q1arlY spontan~JlsJ.>IEf~'fances that we clas
sified as routine. Well-organized and rnaintain,edmug shot 01." modus operandi files 
also helped produce routine c!earance.s-th:afeither wouldrtever have occurred or 

. -- . . 
would have been nonroutine i!lAhe absence of such files. 

Finally, our review ofindlvidual case folders persuaded us that actions by mem
bers of the public can strongly influence the outcome of cases. Sometimes private 
citiz~nslby ruse or restraint, held the perpetratQtat the scene of the crime: Some-

4 Initially, we analyzed 63 robbery cases, divided among four police departments [Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, Miami, and Washington, D.C.). We then expanded the analysis to include 109 cleared cases for 
crimes ~ther than robbery from Long Beach, California. The sample was again expanded to include an 
additional 92 cases from the Kansas City, Missotiri Police Department, selected according to a different 
sampling design. 

1 
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times they recognized the suspect or stolen property at a later tim~ and called the 
investigator. In other cases, the victim or his relatives conducted a full-scale investi
gation on their own and eventually presented the investigator with a solution. 
Collectively, these types of citizen involvement constitute a sizable fraction of· .' 
cleared cases. Possibly many more cases could be solved if the public were made 
aware that they cannot depend on the police to solve cases magically but rather must 
provide the police with as much information as possible. 

ANALYSIS OF THE COLLECTION AND PROCESSING OF 
PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

The ability ofa police age.!}"y to- properly3011ect and. proCess the physical evi
dence retrieved from crimfr 'scenes is tho~ght to be important to the process of 
successful police investigation. Police departments across the country are emphasiz
ing more efficient collection and processing efforts by allocating more personnel to 
them, establishing crime scene search units, purchasing sophisticat,edequipment, 
and processing a larger percentage of crime scenes for physical evidence. These 
policy decisions are based on the assumption that there is a positive correlation 
between the amount of physical evidence retrieved and the number of suspects 
identified from such evidence. The research reported here was undertaken to see 
whether or not such a relationship exists. Our primary purpose was to conduct a 
comparative analysis of the physical evidence~ollection and processing efforts in six 
police departments (Long Beach, Berkeley, Los Angeles, and Richmond, California; 
Washington, D.C.; and Miami, Florida), selected OIl, the basis of their contrasting 
evidence collection and processing efforts. In each of the six police departments we 
visited, data were collected from the evidence-gathering unit so that the role of 
physical evidence' could be assessed under different methods of operation. 5 

To get an overall indication of the frequency with which a technician responds 
to residential burglaries, how frequently he lifts prints, and how frequently the 
prints result in an identification, we took a sample of cleared and uncleared cases. 
This sample, consisting of 200 residential burglary cases per department in three. 
cities, indicated that in only about 1 percent ofthe cases in each department were' 
latent prints matched with the inked prints of the suspect. Our results show·that 
in Richmond, California, where evidence technicians ate dispatched to nearly 90 
percent of the reported burglaries, and recover prints from 70 percent of the scenes 
they process, their hit rate (or percentage of all cases where an identification re
sulted) is the same as in Long Bea$!ch and Berkeley which dispatch evidence techni
cians to the scene less frequently and lift prints less often. 

From these data, we infer that a heavier investment in evidence technicians and 
a policy of routinely dispatching technicians to all felony crim~~cenes produces a 
higher print recovery rate; yet, they appear not to affect t!?e rate at which finger-

r. The Berkeley techm,,:~ns are dispatched at the patrolman 'l>discretion; in Long Beach the technician 
is required to process only specified types of felony crime scenes; Los Angeles technicians process only 
violent crime scenes. whereas the patrolmen lift prints at others; Miami technicians are requested at the 
patrolman's discretion at felony crime scenes; Richmond technicians are required to process a felony 
crinw immediately following the report of tile incident; in Washington. D.C., the technicians are cruising 
tht' sl reets in mobile evidence vans and when an~lony is reported. they are automatically dispatched to 
lilt' scene. 

--":","~"",~".,,, 
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print identifications serve to clear burglary cases. The data also suggest a higher 
print recovery rate in Richmond, where the crime site is processed immediately 
following the report of the incident. 

There are several plausible explanations as to why lifting more prints does not 
actually result in a higher r~te of burglary suspect identifications. The most reason
able ex'planation appears to involve the fingerprint searching capabilities of the 
individual department. That is, a hfgh proportion of recovered latents are never 
used to search fingerprint files and to attempt to make identifications from compari
sons. 

We compared the effectiveness of fingerprint identification sections in four P<>' 
lice departments (Washington, Los Angeles, Nnafui/·and':RichmQP'd)."whi~h differ 
significantly in terms of size, fingerprint files maintained, and types ~{fitig~rpriht '. ," "";-"-::.,-,-~~:.-..::.:'~:,:,~ ..... ~ 

services performed; We lised the identification success rates ofthenngerprint sec- J/ 
~ / /;;;Y- ~ 

tions as a measure of their effectivness. ,,/ .,? 

We compared the productivity offingerprint identification operations in the fou ..... ,/ 
cities we examined in several ways. By looking at the approximate number of crime 
scenes processed per year (all crimes combined), the percentage 6f'C~ime sites where 
prints were lifted, and the number of identifications which resulted, we were able 

r't.o draw the following conclusions regarding th~productivity of physical evide!1ce \-'1 
processing: ,-.-/ 

• Miami.>',Ri~hmond, and Los Angeles make approximately the same percent
age. of identifications from retrieved latent prints-approximately 9. per

,~,' ~ent of the prints retrieved are subsequently used to help identify a suspect. 
" In WashingtoIT, D.C., only about 4 percent .ofthe retrieved prints (all crime 

types combined) will be matched with those of a suspect. 
• In Washington~ D.C., a majority of identifications result from request 

searches.6 Miami specialists produce nearly half of their identifications. 
from own initiativesearches;7 Richmond is able to make nearly 20per,cen( 
of their identifications from cold searches;!L ' , ; /' 

• When the manpower devoted to identification efforts is conSIdered, it is 
clear that the productivity levels of different fingerprint units differ signifi~ 
ca.Tltly. A fingerprint specialist in Washington, D.C., averages 42 suspect, 
identifications per year (assuming 70 percent of his time is spent searching 
prints); whereas Richmond averages 397. In terms of cost, an identifica.tion 
in Washington, D.C., entails 140 hours of manpower at a co~t ()f$875 per 
identification. In the other three citiesjh~ cost for each identification is less 
than $100. ::.j!-' . 

Plausible explanatioITs that aGcdunt for some of the very wide differences ob
served in the productivity levels of these four fingerprint identification sections 
include the following:" . ",,' 

G A reqtiest search is initiated when an invdstigator submits the name of a possible suspect and 0 

requeeta thl,it the suspect's inked prints be compared with the latents from a specified crime site. 
'( An "own initiative" search occurs when the fingerprint specialist acts "as his own detective." As 

',' such, he attempts to match MOs by reading arrest reports, independently searching arrestees' prints with 
recently lifted latents, etc .. in an attempt to match latent prints. 

sA cq,ld search usually consists of taking latents and trying to nfatch them with the inked prints un 
a specialized, career-offeT\der file. 

._,0-0':""'_0--
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• . /fhe Wasbjngton, D.C. ;;pecliilist is responsible for several fi~gerprint~relat~ 
ed activities, moresothan in the other three cities. These additional aGtivi~ ~;J. 

··ties may prevent the D.O. specialistfrOln becoming as, thoroughly familIar 
with lat.ent fingerprints and the various files maintained as someone who 
is involved solely in this act:ivity. 

• In aU four departments, the,Jnajority of the suspect identifications result 
from a request made by an ihvestigator to have the 'fingerprint specialist 
compare a certain latent prinJ with those of a named suspect. This implies 
that the productivity of'the' fhlgerprint specia:iist depends primarily on tl,e 
quantity and quality of the h~ads or requests made by-the investigator; 

, .", 0-

Does identification productivity depend on the ~~inber' of requests made by 
investigators? A Washington investigator average~/two requests for searches per 

. year; in :Righmon4:.::s,';eestimate that on the avera~e·an investigator requests fifteen 
searches per year. ·So, such dependence may be 'Significant. , 

• The absolute number of prints maintained in the different i1ngerprint files 
certainly affects the productivity of the speci~list. In 'Richmond· and Miami, 
the specialized criminal file (usually repeat offenders) contains trtie prints 
of 4000 perSOIl/Ii; in the Distrlct of Columbia, a similar file contains the 
prints of over 30,000 career offenders. In practical terms, D.C.'s cateer file 
cannot be cold-searched. This iimitation makes the D.C. technician depen
dent on his own initiati~e or on request searches. 

• Miami fingerprint specialists, maintaining close contact with the rest of 
the police department, are able to associ,lt.eseveraI crime scepes based on 
similar MO, and then proceed on their own initiative to search latents. So 

. itlMiami, their own "defective" work has proved most profitable in leading 
to suspect identifications. .' 

The current organization of the Washington Fingerprint Examination Se~tiQn 
makes a situati011 similar to Miami's impossible. The D.C. Section receives. latents 
from eight police districts, and with the large volume of criminal activity in each 
of these districts, it is doubtful that any specialists could follow the crirriinEiI actHdf 
ties in all ofthese districts. Therefore, "own initiative" searches in D.C. are limited 
primarily to situations where a suspect has been arrested and the specialist chooses 
to search the latents retrieved frorn the area in which he was arrested. 

The collection of physical evidence is emphasized in many police departments 
because it is believed that the greater theamount ofphysical:evidence retrieved, the 
greate.r~will be the number of suspect identifications from s\1ch evidence; Our study""c~ 
Jails to confirm so simple a relationship. For example, our sample of burglary and 
robbery cases reveals that within the range of variation exhibit~d inthe<!ep"~i~t= 
ments we studied, collecting fingerprints at a higher percent~ge of crimes<;enesdoes 
not necessarily lead to more suspect identifications. We are led rather to the infer
ence that an improved fingerprint identification capability is more productive of 
identifications than a more intensive print collection effort. 

But simply increasing resources devoted to nngerprInt icIen'Hficatlonactivities 
does not necessarily assure that more iaentifications will be produced. We have 
observed that fingerprint flies' may become inoperable because of excessive size. 
Therefore, the print identification process in larger police departments could be 

" 
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facmt~~tea by keeping the print files by geographical area, with a finge~print special
ist assigned to each area. To make cold searches Illore practical, we estimate: ai'ea 
subfileB,should contain the prints of no more than several thousand Jiersons. Some 
experimentation in this area is required. 

/ Request searches, which imply cooperative effort between investigator and 
fingerprint specialist, clearly appear to be the most productive type. An information 
system should be devised to'ljnk investigators and fil1gerprint specialists in an ' 

,efficient manner. This should help motivate and facilitate the reciprocal excIl~mge" 
of information. ' , 

'./. The 07erall conclusioI1 to be drawn from this analysis is that the relatively small 
~=-....o-~'? 

contribution that physical evidence currently makes to police investigation is not ,--~->:--- " \ : 

likely to increase significantly under current procedures, although there are some /~~ 
areas of physical evidence collection and processing where improv~me!1J.c:;_.cmt;-oe'~' ..- / 
made which are likely tores~lt in additional suspect identifi(!atio~«egardle.5sof ,,7 

a department's size, organization, training, or proc~ssmgsit'Ef'chnology, our analysis ,_,~,:,??"'f-'/:P'~ ," 

again shows th~.t crimes are most frequ~tris61~d as a result of information the ~,/' 
victim is able to supply the responding patrol officer, and not as a result of phy~jear-""" 
evidence:directly traceaJlle to a suspect. M@tfr&ruifn£fY:~;"hen.latents W$"rlf~t6h~d ' 
to asuspeet's prints, the suspect has cO~fessed and the lifted pri~~}a'fe'~~bsequentiy 

_ idehlifiedcasthep~rpetrator's. Thisproce"..sallowsadditi9)1afevidence to be present-
>,' ed to the prosecutor, but cannot be seen as contr.ibutihgto thelilitial-identification 

of a perpetrator. \",,/,-:~" ,_ 
We cannot determine whethereffc):tts to identify perpetrators through physical 

c evidence are thwarted bythe'd)unf~tmeasures adopted by the more careful criminal', ~:;. 
offenders; or whether technological advances in processing equipment are, not keep="""" , .'-

. - ''---'0'' •. -= 

ing pace vvith-fhe growth of the criminal population; or whether the mobility of the . i 
cr:iminal population is such that purely localized systems are unable to keep track·) 
of an offender, and that only a national centralized system would enhance identifica- , "-;'~ ",.:,;;f d:;",-:!i, 

tion througli fingerprints significantly. Each of these hypotheses merits further, _,,;;c:-''><:'':' 
~ -. ..(. • .' -.,.-",~!.:." • ...,. 

consIderatIOn. ' -r.:;)!.-::;:'::'/' 
~_;:::~.;' ~::/:_;:.::::.,~f·;;:;'~···;-

~~--::-~~", 

THE nAILY ROUTINE 
. ·::,~.f·;5 .. ~_ 

Since i_ll.-ye§Jig-ators:bave considerable autonomy in determining how they ~rri 
_sD.~!ld:~tlielfcworking day and are not subject to the hour-by-hour ::lupervision im-

_ -.;., c;"'-p~sed on oth~r:police personnel, we felt it woulq be u~ftftlf1fourresearch could 
explore tbeir daily routirte. Such information might assist i-Q. aeveloping rational 
methods for allocation o1'investigative personnel and perhav~also provide informa
tionJQf inferences concerning theC:felgtionship betweerl;tftne spent and case 801u-
t'!·o·n.' ,,.:.' ' "'1-:;' 

All of the quantitative information 'for the study of investigators , activities'wa:so;.,.,,~:1;:;-:~':=- --
gathered by meana of a computer~readableease .as;'?Jg:t;\n1¢ntJUe.maintainetfDjDJie;"''';- . 
Kansas City (Missouri)PvIice-Depattfiient.The:Iflt{<Je;cribes, for eacp.irNtfstigator 
a_ndrfQJ:"eachtinit,' the number orhours spent on various activities; the number of 
cases hanqJed and the number of arrests and ~crearances produced.' 

Our analysis of this case file shows that for all uhits together, 55.7 percent of 
the detective's tim.e is devoted to case work; 13.8 percent to administrative details 

~~.-J'_~;--~ 
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which are clearly unrelated to case work;n:) I>~rcerr'ttosurveillance, crime preven
tion, warrants, youths, et£.; and 28.6 percentoftheir time is unaccQunted for. From 
both the data and observations we conclude that detectives are not involved in a 
single-minded pursuit of solutions to crimes; rather, they spend some 40 percent of 
their time in an interruptible fashion on other' activities. <:~ 

Because of the nature.ofthe computerized file, we were able to determine not 
only the average workload of cai;ies per investigator, but also whether or not the 

, workload was directly related_toc~se solution. The data in thIs file shoW that ~large 
percentage of the reporte.J crimes are assigned to ,an cin'lestigator tlut that many 
receive no more atterttf~n from the investigator~th~n:a-cursory reading Of the crime 
report. Cert.l:iirr<cases are selected for inattention from the start, while other cases 

.,,' /","".. . .... 
are worked on. _>.:'" .. ' 

The data show that only horziicide and rape (and suicide, because it is potentia!ly 
homicide) are invariably worked,on. A few other types of crimes that are universally 
regarded as serious are worked on in over 60 percent of ca~~§".~J,I.t:A'~hy types of 
crimes are more likely than not to receive less than a.Jlp.lf;tfblir'g a:ttention from an 
investigator (thereby counting as "not worke.4.o'l'j,".?f:13t~~e the bulk of crimes fallJ,nto 
these latter categories, well underJwlf;d(all reported crimes receive any serious 
attention by an investigator. .' 

The net result is that tlw:~~erage detective does not actually, work on a large 
number of cases each month, even though he may have a backlog of hundreds of 
cases that were a~.~yed to him at some time in the past and are still theoretically 
his respqneihlHty: The mLlnber of worked-on cases per detective in the Kans(l.s City 

"Pulice-Department is generally under one per day. 
In many departments, arrestees for s~rious crimes are processed by investiga

tors, which means that investigators necessarily have some work to do on all cleared 
crimes. Other crimes are reported to the investigator with such strong leads that the 
investigator is nearly compelled to pursue them. Such crimes are very likely to be 
cleared, and then the investigator has additional work to do. As a result, w~rked-on' ,~.; ,. 
cases by investigators have two important characteristics. First'; th.e majority oc.;";"'·" 
crimes that an investigator works onare cleared, and, second, most ofthetime sperit 
on cleared crimes occurs after the arrest is made. ~.. ....... ?~:/.!/ 
. " Moreover, for every type of ease except bankl'bbbery (which is oft~Jdiandled by 

the FBI), the amount of effort devoted to cleared cases prior' to th~V;l,ifest is less than 
the amount of effort devoted to those uncleared crimes t~~:t;f:lre worked on. We 
conclude, then, that detective work is not characterized l;>y'rrard work leading to case 
solutions. If this were so, the. more effort that was devoted to a case, the more likely 

. ~" ' :- . ~-."f'~.~~'~;---

it wouldbe tp jJecleared.-On thec"Ontrary, the-nata s.:!lgg~s(that·iih~ case~thar-get 
cleatedarepriniarily the easy ones to sp!ve,and that ~ostofthejnvestigator's work 
is a consequence of the fact that an arrest has been made. . .. 

In addition, the vast majority of cases that a-detective works on are handled in 
the course ofa single day, after which they are ejther completed or suspended. Only 
a few types of crimes fail to follow this pattern: homicide, rape, safe burgliiry, 
commercial robbery, and forgery/counterfeiting. . .<.. , 

The number of investigative man-hours devoted to crimes other than those just 
listed is quite small in Kansas City, averaging under five man-hours for those that 
are actually worked on; thosehouts'are not spread out over a long period of time, 
but are concentrated in the first day or two ~fter the crime is reported. Over 86 
percent ortases are suspended by the end of the first week. 
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In summary, our analysis has shown that the investigator's daily routine cannot 
be characterized as devoted primarily to piecing together clues for the purpose of 
solving crimes. For the most part he operates in a reactive mode, responding to 
externaliy generated events that require an .action on his part. Administrative 
activities, service to the public, and other work not related to cases consuine nearly 
half of his time. 

A latge number of incidents come to his attention, but many of them receive 
little or no work and simply sit on his desk constituting part of his caseload. If an 
arrest has already been made, or it is apparent from the crime report that a limited 
amount of work will result in an arrest, then the case is pursued and most of the 
work involves post-arrest processing, writing reports, documenting evidence, and 
the like. A small number of cases are pursued simply because of their seriousness 
or importance, but it does not appear that the chances of clearance are enhanced 
in proportion to the amount of work. 

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THOROUGHNESS OF 
INVESTIGATION AND CASE DISPOSITION 

A police investigator is responsible for gathering evidence, identifying it in 
court, and testifying about the circumstances of its collection. Subsequent court 
disposition of the case often depends on how well the investigator has performed 
these tasks. Prosecutors frequently complain that the police have provided them 
with insufficient evidence upon which to proceed, compelling them to reject cases,. 
to suffer dismissals, or to make undue concessions to defendants to obtain a plea of 
guilty, rather than go to trial at a serious disadvantage. 

The research described here was undertaken to Hluminate two facets of the 
controversy between police and prosecutor: 

• What was the investigative completeness (Le., the "thoroughness") in rob
bery cases presented by the police to the prosecutor for filing in two local 
jurisdictions during the first four months of 1974? 

• What seemed to be the effect of the degree of completeness of the police
provided information on the disposition of the defendant? 

To reflect different prosecutorial practices in felony case screening, we selected 
two California prosecutors' offices for this study. We took from each office a sample 
of approximately 20 robbery cases presented to them by the police during the first 
four months of1974. The information from these sainpled cases enabled us to draw 
inf~rences about the thoroughness9 of the police investigation pehind them. They 
also served as abasis for our assessment of how the disPQsition of defendants appears \ 
to depend on the quality of investigation. 

One of the offices (denoted A) tends to be extremely strict in screening cases for 
filing. The standard it follows is that of filing only those charges it believes can be 
proved to a jury. The other office (denoted B) appears to operate with significantly 

B The term thoroughness is used here to designate investigative completeness, i.e,., how much of the 
information that the prosecutor deems desirable is provided in written documentation given him by the 
police. 
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greater accommodation to routine police procedures, accepting their practice of 
presenting minimal information to substantiate the filing of a case. 

To assess the completeness of investigation in each sampled case, we examined 
all of the documents presented to the prosecutor by the police. For this purpose, we 
developed a data collection form which was divided into subject areas pertaining 
respectively to the offense, the suspect, the victim or witnesses, and the arrest (Fig. 
8-1, Volume IID.lo Within each area, questions were listed that an experienced 
prosecutor believed should be addressed by a police investigation to facilitate prose
cution of the case. A total of 39 questions were listed on the form. 

A comparison of the reports provided by the police to the pros.ecutor in our "two 
samples of robbery cases demonstrated, as anticipated, that the thoroughness of 
police investigation in Jurisdiction A was perceptibly better than in Jurisdiction B. 
In A, the reports to the prosecutor were typewritten, painstaking in detail, and 
documented each investigative activity in chronological order. The police reports 
provided to the B prosecutor were generally handwritten, were difficult to read and 
understand, and generally contained only the major facts of the case. 

The information provided to the A prosecutor at the time of screening would 
always include a crime report, an arrest report, and at least one follow-up investiga
tion report. In A, the crime report would usually include a verbatim account of the 
incident from the victim and from each witness, a detailed description of the proper
ty taken in the robbery (and if it was money, the denominations of the bills); .a 
description of the physical injury, ifany, sustained by the victim; and a description 
of the physical evidence retrieved from the crime scene, including latent finger
prints. 

In our sample of robbery cases from B we found that a crime report and an arrest 
report were given to the prosecutor, but no separate report of a follow-up investiga
tion (even though the transcript of the preliminary hearing might indicate that 
somo investigative activity of this nature had been conducted). The B crime report 
typically contained the identity of the victim and the witnesses, together with the 
victim's account of the crime, but seldom more than this single account of the event, 
which the responding patrolman would record as volunteeted. Consequently, B 
crime reports tended to be short, as well as fragmentary in details. 

On their face, the statistical results on the comparison of robbery investigation 
seem to support the prosecutor's view that his needs for information are not fully 
and consistently met by law enforcement agencies. The data show that each of the 
39 questions was on the average covered in 45 percent of the cases in our A sample; 
and only 26 percent of the cases in our B sample. Each of the "offense items" of 
information was covered on the average in 57 percent of the cases in our A sample, 
but only 36 percent of the cases in our B sample. Investigative reporting in A more 
frequently revealed the extent offorce used, the victim's injuries, and the nature of 
the property taken. Both A and B reports often contained information on the type 
of weapon used, but seldom answered more detailed questions. Information about 
the suspect averaged 39.3 percent coverage for the cases in the A sample, but only 
14.0 percent in B. 

10 One useful by-product of our study is the instrum.ent that we employed to analyze the information 
content of police reports. This data form contains a listbf39 questions that a prosecutor desires the police 
to address in conducting a robbery investigation. Thifl form is comprehensive and as such could be useful 
for investigator training; as a checklist in conducting' an investigation; as a performance measure for the 
needs ofinvestigator supervisors; and as an to aid the prosecutor's office in making decisions on complaint 
filing. The form should be readily modifiable to crimes other than robbery. 
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The second phas~ of,this study, seeking to relate case disposition to the thorough
ness of police investigation and reporting, required us to trace the judicial processing 
of each sampled case. This was accomplished by examining the court files. Our 
comparisons between A and B cQnceming the rate of dismissals, the heaviness of 
plea bargaining, anp. the type ofsent€'nces imposed are based on an examination of 
these materials. 

No cases in our A sample were dismissed, but nearly 23 percent were dismissed 
in our B sample. It is not clear that any of these dismissals could have been avoided 
by better police investigation and reporting in B. Yet, if the investigation had been 
more thorough in B, the charges might not have been filed, and valuable court 
resources not wasted. 

A comparison between A and B as to the degree of plea bargaining showed that 
about 60 percent ofthe defendants in A pled guilty to original charges, whereas only 
32 percent in B did. Further analysis revealed that defendants in Jurisdiction B were 
often allowed to plead guilty to a lesser included offense or a lesser degree of robbery 
than originally charged. While on their face these results appear to show that plea 
bargaining was lighter in A than in B, this may simply reflect that the gravity of. 
criminal conduct in the A cases was less than in the B cases, i.e., to begin with, 
special allegations were considerably more frequent in B. One cannot conclude that 
only the quality of police investigation accounted for the difference. No clear pattern 
of differences was observed in the severity of sentences imposed. 

In summary, our analysis suggested that more thorough documentation of es
sential facts is associated with fewer dismissals and more frequent pleas to original 
charges. Since court congestion currently represents a major obstacle to the ad
ministration of swift and considered justice, and a majority of those arrested for 
serious crimes are never convicted, more thorough investigation could conceivably 
result in the reduction of currently wasted efforts. A possible next step in the further 
evaluation of the importance of investigative thoroughness might be an analysis of 
how court dispositions are affected by varying levels of investigative thoroughness 
within a particular jurisdiction where prosecution policies aretelatively consistent. 

INVESTIGATIVE STRIKE FORCES 

Investigative strike forces are units that attempt to circumvent the routine (and 
often unproductive) follow-up case loads which usually consume most of an inves
tigator's time. Strike force investigators receive no routine case assignments. In
stead, they. are left on their own to focus on targets of opportunity such as second
hand stores, a suspect who is alleged to be buying stolen property, or a suspect who 
is attempting to sell suspicious merchandise. Strike force detectives also develop 
informants or pursue major cases for which regular Investigators do not have __ 
enough time. 

The purpose of our research was to explore the potential advantages and disad
vantages of this type of unit and to f~valuate the performance to date of two such 
units-the Long Beach SOB Unit and the Miami Police Department's STOP Rob
bery Unit. Data for this discussion are based on documents and records compiled by 
the units, review of their cases, and interviews with strike force investigators. 



Miami-STOP Robbery 

. The Miami Police Department put an investigative strike force into operation 
under its Robbery Control Project which commenced on October 1, 1971. This project 
was intended to provide a comprehensive improvement in the department's capabili
ty to deal with robbery offenders and to result in a significant drop in robbery 
offenses. 

The primary objective of the unit was to focus on known offenders, and a list was 
compiled of wanted fugitives. Since few attempts had been made to apprehend these 
fugitives after the first attempt to serve an arrest warrant had failed, the execution 
of active warrants became a principal focus of the unit. 

Other tactics used to increase the output ofthe unit in making arrests included 
stake-outs, informants, surveillance, and new equipment. They carried no case load 
and were responsible for responding to all possible robbery calls while on duty, as 
well as for other activities designed to identify and apprehend wanted robbery 
offenders. 

The principal criterion for determining the overall impact of the total robbery 
control project was to have been the robbery offense rate. During the four years 
immediately preceding the instigation of the project, robbery offenses had increased 
at an average annual rate exceeding 25 percent. During the first 27 months of the 
project a substantial decrease in the reported robbery offense rate did occur. In 1971, 
robbery offenses (2,829) declined 1.3 percent compared to the previous years. In 1972 
and 1973 the rates of decline were 9.6 percent and 6.4 percent, respectively.11 The 
project was acclaimed a success. 

However, by ~974 the robbery offense rate was no longer on the decline. By 
October the department was reporting a 35 percent increase over the same time 
period in 1973.12 Total departmental clearances and arrests showed a consistent 
pattern of increase over the life of the project. The clearance rate increased from 
17.6 percent in 197113 to 26.2 percent ill 1973: Robbery arrests increased from 408 
in 1971 to 526 in 1973-a 29 perceat increase. 

For a sample14 of 30 robbery arrest cases examined by our staff, the STOP 
Robbery officers were involved in 11 of the arrests. However, in nine of these cases, 
the arrest resulted from executing an arrest warrant resulting from the regular 
detective's investigative activity. In another case, STOP Robbery men were 
accompanying the assigned investigator when h{) made an arrest. Apparently in 
only one case in 11 were STOP Robbery officers operating on their own initiative (in 
response to a description ofthe suspect, of a bar he frequented, .and of his associates) 
when they apprehended a suspect. 

The overall impact of the robbery control project on crime rates is difficult to 

II According to the FBI's Annual Reports, substantial decreases in robbery offense rates were being 
reported in about one-third of the nation's major counties and cities dUring this same time period. The 
national rate of change for robbery offenses in the years 1971, 1972, and 19'/3 were + 11 percent, -3 
percent, and +2 percent, respectively. 

12 The Uniform Crime Reports 1974 Preliminary Annual Release shows that the national robbery 
offense rate increased by 14 percent in 1974. 

13 During the previous eight years, the robbery clearance rate had shown considerable random 
fluctuation between a high of 30.0 percent and a low of 14.1 percent. It was 24.5 percent in 1969. 

14 The sample consists of a random selection of cases assigned to either of two robbery detectives 
during 1973 and 1974. Cases were limited to these two detectives .so that they could be interviewed to 
fill ;)1 missing data. 

232-143 0 - 77 - 4 
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interpret. One could argue that the project initially did have a large impact on 
robbery offense rates, which diminished over time as either external factors caused 
an increase in the underlying base.rate or offenders became more used to the project 
and its deterrent effect lessened. 

Another explanation could be that the robbery offense rate is determined by 
mctors beyond the reach of the police and that the initial decrease was simply a 
fortuitous coincidence. Some support for this theory can be found in the fact that 
the trend in robbery offenses began to decline even before the project was fully 
operational (1971). 

Long Beach-SOB 

The Loni:, Beach, California Police Department formed an investigative strike 
force called the Suppression of Burglary (SOB) Unit in April 1972 to deal with their 
burglary problem. Its primary focus was the identification, arrest, and filing of 
charges against burglars and receivers of stolen property, and the recovery of stolen 
property for the victims. The standard operating procedure of the SOB Unit allows 
each man to work on his own cases against suspected major offenders. The unit is 
never assigned routine cases for follow-up. Each SOB investigator may engage in a. 
number of activities, including operating a secondhand storefront to buy stolen' 
property, checking property identification, as well as maintaining surveillance 
stake-outs and developing informants. 

The overall impact of the SOB Unit during its first three years' existence was 
that total arrests increased from 167 in 1972 to 291 in 1974. This increasing trend 
is more apparent than real, for the IUnit operated only nine months in 1972, for most 
ofthat period with less than eight men, and in 1974 thesize'ofthe unit was increased 
to ten. 

Overall arrest productivity is better assessed by looking at the averaged in
dividual officer's performance. In 1972 each officer averaged 3.2 felony arrests per 
month. In 1973 and 1974 this figure declined to 2.4. Apparent reductions in the 
average arrest productivity per officer over time might be due to any of the following 
explanations: (1) The high arrest rate during the first year was simply due to chance. 
(2) If the best officers had been initially selected to man the unit, manpower changes 
over time might dilute the average capability of the unit's officers. (3) Criminals may 
have adjusted to the unit's novel techniques. 

High arrest productivity was maintained without sacrificing the quality of ar
rests. During 1972 and 1973 the percentage of cases filed by the prosecutor was 
exactly the same for SOB as the department average. The unit's average monthly 
property recovery rate fluctuated between $10,000 and $23,000 over the last three 
years. 

Examination of similar units in the past has shown that their arrest rates were 
often inflated because they were allowed to make many simple arrests which some 
other police unit could just as easily have made. 

Our research shows that about halfoftheir assigned cases or 27 percent of their 
total arrests really represent payoffs from the unique type of investigative practices 
that this kind of unit is supposed to employ. Their other arrests c,omeabout because 
they represent a pool of skilled officers, available on short notice Ito arrest identified 
suspects, or because departmental policy gives them the opportunity to pursue some 
specific types of leads (pertaining to receivers) developed by other units. 
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These findings should not be interpreted in any way as disparaging the efforts 
of SOB officers. As our analysis of how cases get solved shows, regular investigators 
are seldom able to make arrests in which the identity of the suspect is not readily 
apparent from the facts a~ailable at the time of completing the incident report. 
Experimental projects intended to allow the investigators more time to investigate 
cases have not shown any increase in arrests. Therefore, the SOB-initiated arrests 
represent a real gain in the effectiveness of the department, both in suspects ap
prehended and property recovered. Whether or not this gain is enough to justify the 
expense of the unit is a judgment each department must make for itself. 

INFORMATION FEEDBACK TO CRIME VICTIMS 

Many investigators, as well as top-ranking police officials, have defended the 
investigative function, not only because it contributes significantly to the identifica
tion of perpetrators, but also because it is one of the principal contacts the police 
maintain with the victims of serious crimes. 

If the public's confidence in their local police department is to be strengthened, 
it seems reasonable that when the perpetrator has been identified, the victim should 
be notified. However, a policy of routinely providing case information feedback to 
crime victims poses some risk of being self-defeating. For example, if a victim'is 
informed that the perpetrator of his crime has been apprehended but is being 
prosecuted on another offense, not his, the victim may be resentful of the police or 
the criminal justice system. We conducted a limited telephone survey (36 interviews) 
of recent robbery and burglary victims concerning information feedback. The ques
tions of how much information to convey to victims, and when to convey it, were 
addressed. 

'C 

Data from our survey suggested that victims desired very strongly to learn 
officially whether or not the poli~e had "solved" their case, when a suspect on their 
case had been arrested, and what progress had been made toward conviction of the 
defendant. Victims were divided as to their wish to be informed when the person 
believed responsible for their victimization was released from custody. Our survey 
also suggested that the greater the involvement ofa victim in the prosecution of the' 
suspect in his'case, the greater his desire to be informed about events in the later 
stages of the proceedings., The majority of victims surveyed also preferred to be 
informed when the police decided to suspend investigation in their case. Even 
though a sizable minority of victims said they would reaqt unfavorably to this news, 
few victims would act to express their grievances in official complaints. 

To the extent that our survey results may reach beyond the confines of our small 
and special sample, they broadly underscored a belief that there exists a strong 
market for information feedback to victims from the police. But they also tend to, 
confirm the view that giving unfavorable information to victims creates undesirable . 
reactions in attitudes toward the police in some of these victims. (We have no 
evidence of how widely the feelings of resentful victims might be propagated among 
the general public.) Few victims, no matter how much distressed by information 
coming to them from the police, would act inimicably to police interests. 



Chapter 4 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

HOW RELIABLE ARE OUR FINDINGS? 

The data collected and analyzed in our study imply that traditional approaches 
to criminal investigation by police departments do not significantly affect the rate 
at which cases are solved. It appears, rather, that the solutions result from the 
application of routine administrative procedures. If these implications are valid, 
then some changes in current investigative policy can be considered. But first we 
should reflect on the· reliability of our data and its related implications. 

To begin with, our data embody a relatively small quantity of cases and police 
departmE::nts from the total national population. Only the Kansas City data consti
tute a significant proportion of a complete departmental workload. Should similar 
analyses be performed in other cities whose departments deal with a different 
mixture of crime types? We feel that such research would indeed strengthen the 
inferences about criminal investigation that could be drawn; furthermore, we be
lieve that these additional studies should be done by the police themselves, primarily 
to forestall the difficulties that outsiders encounter in extractingtbe type of case 
data required. Such inquiries should involve only a nominal expenditure of effort, 
the bulk of which would be to code case samples (as we did in our analysis of how 
cases are solved). 

It may be contended that the data we collected by means of the Rand survey and 
the case samples do not reflect sufficiently controlled experiments, wherein one pure 
program is contrasted with an alternative. Rather, they purport only to character
ize, for purposes of comparison, departments that were pursuing loosely defined 
programs containing some experimental concepts along with many traditional 
methods of operation. This limitation on our data base should be recognized, but we 
feel that its effect is moderated by the fact that the departments we examined 
represented a wide diversity of approaches to the performance of criminal investiga
tion. In a practical sense, the data used in our study embody differences that are 
about as large as one could find among police departments that modify their oper
ations in an effort to improve the investigative function. 

The credibility of our findings is enhanced by the consistency with which they 
are supported across a variety of crime types and police departments. Moreover, 
they ~re consistent with our personal observations as well as with the collected data; 
and consistent with the findings of earlier researchers. We have sought and failed 
to find contradictory evidence. Senior police officials familiar-with the departments .. ' 
we studied have supported our inferences about the practice of criminal investiga
tion and about its output. 

In sum, we feel that our work is sufficiently reliable, despite limitations in the 
scope and amount of data collected, to support the fundamental findings that many 
current investigation practices should be sharply challenged because oftheir ineffec
tiveness. This finding justifies our central recommendation that police departments 
concerned. about making the most productive use of their manpower should proceed 
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to ascertain whether or not our detailed findings apply to their circumstances and 
whether or not our policy recommendations are appropriate. 

WHAT ARE THE POLICY IMPLICATIONS OF OUR FINDINGS? 

On their face, our study findings suggest that the effectiveness of criminal inves
tigation would not be unduly lessened ifroughly half! of the investigation effort were 
eliminated or shifted to more productive uses. The remaining investigative force 
should suffice to handle the routine cases, which give rise to most of the clearances 
that now occur, and to perform the post~arrest processing involved in patrol arrests. 
These findings also indicate that significant increases in criminal apprehension 
rates are much more likely to be produced by improved patrol tactics and expanded 
citizen response and cooperation than by refinements in investigative work. 

If these findings are valid, then they should prompt numerous policy changes 
affecting the criminal investigation function of the police. In the remainder of this 
section, we set forth a number of such reforms2 whose rationale is consistent with 
our findings. As discussed above, we feel that a police department should not adopt 
them uncritically. Rather, it should first assure itself Qf the relevance of our work 
to its situation and then introd.uce the changes on an ~xperimental basis, together 
with a careful evaluation program that enables their' effects to be identified and 
assessed. If these experimental implementations have favorable outcomes in several 
departments, then the change(s) involved could be promoted for national adoption.3 

The recommended reforms should lead to a greater number of arrests, more 
successful prosecutions, and savings in resources. But they will not necessarily lead 
to a substantial improvement in apprehension rates, which our work leads us to 
believe are more dependent on other factors such as victim behavior. 

PROPOSED REFORMS 

1. Reduce follow-up investigation on all cases except those involving the most 
serious offenses. 

Rationale: Our data consistently reveal that a regular investigator's time is 
preponderantly consumed in reviewing reports, documenting files, and attempting, 
to locate and interview victims and witnesses on cases that experience shows will 
not be solved. Our data show, moreover, that most case~ that .are solved are solved 
by means ofinformation spontaneously provided by a source other than those devel
oped by the investigator. It follows thai a significant reduction in follow-up inves
tigative efforts would be appropriate for all but the most serious offenses in which 
public confidence demands some type bf response. If a thorough preliminary investi
gation failed to establish a suspect's identity, then the victim could be notified that 
active investigation was being suspended until new leads appeared, for example, as 

I Based on our analysis of how cases are solved and of investigators' daily routines. 
2 The proposed reforms could be adopted individually or as a complete package. 
3 To allow for adequate planning and refinements during the implementation process, anexperihlen

tal adoption ofa suggested reform should be in operation at least two years before a conclusive judgment 
about its merits is made. 
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a result of an arrest in another matter. Our understanding, from departments that 
employ a victim-notice procedure, is that the public will generally accept such a 
policy once it is established. Future Gontacts with the victim would be oriented more 
toward securing their cooperation in community protection programs to deter and 
prevent further crimes. 

2. Assign the generalist-investigators (who'would handle the obvious leads in 
routine cases) to the local operations commander. 

Rationale: Under the investigation policy suggested abov(~, the main duty of the 
generalist-investigator is to respond to information developed by the patrol units at 
the crime scene or volunteered by the public, rather than to develop new leads on 
his own initiative. This role emphasizes the public service function of the investiga
tor, and the men performing it should be responsible to the local commander who 
is concerned with all aspects of police-community relations. 

Our research suggests that this type of investigative duty does not entail a 
requirement for specialized skills or centralized coordination. The officers perform
ing it couIa readily shift between patrol and investigative duties. In departments 
with team policing, such investigation of routine cases could be a duty rotated 
among team members. 

3. Establish a Major Offenders Unit to investigate,serious crimes. 

Rationale: Although there will be much fewer follow-up investigations on cases 
with no clear leads as to the identity of a suspect, most departments will continue 
to conduct extensive follow-up investigations on a small number of serious or inter
related cases. These special efforts can be most effectively provided by a single Major 
Offenders Unit, manned by investigators who are well trained and experienced in 
examining crime scenes, interpreting physical evidence, and interrogating hostile 
suspects and fearful witnesses. One reason for establishing such a unit is to clearly 
identify the investigative positions that require speCial skills and training arid that 
demand knowledge of citywide crime patterns and developments. ·Our analysis of 
traditional investigation workloads suggests, by way of contrast, that most inves
tigators are rarely confronted with these serious and demanding cases; and when 
they are, most investigators are ill equipped to cope with them and unduly distracted 
by the burden of paperwork on their routine cases. 

4. Assign serious-offense investigations to closely supervised teams, rather 
than to individual investigators. 

Rationale: The Rand analyses described under <tHow Gases Are Solved" and 
tiThe Daily Routine" (see Chapter 3) revealed that, in the great majority of cases, 
the factors governingwhether or not a case is solved are largely Independent of the 
amount of investigative effort expended; that lEI, clearances typically result from 
factors external to the investigator's activities. Concomitantly, our consideration of 
"Investigative Thoroughness" (see Chapter 3) suggests that when a suspect has been 
arrested, particularly in a complex case, the disposition of his case may be impor
tantly affected by the quaJity of the investigative documentation, as well as of the 
work it describes. At least in this class of cases (where an arrest is made), the amount 
and quality of investigative effort may be relevant. 

o 
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The most serious impediment to high-quality investigative work appears to be 
the traditional method of case assignment and supervision. In nearly every depart
ment, cases are normally assigned to an individual investigator and become his sole 
responsibility, whether he is a generalist, specialist, or engaged in team policing. 
Supervisors may review his activities to make sure that paperwork requirements 
are on schedule, but they do not normally review the decisions he makes on how to 
pursue the case investigation-decisions that are largely unrecorded in the case file. 
Consequently, the relative priority an investigator gives to the tasks on anyone case 
assigned to him results largely from the number and nature of his other case 
assignments and from his personal predilections and biases. (The latter factors are 
surely not considered in the making of assignments, which is done on the basis of 
a geographic or offense specialization.) It may frequently turn out that caseload 
conflicts and personal considerations lead an investigator to unduly postpone or 
improperly perform important elements of a particular case assignment . 

. Case assignment to investigative teams could eliminate this impediment. For 
effective operations, this team of about five to seven men should be led by a senior 
investigator knowledgeable in the local crime situation, in criminal law, and in 
police management. The leader's primary responsibility would be to keepinfbrmed. 
of progress on cases assigned to his team and to make broad tactical decisions on the 
team's expanditure of effort. Each day the subordinate investigators would perform 
individually assigned tasks. A clerk delegated to the team would prepare progress 
reports to document the daily accomplishments on open cases and to assist the 
leader in making the allocation for the following day. This proposed reform is 
especially applicable to those cases handled by the Major Offenders Unit, described 
in Reform 3, and those investigators assigned to the prosecutor, described in Reform 
8. This approach should assure that significant steps in an investigation are objec
tively decided by an experienced senior investigator. 

5. Strengthen evidence-processing capabilities. 

Rationale: Many police departments collect far more evidence, primarily 
fingerprints, than they can productively process-so runs a finding from our study 
of the "Collection and Processing of Physical Evidence" (see Chapter 3). And our 
work shows that the processing of evidence can be more valuable than other inves-

. tigative actions; for example, where adequate processing capabilities exist, cold 
searches oflatent fingerptintsare far more effective in increasing the apprehension 
rate than are routine follow-up investigations. 

Several important aspects must be considered in strengthening fingerprint pro
cessing capabilities. First, the print identification process in larger police depart
ments should be facilitated by keeping the print files by geographic area, with a 
fingerprint specialist assigned to each area. Career offender files are particularly 
amenable to this sort of decentralization, and in order to make cold searches practi
cal, this file should contain no more than 4000 or 5000 sets of inked prints. Second, 
since request searches, which imply a cooperative effod between investigator and 
fingerprint specialist, are clearly the most productive type of search, some communi
cation links should be devised to help motivate and facilitate the exchange of in for
mation between these two parties. And third, the persons performing this function 
should be highly trained, highly motivated, and not overloaded with other related 
tasks which detract from their primary function. 
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6. Increase the use of information processing systems in~-=Of investigators. 

Rationale: The Kansas City Detective Case Assignment File, which was inten
sively examined in our study, suggests that a substantial part of an investigator's 
working day is taken up by the scanning and monitoring of huge volumes ofinforma
tion on crime incidents and arrests that pass through the department. In doing this, 
he seeks to make connections between cases, or between suspects· and cases, or 
between recovered weapons or property and past cases, etc. Success is infrequent. 
Much of the scanning and monitoring could instead be done by means of an informa
tion processing system which would involve clerks and routine procedures in small 
departments and electronic computers in large ones. Rand's nationwide survey 
indicates that computerized Information systems are not nearly as prevalent as 
would be justified by their potential to save manpower in this area. 

7. Employ strike forces selectively and judiciously. 

Rationale: The few investigative strike force operations we examined support 
the view that strike forces can be relatively productive, particularly against bur
glary and fencing offenses. But to achieve an advantage, these units must be manned 
by motiva.ted and innovative personnel. The gain in employing them becomes illuso
ry when mere quantity of arrests is emphasized, for then the efforts ofthis force tend 
to be diverted into making arrests that.are not the result of its own unique capabili
ties. The operation of strike forces necessitates careful procedural and legal plan
ning to protect the involved officers and to ensure that the defendants they identify 
can be successfully prosecuted. They also require close monitoring by senior officials 
to ensure that they do not become ovefly aggressive and infringe on individual 
privacy. 

In all likelihood, the relative advantage of strike force operations in a particular 
department will not persist; so the department must accustom itselfto creating and 
then terminating strike forces, as circumstances may dictate. 

8. Place post-arrest (i.e., suspect in cUstody) investigations under the authority 
of the prosecutor. 

Rationale: Our analyses of workload data reveal t1\at most-investigative effort 
on cleared cases is made after the arrest. Most arrests are made by a responding 
patrol unit without prior investigator involvement or by investigators who have had 
to invest only a minor amount of work. But many of these cases necessitate post
arrest investigation to strengthen the evidence to meet the tlbeyond a reasonable 
doubt" standard for conviction. Also, the investigator may ~e impelled to post-arrest 
efforts in an attempt to achieve clearances in other cases by the present arrest, or 
to satisfy the documentation requirements of the dElpartment. , { 

Most prosecutors do not have investigators on their staff. If they do, these 
investigators are usually occupied with relatively comple~ tlwhite-collar" offenses-
such as consumer fraud-and not with street crime. Generally, then, the prosecutor 
relies on' police investigators to provide the evidence needed toprosecute and convict 
the suspect. But this situation contains an inherent conflict between prosecutor and 
police. 

A police arrest is justified by probable cause-i.e., an articulable reas(mable 
belief that a crime was committed and that the arrestee was the offender. Once they 
have made-an arrest, the police desire that the case be filed by the prosecutor on the 
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-hasis of the most serious criminal charge(s) applicable, both to vindicate their ac
tions and to improve their clearance record. But generally, because oftha pressure 
of new cases and the expectation that the case will be bargained rather than tried, 
the police are reluctant to expend further investigative efforts to strengthen the 
evidence in the case. 

'. The prosecutor, on the other hand, may be reluctant to file thet:harges that the 
police prefer, or even to file at all, if he believes the evid~rrce would not suffice for 
a conviction, i.e., proof beyond a reasonable douht; or even if the evidence simply 
places him at a serious disadvantage in plea bargaining. He needs more and better 
police investigation both at the time of the arrest and afterward. While the police 
have various means of creating pressure on the prosecutor to file a case, still the 
latter has the final discretion in the matter. It is clear that many cases are affect.ed 
by the conflicting incentives of police and prosecutor, as reflected in failures to file, 
lenient filing, early dismissals, or imbalanced bargaining. 

A promising remedy for this problem would be to place post-arrest investigations 
under the authority of the prosecutor's office,4 under assignment or as an integral 
part of his staff, depending on the local situation. They would be used to implement 
the policy that post-arrest investigation should seek to demonstrate the culpability 
of the suspect by the standard of conviction, i.e., beyond a reasonable doubt. Because 
of his responsibilities in the criminal proceedings, the prosecutor is clearly the 
appropriate offi<:ial to direct such investigative efforts. 

Is this too drastic a measure? Would it not suffice for the prosecutor to prepare 
an investigation manual and help train police investigators? We believe that the 
latter would be a less satisfactory solution, given the dynamic character of criminal 
case law and the inherent conflicts between two relatively independent agencies. 
Giving the prosecutor responsibility and authority over post-arrest investigation 
would be a more effective way of assuring that the evidentiary needs for a successful 
prosecution are·met. This is not to assert that the police should be foreclosed from 
post-arrest investigations for their own intelligence purposes or to effect clearances 
on other cases, but only that they would relinquish the responsibility of follow-on 
investigation of the instant case for prosecutorial purposes. 

9. Initiate programs designed to impress on the citizen the crucial role he 
contributes to crime solution. 

Rationale: All our data show that the most important factor in crime solution 
is the information provided liy the victim to the responding police officer. Ifinforma
tion that uniquely identifies the perpetrator is not presented at the time the crime 
is reported, the perpetrator, by and large,'will not be subsequently identified. 

Police departments must initiate programs designed to jncrease th~ victim's 
desire to cooperate fully with the police. Resources allocated to such programs may 
serve to increase apprehension rates. Specifically, police departments should Widely 
disseminate the findings uncovered by this study. The realistic picture of how crimes 
are solved will help eliminate people's distorted 'stereotype images of detectives and 
will impress on them the importance of their cooperation with police in order to 
solve crimes. 

4 Our analysis ofinvestigators' workloads suggests that this detailing of post-arrest investigators could 
be made from those investigators remaining after the 50 percent cut and reduction in follow-up efforts 
suggested under the proposed reforms. Post-arrest efforts would clearly account for at least half of the 
remaining total investigation workload. 
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AN,EVALUATION 
OFTHE 
RAND CO"RPORAI10N'S 
ANALYSIS OF THE 
~RlrVlINAL, _NVES~rIGATION 
'PROCE'SS 

by DARYL F. GATES and LYLE KNOWLES 

. 
IN 1973, the National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice of 
the Law Enforcement Assistance ,Ad~ 
ministration, United States Depart
ment of Justice, aw~rded the Rand Cot- , 
poration of Santa Monica,California, a 
contract to study police criminal in
vestigation practices, In October, 1975, 
the Rand Corporation published fin
dings anct proposed reforms in three 
volumes. When a potentially influential 
piece of research such cis this has been ' 
completed, published, and publicized, it 
is important for those persons and 
organizations that could be affected to 
review the \vork with care and con
sideration. If there are questions regard-' 
ing the validity of the study and the 
utiiity of its findings and recommen
dations, then it would seem appropriate 

",(;to share these views. It is within this 
. general framework that this analysis is 

oriented. 

. There is no question that Rand's 
researcn project has developed some 
useful data. Unfortunately there 
appears to have been :m irrepressible 
need to produce! a document with 
meaningful findings and provocative 
recommendations. Had the findings and 
proposed' solutions been supported. by 
and consistent with the data gathered, 
the current evaluation would not have 
been necessary; and, more importantly, 
the Rand Report on the Criminaf 
Investigation ~rocess would have made 
a valuable contribution to law enforce
ment. 'Herman Kahn of the Hudson 
Ins'titute paraphrases an overu~ed com-
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An examination of the study's three 
volumes by the authors of this evalua
tion has resulted in questions regarding 
the methods, data bases, and con
clusions of the Rand researchers, par
ticularly from the perspective of the 
police administrator. This article: dis
cusses these questions in relation to 
Rand's major findings and proposed 
reforms, and particularly in relation to 
the Rand conclusion that: 

" ••• our study findings suggest that the 
effectiveness of criminnl inv~stigation wouid 
not be unduly lessened if approximately half 
of the investigative effort were eliminated or 
shifted to more productive uses.'" 

GENERAL METHODOLOGICAL 
PROBLEMS 

any findings. 
It is important to recognize that 

much of the information used in the 
Rand study was quantitative (with the 
exception of a few subjective data 
sources). The entire dimension of quali
ty was all but overiooked. The quality 
of investigative training, the quality of 
investigative personnel, the quality of 
their experience, the quality of 
procedures, and the quality of the entire 
organization all play a role in the 
overall quality of the police function. 
Almost all law enforcement ad
ministrators have come to learn that 
quality can be as important as quantity. 
Evidently, the Rand researchers have 
not come to realize this. 

Upon considering the research INSUFFICIENT DATA BASES 
procedures of the Rand study, it should Rand queried 300 major police 
be noted that it IS traditional and departments in the nation through a 
ethically sound to present statistical mail survey. One hundred and fifty-
evidence along with research findings. three responded. These replies provided 
A violation of this research procedure general information about each depart-
occurred in a number of places in the ment from which Rand selected "more 
Rand report. The reader must accept than 25 police agencies" for individual 
the word of the authors that such data on-site research.4 Volume III of the 
do exist, but for some reason were not Rand report specifically names seven 
included. Phrases such as "detailed departments from which special 
analysis of case samples" and "in an statistics and data samples were 
analysis of a large sample of crime collected.s The specific identity of the 
types"2 are used to indicate the source remaining "more than" 18 agencies and 
of various major findings. These are of the nature of the "more detailed" study 
little help in assisting the reader to con- that was performed is not clear in any of 
nect a specific finding with the data. No the report's three volumes. 
conscientious police administrator As limited as this source of informa-
would find such explanations acceptable tion is, the majority of Rand's con-
as proof for conclusions with such clusions were based on even less infor-
widespread impact as the Rand study mation. The major conclusion at issue 
proposes. here, the reduction of investigative ef-

Prior to conducting any piece of fort, is shown by a Rand footnote as 
research, every effort is usuaiJy made to being "based on our analysis of how 
ensure that the basic data are valid and cases are solved and of investigator's 
reliable. In the Rand report, various daily routines. "6 Given this ge'1eralized 
references are made to problems in- explanation, it is an alert reader who 
herent in the data, in the measurement can infer that the phrase "how cases are 
of certain variables, and in the solved" refers to Chapter 6 of Volume 
operational definitions of variables. As III entitled "Analysis of How Crimes 
one example, in the section titled "How Are Solved," and that the phrase 
Reliable A re Our Findings," the Rand "investigator's daily routines" refers to 
researchers admit that "It may be con- Chapter 5 of Volume III entitled "The 
tended that the data we Daily Routine." However, an examina~ 
collected .. , do not reflect sufficiently tion reveals that Rand's entire analysis, 
controlled experiments. "1 Because of in Chapter 6, of how crimes are solved 
problems of lack of control, accuracy, was obtained from six police agencies 
and consistency, most researchers and that by far the majority of the in for-
would not have used these data. The mation was obtained from one agency, 
Rand researchers have recognized these the Kansas City Police Department. 
problems (as indicated by their The daily routine chapter does away 
references) but have not hesitated to use with the other five departments and 
the data associated with them. Com- names only Kansas City as its source. 
paring data collected from different Rand is attempting to support a finding 
agencies must be regarded as a serious of purportedly nationwide significance 
shortcoming. The number of uncon- with limited and potentially inadequate 
trolled and even unknown variables data drawn primarily from a single 
operating in such situations serves to agency. Granted that the Kansas City 
seriously compromise the validity of Police Department is a modern poiice 
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department wIth a penchant for com
puterization that draws swarms of 
researchers eager for easy data access; 
however, this does not mean that Kan
sas City can stand for the nation. To 
draw a majority of information from 
this one city distorts the entire data base 
and leads to conclusions that are, at 
best, valid only for Kansas City. 

ERRORS IN DRAWING 
CONCLUSIONS 

Although Rand has used procedures 
with questionable reliability and data 
not representative of the nation, it has 
gone on to draw conclusions that are 
not consistent with the data. For exam
ple, one of the "findings" that is used to 
support the Rand conclusion that in
vestigative efforts could be lessened 
states that "Our data consistently 
reveal that a regular investigator's time 
is preponderantly consumed... on 
cases that experience shows will not be 
solved."7 However, the data behind the 
"finding" claims that 60 percent of an 
investigator's time is spent investigating 
cases8 and approximately 40 percent of 
that time is spent on cases that are not 
solved.9 This means that a total of 24 
percent of an investigator's time is spent 
on cases that are not solved. Does this 
support the conclusion that an in
vestigator's time is preponderantly 
spent on unsolved cases? 

Even if we were to assume that 24 
percent is a large amount of time to 
spend on cases that are eventually un
solved, Rand has not considered in its 
conclusion the additional reasons for in
vestigation that a police agency must 
consider. For example, both the 
deterrent effect on criminals and the 
obligation of the police to investigate all 
cases are important benefits of in
vestigation that can not be measured by 
the percent of cases solved. 

AN OPINION OF THE 
TOTAL WORTH OF 
THE RAND STUDY 

The Rand Corporation received 
$500,000 to prepare a report that (1) 
contains procedural errors that erase 
al.most all hope of accuracy, (2) has a 
fatally limited data base, and (3) 
presents conclusions that do not follow 
from the data presented and which ig
nore a host of important related in
fluences. 
• While every good police ad
ministrator welcomes advice that will 
increase the efficiency of his depart
ment, it would seem the Rand Cor
poration's conclusion that half of the in
vestigative effort could be eiiminated 
without lessening the effectiveness of 
criminal investigation can not be 
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seriously considered as anything other 
than the unsubstantiated opinions of 
researchers who lack the insight and un
derstanding of the police investigation 
function necessary to draw such a con
clusion. 

MAJOR FINDING 1 

ON INVESTIGATIVE EFFECTIVENESS: 
DIFFERENCES IN INVESTIGATIVE 
TRAINING. STAFFING, WORKLOAD, 
AND PROCEDURES ApPEAR TO HAVE 
.Vo A PPRECIABLE EFFECT ON CRIME. 
ARREST,ORCLEARANCERATES'" 

Source of the Finding 
Cannot Be Determined 

This finding is plagued by a variety of 
difficulties, including contradictory 
statements by the report's authors con
cerning which data actually produced it. 
In the finding's supporting paragraph in 
Volume I, it is unequivocally stated that 
it resulted from an analysis of the 
study's survey questionnaire. II In con
trast, Volume III indicates that the part 
of the finding relating to clearance rates 
resulted from entirely different data -
from a study of six departments.'2 

The report provides equally con
tradictory statements as to whether or 
not the data actually produced Major 
Finding 1. Thus, the report's authors 
state in Volume II that, although they 
failed to find any differences in the 
effectiveness of various investigative 
practices, this does not mean such 
differences do not exist, but rather that 
clearance and arrest rate statistics for 
departments as a whole may be in
adequate to reveal whatever differences 
do exist. 'J In this connection, the 
authors note that arrest and clearance 
are widely understood to be inadequate 
measures of investigative effec
tiveness. '4 The authors are, in effect, 
saying that arrest and clearance rates 
are inadequate tools with which to 
produce any valid finding. 

Incredibly, there is little or no em
pirically substantiated attempt shown 
anywhere in the report to determine the 
relationship between crime rates and 
differences in investigative training, 
staffing, workload, and proce
dures-even though this is the essence 
of Major Finding I! 

ConcIilsion 

The authors have little or no factual 
basis for Major Finding I; it reflects 
only their failure to find a correlation 
between the involved variables. By 
stating a finding where none exists, the 
authors call to mind geographers who, 
having admitted that their instruments 
are inadequate to determine if the earth 

is flat, go ahead and call it flat anyway 
because that is the way it appears and, 
one suspects, is the way they want it to 
be. 

MAJOR FINDING 2 

THE METHOD By WHICH POLICE 
INVESTIGATORS ARE ORGANIZED (i.e., 
TEAMPOLICING,SPECIALISTS V.GEN
ERALIST. PATROLMEN-I NVESTIGATORSI 
CANNOT BE RELATED TO VARI
ATIONS IN CRIME, A RREST, AND 
CLEARANCE RATESIl 

Source of the Finding 
Limited and Arbitrary 

The authors claim that this finding 
resulted from a detailed analysis of case 
samples combined with FBI-UCR and 
Rand survey data. '6 However, the Rand 
survey data' used to support this finding 
is virtually identical to that supporting 
Major Fir,ding I and is just as in
adequate for support of this finding as it 
is for Major Finding 1.17 The manner in 
which FBI-UCR data supports Major 
Finding 2 is not shown. As for the 
detailed analysis of case samples men
tioned, this concerns clearance rates 
only and involved an extremely limited 
data base comprised of two samples. IS 

The first of these samples was com
posed of 172 cleared cases ("with rou.gh 
estimates" made from another 92 cases) 
drawn from five cities, including 109 
cases (63 percent of the sample) from 
Long Beach, California. '9 The authors 
assert that their analysis of this 
miniscule sample shows that, in more 
than half of cleared cases, suspect iden
tification is available at the time of 
reporting, and thus helps prove that the 
organization of investigative units can 
have little effect on clearance rates.20 
This assertion is essentially meaningless 
to the law enforcement administrator, 
especially in light of the tiny, localized 
sample used to produce it. 

The second sample used in this con
nection consisted of 92 cleared cases 
drawn from the Kansas City, Missouri, 
Police Department. 21 The authors 
classified the method of solution of 
these cases as being either "routine" or 
"special m::tion" ("requiring more than 
procedural investigative skill")22 by 
means of a totally arbitrary and 
specious classification system. By 
means of this scheme, in which all in
vestigative actions were classified as 
"routine" unless they happened to 
strike the non police researchers as un
usual or flamboyant, the conclusion was 
reached that 97 percent of all crimes 
that now get cleared could be solved 
using only "obvious and routine 
tasks. "2) This, say the authors, proves 
that investigative organization cannot 

be expected to influence clearance 
rates. 24 This assertion, by merely calling 
competent investigative police work 
"routine" on the basis of an arbitrary 
single-agency study, reflects con
siderable naivete and is of little or no 
value to law enforcement agencies. 

Conclusion 

As was the case with Major Finding 
I, no attempt to establish a relationship 
between crime rates and investigative 
practices can be found anywhere in the 
report's three volumes. In sum then, the 
Rand report provides little or no factual 
basis for Major Finding 2. 

MAJOR FINDING 3 

ON THE USE OF INVESTIGATOR'S 
TiME: SUBSTANTIALLY MORE THAN 
HALF OF ALL SERIOUS REPORTED 
CRIMES RECEIVE No MORE THAN 
SUPERFICIAL A TTENTION FROM I N
VESTIGATORS" 

Single Agency Data 

According to the report's authors, 
this finding is ba:;ed on ", .. an analysis 
of a computer-readable case assignment 
file maintained by the Kansas City, 
Missouri, Police Department and 
observations during site ~isits .... "26 

Despite this claim, only the Kansas City 
data is discussed in the report; the data 
obtained from the unspecified obser
vations and the nature of its 
relationship to the finding is not given. 

Non··Crimes and Minor Crimes 
Included in the Data 

The authors, in discussing the Kansas 
City data, state that only homicide, 
rape, and suicide are invariably worked 
on, and that "A few other types of 
crimes universally regarded as serious 
are worked on in over 60 percent of the 
cases, but many types more likely than 
not receive less than a half-hour's atten
tion (thereby counting as not 'worked 
on ')." The authors conclude that "Since 
the bulk of crimes fall into these latter 
categories, well under half of all 
reported crimes receive any serious 
attention by the investigator."21 This 
assertion, which paraphrases Major 
Finding 3, may be true for all reported 
crimes (including tresl);lssing, van
dalism, and other minor crimes), but 
the report's data certainly does not sup
port it in relation to the "serious 
reported crimes" specified in the major 
finding. 

This data, presented in Table 5-3, in
cludes two non-crimes, "dead body" 
and "lost property," and two Part II 
offenses - "common assault" and 
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"vandalism. "29 Even with suicide 
(another non-crime) removed from the 
list, the data shows that 10 (77 percent) 
of the 13 "serious reported crimes" 
listed are investigated 59 percent of the 
time with only three (23 percent) being 
worked on less than 50 percent of the 
time. The data also reveals that the 
"worked on" average for all of the 
serious crimes listed is 49.9 percent, a 
far different figure than the authors' 
32.4 percent average, and hardly the 
"well under half' claimed by Major 
Finding 3. 

Conclusion 

The authors have used limited data 
from a single agency in their attempt to 
support this finding. And while it is ob
vious that Kansas City is not the nation, 
even the data given does not support the 
finding. The finding is not supported by 
fact and therefore has little validity. 

MAJOR FINDING 4 

OUR DATA CONSISTENTLY REVEAL 
THAT AN INVESTIGATOR'S TIME IS 
LARGELY CONSUMED IN REVIEWING 
REPORTS. D OCUMENTING FILES. AND 
ATTEMPTING TO LOCATE AND 
INTERVIEW VICTIMS ON CASES THAT 
EXPERIENCE SHOWS WILL NOT BE 
SOLVED. FOR CASES THAT ARE 
SOLVED (i.e .. SUSPECT IS IDENTIFIED). 
AN INVESTIGATOR SPENDS MORE 
TIME IN POST.cLEARANCE PROCESS
ING THAN HE DOES IN IDENTIFYING 
THE PERPETRATOR)D 

Single Agency Data 

The same major finding, stated in 
Volume III, substitutes the word 
"preponderantly" for "largely. "31 The 
finding's supporting paragraph states 
that it resulted from " ... an analysis of 
a variety of crime types ... ,"32 but 
Volume III of the report informs us 
that all quantitative data on the use of 
investigators' time resulted from the 
Kansas City Case Assignment File.33 
The Kansas City, Missouri, Police 
Department's '!omputer-readable case 
assignment file must therefore con
stitute the unspech:-;;:i "experience" to 
which the finding refer:;, unless it can be 
assumed that the report's authors can 
discern without investigative effort 
which cases are unsolvable. 

the period from which the data was 
drawn (May-November 1973), Rand 
lists 28.6 percent of all detective 
working time as "unaccounted for."3$ 

"Largely" = 24 Percent? 
Undaunted by these deficiencies, the 

authors used the data to compute 
expenditures of "detective casework 
time," which the researchers estimated 
to constitute 60 percent of all detective 
working time.36 Their computations 
produced the finding that uncleared 
cases account for 40.2 percent of all 
detective casework timeY Based on 
Rand's total casework estimate of 60 
percent, Kansas City detectives spend 
24 percent of their time on "unsolved" 
cases - a percentage that in no way 
"largely consumes" the detectives' 
time. 

Non-Crimes and Minor Crimes 

Before considering the second asser
tion contained in Major Finding 4, that 
for solved cases an investigator spends 
more time in post-clearance processing 
than he does in identifying the 
perpetrator, we must first turn to 
Volume I which states: "The scope of 
the Rand study was limited to police in
vestigation of serious reported crime: 
homicide, rape, assault, robbery, 
burglary, and theft. Our work did not 
address misdemeanor offenses or vic
timless or organized crimes whose in
vestigation is substantially different 
from the felony offenses that were our 
primary concern. "38 

This statement notwithstanding, the 
data base for the report's casework time 
percentages contains such offenses as 
"trespassing," "protective custody," 
and "disorderly conduct," among 
others.39 The average preclearance time 
expenditure for these offenses is sub
stantially less than for actual serious 
crimes,40 but as the authors failed to 
provide comp-Iete casework data, the eX
tent to which the inclusion of these 
minor offenses lowered the preclearance 
time expenditure percentage could not 
be determined. 

Conclusion 

These procedural shortcomings, to 
which the authors appear peculiarly 
susceptible, pale in importance beside 
the fact that they are attempting to sup-
port .a finding of purportedly 

Limited Reliability of the Data nationwide significance with incomplete 
Concerning the case assignment file, and potentially inaccurate data drawn 

the authors offer the caution: "We do from a single agency. Major Finding 4 
not know whether the officers are con- does not have adequate factual support 
scientious about reporting accurately to have more than possible validity for 
how they spend their time .... "34 This the Kansas City, Missouri, Police 
warning appears well founded; during Department. 

MAJOR FINDING 5 

ON How CASES ARE SOLVED: THE 
SINGLE MOST IMPORTANT DETER
MINANTOFWHETHER OR NOTA CASE 
WILL BE SOLVED IS THE I NFORMA
TlON THE VICTIM SUPPLIES TO THE 
IMMEDIATELY RESPONDING PATROL 
OFFICER. IF INFORMATION THAT U
NIQUELY IDENTIFIES THE P ERPETRA
TOR IS NOT PRESENTED AT THE TIME 
THE CRIME IsREPORTED. THEPERPE
TRATOR.By AND LARGE. WILL NOT BE 
I DENTfFIED" 

Source of Finding Not Given 

In the paragraph supporting this fin
din.g, the authors claim that it is based 
on " ... an analysis of a large sample of 
combined crime types .... "42 Since no 
additional clues as to the nature of the 
finding's supporting data are offered, 
the "large sample" must be' tracked 
down, a process necessary in relation to 
several of the major findings. Perusal of 
Volume I reveals the following foot
noted finding (not a "major" finding): 
"In more than half of the cleared cases, 
the identification of the offender was 
available at the time of the initial 
report .... "43 This is not precisely the 
same as the first sentence of Major Fin
ding 4, but is close enough to show the 
relationship. The footnote appended to 
this finding provides the following in
formation: "Initially, we analyzed 63 
robbery cases, divided among four 
police departments (Berkeley, Los 
Angeles, Miami, and Washington, 
D.C.). We then expanded the! analysis 
to include 109 cleared cases for crimes 
other than robbery. from Long Beach, 
California. The sample was again 
expanded to include an additional 92 
cases from the Kansas City, Missouri, 
Police Department, selected according 
to a different sampling design.44 In dis
cussing the 92 Kansas City cases, all of 
which were drawn from that city's case 
assignment file, the authors note that 
"The sample design in Kansas City also 
permits us to obtain rough estimates of 
the fraction of cleared cases that were 
solved by initial identification in Kansas 

_ City.4s 

Inadequate Data 

Are 172 cases, 109 of which are from 
one city, and "rough estimates" based 
on 92 cases from another city really a 
"large sample" for a nationwide study? 
Such a miniscule sample would at most 
have limited relev-ance for the sampled 
jurisdictions. 

An Obscure Relationship 

The source of the second half of 
Major Finding 4 - that if a. perpetrator 
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is not initially identified, he usually will 
not be identified - cannot be deter
mined from the information provided in 
the report, although the authors imply 
that it is based on the same six-cities 
data that supports the first half of the 
finding.46 The six-cities data cited by the 
authors in this connection includes only 
previously cleared cases and does not in 
any way address case solution 
probabilities.47 However, there is no 
other data in the report that is even 
remotely related to case-solution 
probabilities. This fact, coupled with 
the authors' implication, makes it 
reasonably safe to assume that the se
cond half of Major Finding 4 is based 
on the same insignificant six-cities data 
as is the first half of the finding. Given 
the nature of the data, the finding could 
only have been arrived at through some 
process of indirect inference, which no 
doubt accounts for the use of the vague 
term "by and large" in the finding. 

Conclusion 

The authors derived this finding from 
very limited data drawn from six cities 
and, possibly, from inferences made 
from these data. Major Finding 5 does 
not have adequate factual support to 
have more than possible localized 
validity. 

MAJOR FINDING 6 

ON How CASES ARE SOLVED: OF 
THOSE CASES THAT AREU LTIMATELY 
CLEARED BUT IN WHICH THE P ERPE
TRATOR IS NOTIDENTIFIABLE AT THE 
TiME OF THE INITIAL POLlCE 
INCIDENT REPORT. A LMOSTA LL ARE 
CLEARED AS A RESULT OF ROUTINE 
POLlCE PROCEDURES" 

to generate a statement on how cases 
are solved results in a finding that is 
meaningless. 

Conclusion 

The finding is the result of arbitrary, 
subjective classification and has no 
validity. 

MAJOR FINDING 9 

ON iNVESTIGATIVE THOROUGHNESS: 
IN RELATIVELY FEW DEPARTMENTS 
Do INVESTIGATORS CONSISTENTLY 
AND THOROUGHLY DOCUMENT THE 
KEY EVIDENTIARY FACTS THATREA
SONABLY ASSURE THAT THE PROSE
CUTOR CAN OBTAIN A CONVICTION 
ON THE MOST SERIOUS A PPLlCABLE 
CHARGES" 

Two-Jurisdiction Study 

Rand claims that "This finding 
derives from a combination of obser
vations of police departments made 
throughout the country and some of the 
results obtained in the study of post
arrest investigation practices."52 As the 
location, nature, and substantive con
tent of these observations is not 
supplied in the report, the contribution 
of the observations to the finding can
not be determ ined. However, 
statements elsewhere in the report 
suggest that the finding is in all 
probability based entirely on Rand's 
study of post-arrest investigation prac\ 
tices involving but two jurisdictions.53 

This study involved two anonymous 
California prosecutors' offices (both 
branch offices of the same district) and 
their companion police departments. 
The authors allege, without supporting 
data, that prosecutor's office "A" tends 
to be extremely strict in screening cases 

An Arbitrary Classification for filing; it files only those charges it 
This finding resulted from the believes can be proven to a jury. 

authors' arbitrary classification .of 92 Prosecutor's office "B" is alleged to 
cleared cases (from the Kansas City, give "routine police procedures" 
Missouri, Police Department) as having greater accommodation, " ... accepting 
been solved by either "routine" their practice of presenting minimal in-
methods or "special actjon."49 It should formation to substantiate the filing of a 
be adC:.;d here that in classifying some case."54 
types of cases, the authors followed the To assess the "completeness of in-
guideline that " ... investigator action vestigation" of cases submitted by the 
is characterized as 'routine,' even police departments to their respective 
though the actions may be routine only prosecutors' offices, the authors 
to an investigator."5o In response to this developed a list of 39 questions 
guideline, one may well ask: Can the in- " ... that an experienced prosecutor 
vestigativa methods of an expert in- believed should be addressed by a police 
vestigator, developed as a result of investigation to facilitate prosecution of 
years of experience and training, be the case."55 Twenty-one robbery cases 
classified as "routine" merely because from Jurisdiction "A" and 22 robbery 
the investigator's expertise makes them cases from Jurisdiction "B" comprised 
appear so to an uninitiated observer? the study sample. The authors then 
Uninformed classification of competent examined the case documents presented 
investigative police work as "routine" to the prosecutor by the police. The 

questions had an average coverage of 45 
percent in the sample of cases from 
Jurisdiction "A", while 26 percent of 
the questions were covered in the cases 
from Jurisdiction "B" .56 

From Molehills to Mountains 

Concerning these results, the report 
states: "On their face, the statistical 
results on the comparison of robbery in
vestigation seem to support the 
prosecutor's view that his needs for in
formation are not fully and consistently 
met. "57 

The authors have leaped from the 
molehill of their limited two-agency 
data to the mountains of national 
significance. But what did the authors 
prove, if anything, concerning even the 
two jurisdictions studied? 

Conclusion 

Upon examining this portion of the 
Rand study, it seems that the authors 
operated under the premise that the 
prosecutor's filing policy was the only 
variable influencing investigative 
thoroughness in the two different police 
departments. This is explicitly indicated 
by the authors' conclusion that "strict 
filing standards apparently resulted in 
more thorough investigation."'8 Totally 
unaccounted for are the effects of the 
differences between the departments in 
recruitment, training, caseload, 
management, and myriad other 
variables, as any police administrator 
knows. Additionally, as noted in 
Volume III, the authors have no idea of 
the true relevance of its questionnaire to 
the actual requirements of successful 
prosecutions. The questionnaire was 
based on the opinion of one 
"experienced" prosecutor. Finally, 43 
robbery cases can hardly be considered 
an adequate sample, even for two 
jurisdictions. 

While there may be a continuing need 
to upgrade investigative thoroughness, 
Rand has not adequately documented 
this need. Major Finding 9 does not 
have adequate factual support to have 
more than possible validity for robbery 
investigations of the two involved 
jurisdictions. 

MAJOR FINDING 10 

ON INVESTIGATIVE THOROUGHNESS: 
POLlCE FAILURE TO DOCUMENT A 
CASE INVESTIGATION THOROUGHLY 
MAY HAVE CONTRIBUTED TO A 
HIGHERCASEDISMISSALRATEANDA 
WEAKENING OF THE P ROSECUTOR'S 
PLEABARGAININGPOSITION" 

action and the use of this classification report states that each of the 39 
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EVALUATION Of THE 
RAND CORPORATION'S ANALYSIS 
Continued From Page 24 

" ... rationale is consistent with our fin
dings," and while the authors say that 
they do not expect a police department 
to adopt the reforms uncritically - the 
department should act in relation to its 
individual situation and then only on an 
experimental basis7c - the dubious 
validity of the "findings" evaluated in 
this critique should give pause to the 
most eager of innovators. Special 
wariness is warranted in view of the fact 
that some of the proposed reforms 
appear to be directly inimical to the in
terests of police agencies and the com
munities they serve. It thus becomes in
cumbent that we examine those reforms 
which possess a negative potential in 
order to determine their factual basis 
and to then consider their merits from 
that perspective. 

A Puu:mg Finding 

This finding resulted from a Rand 
analysis of the judicial processing and 
disposition of the same 43 robbery cases 
used in attempting to support the 
previous major finding.60 It is perhaps 
the most puzzling of the Rand major 
findings in that statements in the report 
repeatedly contradict it. 

Obstacles Confronting the Study 

In discussing the analysis that 
produced the finding, the authors seem 
genuinely aware of the obstacles con
fronting attempts to convert case dis
positions into measures of investigative 
quality. They note that numerous 
variables, including the social 
characteristics and criminal record of 
defendants and differences in the com
petency of prosecutors, defense counsel, 
and judges, all figure importantly in 
case dispositions.61 A warning is even 
provided: " ... it must be remembered 
that extraneous variables, which cannot 
be estimated, have possibly intervened 
and confounded the results."62 

Results Inconclusive 

This being the case, the "results" of 
such a study could at best be considered 
inconclusive. And, in Volume III, the 
authors appear to accept this limitation. 
In noting that several cases in the "B" 
sample were dismissed, while none in 
the "A" sample were dismissed, the 
authors concede: "It is not clear that 
any of these dismissals could have been 
avoided by better police investigation 
and reporting in 'B'."63 In discussing the 
totally inconclusive case disposition 
results, the authors conclude: "Because 
of the inconsistent results, no definitive 
inferences can be drawn, regardless of 
the fact that in the category where the 
largest percentage of cases appear, the 
data show less plea bargaining and 
more severe sentencing in Jurisdiction 
'A'. "64 A further conclusion is added 
concerning sentencing: "It thus appears 
that the outcomes in Table 8-7 reflect to 
a greater extent the 'non-comparability' 
of our samples than the effects of 
differences in the quality of police in
vestigation. "65 

The Authors Reverse Themselves 

Given these acknowledged obstacles, 
this does not really seem to be the stuff 
that a "major finding" is made of. But 
then a generous reader might suppose 
that the authors were saying that they 
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really had not found anything by using 
the hedge word "may" in the finding 
statement. This generosity would be 
misplaced, as demonstrated by the 
paragraph used to support the major 
finding in Volume I: "In relating case 
disposition to investigative 
thoroughness, our analysis showed 
significant differences between the two
study jurisdictions that displayed 
differences in investigative 
thoroughness and prosecutorial 
screening practices. For example, none 
of the sampled cases were dismissed in 
the jurisdiction with more stringent case 
screening and investigative 
thoroughness; furthermore, 60 percent 
of the defendants pled guilty to the 
charges as filed. By comparison, in the 
second jurisdiction, about one quarter 
of the sampled cases were dismissed 
after filing, and only one third of the 
defendants pled guilty to the charges as 
filed."66 (Emphasis added.) 

Conclusion 

It appears that Rand could not resist 
straying from the path of scholarly rec
titude to create a "finding" where none 
exists. As averred in Volume III, "We 
do not know of any previous study that 
has succeeded in converting informa
tion about case disposition into a valid 
measure of the quality of investigative 
work. "67 There still is none. The finding 
is not supported by fact. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
ON THE MAJOR FINDINGS 

It will be noted that Major Finding 7, 
8, II, and 12 have not been considered 
in the current evaluation. These 
omissions were made in the interest of 
brevity and do not imply that the 
omitted major findings are entirely free 
from the methodological problems that 
beset the other major findings. All suf
fer from excessively small data bases. 
For example, Major Finding II, which 
states in part that "Crime victims in 
general strongly desire to be notified of
ficially as to whether or not the police 
have 'solved' their case ... ,"68 is 
derived from 'a telephone survey of 36 
crime victims residing in one California 
city.69 

SOME PROPOSED REFORMS 
AND A CONCLUSION 

PROPOSED REFORM 1 

REDUCE FOLLOW-UP INVESTIGATION 
ON ALL CASES EXCEPT THOSE 
INVOLVING THE MOST SERIOUS 
OFFENSES" 

Is Time Spent on Cases 
Which Will Not be Solved? 

This proposed reform is supported by 
the following "rationale": 

"Our data consistently reveal that a 
regular investigator's time is preponderant
ly consumed in reviewing reports, documen
ting files, and attempting to locate and in
terview victims and witnesses on cases that 
experience shows will not be solved. Our 
data show, moreover, that most cases that 
are solved are solved by means of informa
tion spontaneously provided by a source 
other than those developed by the in
vestigator. It folIows that a significant 
reduction in follow-up investigative efforts 
would be appropriate for alI but the most 
serious offenses in which public confidence 
demands some type of response.",l 

What the authors are saying, then, is 
that because investigators spend most 
of their time working on unsolvable 
cases and because most cases are solved 
by irformation from other than in
vestigative sources, it follows that the 
follow-up investigation of most crimes 
should be substantially reduced. The 
data which the authors view as revealing 
that investigators waste most of their 
time working on unsolvable cases is the 
same data from the Kansas City Police 
Department used by the authors in 
attempting to support Major Finding 4. 
It will be recalled that our examination 
of that finding revealed that Kansas 
City detectives spend 24.1 percent of 
their time on unsolved cases, a percen
tage that contradicts the authors' asser
tion that an investigator's time is 
preponderantly expended on cases 

The Rand report offers nine experience shows will not be solved. The 
, 'p r 0 p 0 sed ref 0 r m s ' , who s e data does not even support the assertion 
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for Kansas City, let alone the nation. 
Although we have dealt with the 

authors' claimed basis, in terms of the 
use of investigators' time, for suggesting 
a significant reduction in follow-up in
vestigations, it may be contended that 
we have responded too narrowly to the 
data embracing investigative time 
expenditures. For this reason additional 
elements of these data will be examined. 

Incorrect Finding That 
Crimes Are Not Worked On 

Referring to the Kansas City data (all 
of the investigators' time-use data is 
from Kansas City), the authors present 
the following information: 

"The figures show that only homicide and 
rape (and suicide, because it is potentially 
homicide), are invariably worked on. A few 
other types of crimes that are universally 
regarded as serious are worked on in over 60 
percent of cases, but many types more likely 
than not receive less than a half-hour's 
attention from an investigator (thereby 
counting as not 'worked on'). Since the bulk 
of crimes fall into these latter categories, 
weI/under half of all reported crimes receive 
any serious attention by an investigator. "7J 

(Emphasis added.) 
The incorrectness of this assertion in 

relation to the Kansas City data is 
proved in the evaluation of Major Fin
ding 3 (their error is in the computing of 
the percentages). The point is that the 
authors believe it, in spite of the data 
they collected. If we turn to Rand's 
Table 5-3 (under Major Finding 3), we 
see that the serious crimes that get in
vestigated 60 percent or more of the 
time are very serious crimes on which, 
the authors tell Ub in Volume I, follow
up investigation ought not to be 
reduced.74 

We should in all fairness look at the 
total investigative time expenditure 
data, from the authors' own perspec
tive, to determine if there really is some 
possibility, somewhere, of reducing 
follow-up investigation and eliminating 
investigators. 

What Follow-Up Investigations 
Can be R~duced? 

In Volume III, the authors set forth 
their guideline for measuring in
vestigative productivity: 

authors' minds as they cast about for 
likely functions where investigation' 
could be reduced. 

It thus becomes important to look at 
the total investigative time-expenditure 
data from the perspective of the 
authors' guideline. This data is sum
marized as follows: 

Per
Cent 

Casework ..................... . 
Work on cleared crimes 

before clearance 
Work on cleared crimes 

7.4 

after clearance 28.4 
Work on uncleared crimes 24.1 

Administrative duties ........... . 
Surveillance, crime pre-

vention, and warrants ......•... 
Unaccounted for ..•............. 

Per
cent 
60.0 

13.8 

1.9 
25.3 

The question now becomes, which of 
these work categories could be 
eliminated? Work on cleared crimes 
before cleaiance? This is largely work 
on those very serious crimes which the 
authors think should nearly always be 
investigated.76 Work on cleared crimes 
after clearanoe? According to the 
authors, detectives do not do nearly 
enough post-arrest investigation as it is 
now.77 Work on unsolved cases? The 
authors say that in Kansas City 
" ... well under half of all reported 
crimes receive any seriou:; attention by 
an investigator,"7B so this does not seem 
a likely area for cuts. Besides, the 
authors have said they would be careful 
not to judge these efforts as unproduc
tive. Surveillance, crime prevention, 
and warrants? A tiny but highly impor
tant category that would not contribute 
much to the authors' really big cut. 
Unaccounted for activities? How can 
you cut something when you do not 
know what it is? The authors say they 
have an idea that this category is com
prised of duties like homicide and 
robbery unit stand-by time, travelling to 
interview victims and witnesses, respon
ding to citizen requests for information, 
etc., all of which seem like important 
activities which should' not be done 
away with.79 But, the authors do not 
know what is in this category, so they 
cannot logically make any cuts here. 

This being the case, where did this 
conclusion come from? 

"Finally, we have been careful not to What About Deterrence? 
judge any activities as unproductive when in Throughout their discussions of 
fact they are primarily directed at objectives reducing follow-up investigations, the 
we were unable to measure. For example, h 'd t' h 
time spent by investigators on crimes that aut ors aVOl any relerence to t e 
are never solved is by definition not produc- deterrent value of follow-up investiga
tive when clearances are used as a measure tion. In Volume III, we do find the 
of performance, but there may well be some authors questioning whether the mere 
(unmeasured) deterrent value that justifies process of investigation has some 
such investigations."75 . deterrent value;80 the authors readily ad-

Police administrators would heartily mit that they omitted from their study 
support this guideline which, of course, any measurement of the deterrence 
would have been uppermost in the value of investigative activities.81 This 

leaves unsettled (and unconsidered by 
the Rand authors) the effect on the 
crime rate if a sizable percentage of a 
city's serious crimes was no longer in
vestigated and the population was told 
of this unhappy situation through the 
authors' suggested victim notification 
program. 

How Much Manpower 
Is Devoted to Solving Cases? 

It will be a-ecalled that the second half 
of the authors' basis for Proposed 
Reform 1 was how cases are solved -
specifically: " ... most cases that are 
solved are solved by means of informa
tion spontaneously provided by a source 
other than those developed by the in
vestigator. "82 Given the preceding 
evaluation, just what this has to do with 
substantially reducing follow-up in
vestigation is difficult to comprehend. 
Even granting for the moment that the 
authors' claim for the importance of 
non-investigatory case solutions is cor
rect, their data purports to show that 
well under half of all serious crimes in 
Kansas City are presently investigated 
and that less than one-fourth of in
vestigative time is expended on un
solved cases. So, how does this support 
"significant" reductions in follow-up in
vestigation? 

Conclusion 

The Proposed Reform 1 is based on 
exceedingly limited data, not suppor
ting the premise, but rather contradic
ting it. This conclusion could only exert 
a pernicious effect on police agencies 
and their client communities. 

PROPOSED REFORM 2 

ASSIGN THE GENERA LIST INVESTIGA
TORS (WHO WOULD HANDLE THE 
OBVIOUS LEADS IN ROUTINE CASES) TO 
THE LOCAL OPERATIONS COMMAN-
DER" 

No Initiative Required 

In their "rationale" for this reform, 
the authors explain: "Under the in
vestigation policy suggested above, the 
main duty of the generalist investigator 
is to respond to information developed 
by the patrol units at the crime scene or 
volunteered by the public, rather than to 
develop new leads on his own in
itiative. "84 Incredibly, this means that 
investigators would not be allowed to 
develop new leads! 

No Expertise Required 

This reform is symptomatic of the 
authors' conceptualization of the in
vestigative process, which holds: " ... if 
investigators performed only the ob
vious and routine tasks needed to clear 
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Continued From Page 75 

the "easy" cases, they would solve the 
vast majority (97 percent) of crimes that 
now get cleared."8s Thus, the authors 
continue ., their rationale with the 
statement: "Our research suggests that 
this type of investigative duty does not 
entail a requirement for specialized 
skills or c,entralized coordination. The 
officers performing it could readily shift 
between patrol and investigative 
duties. "86 Of course, here the authors 
are talking about the "vast majority" of 
crimes - the investigation of which 
usually. begins with "leads" or informa
tion developed by patrol units or 
received from citizens. 

Although the authors do not say just 
which research area it is that suggests 
this concept, it appears that it is the 
same Kansas City research used to 
produce the "finding" that 97 percent of 
all cases can be solved by obvious, 
routine tasks, i.e., in Kansas City 
" ... at most 2.7 percent of cleared 
crimes are solved by special actil.Jfi."87 
This percentage and the specious case 
solution classification scheme used to 
arrive at it have been previously dis
cussed, but further commentary is 
warranted in connection with this 
proposed reform. 

The authors' conclusion that the in
vestigation of the vast majority of 
crimes requires oniy simpie tasks for 
solution is obviously the basis for their 
assertion that the solution of these 
crimes requires no investigative exper
tise. And yet this reasoning rests upon a 
totally arbitrary classification scheme 
that categorizes all case solutions as 
being "simple" unless the non police 
authors say they are not. Only those 
cases that happened to strike the 
authors as being unusual were classified 
as "special action."88 Apparently no 
thought was given to the fact that many 
seemingly "routine" investigative tasks, 
such as skillful crime scene investiga
tion and evidence interpretation, com
petent suspect interrogation, and proper 
search warrant preparation, actually 
demand an extremely high level of in
vestigative expertise. Thus the authors' 
conclusion that the "vast majority" of 
crimes require no investigative expertise 
for solution resulted more from their 
unfamiliarity with the investigative 
process than from any research fin
dings. 

tise, the development of which depends 
on substantial training and experience. 
The researcher's proposal to assign this 
class of investigators general duties only 
and rotate them with patrol officers 
would not permit the development and 
maintenance of this vital investigative 
expertise. 

PROPOSED REFORM 4 

ASSIGN SERIOUS OFFENSE INVESTI
GATION To CLOSELY SUPERVISED 
TEAMS. RATHER THAN TO INDIVI
DUAL INVESTIGATORS~' 

The Prescription Exceeds the Symptoms 
The rationale explaining this reform 

stresses the improper supervision of 
personnel and blames this for the im
proper performance of investigations.90 

Could it be that rather than 
reorganizing investigators, a solution to 
the problem of improper supervision 
would be the improvement of super
vision? Reorganization would not 
necessarily affect the level of proper 
supervision. The imposition of super
visory teams in other than major, com
plex cases may be such an inefficient use 
of manpower that the investigative 
process would be affected quite adverse
ly. 

Conclusion 
Even if it is assumed that Rand is cor

rent in its assumption that supervision is 
a problem in some investigations, the 
proposed reform does not address itself 
to the problem. 

PROPOSED REFORM 6 

that the use of information processing 
systems should be increased to assist in
Vestigators or that this increased use 
should be undertaken to replace them. 
Be that as it may, information 
processing systems are tools which can 
provide valuable assistance to in
vestigators. Information processing 
systems have been of major benefit to 
law enforcement agencies. However, 
these systems are not a substitute for in
vestigators. To assume otherwise would 
run counter to the experience of most 
major police departments. 

Conclusion 
Irrespective of the meaning of this 

proposed reform, it is without an 
adequate research basis. The authors 
have possibly demonstrated that Kan
sas City detectives spend an unknown 
but substantial amount of time 
processing information while realizing 
but limited success in their endeavors. It 
is possible, depending upon the nature 
and current level of systematization of 
information processing in the Kansas 
City Police Department, that the detec
tives of that department could be 
materially assisted in achieving their 
goals by additional information 
processing systems. Given the data that 
the authors have provided, nothing 
more can be concluded from this 
proposed reform. 

PROPOSED REFORM 8 
PLACE POST-ARREST (i.e .• SUSPECT IN 
CUSTODY) IVEST/GATIONS UNDER 
THE A UTHORITY OF THE PROSECU
TOR'J 

INCREASE THE USE OFINFORMATION 
PROCESSING SYSTEMS IN LIEU OF A Bald Supposition 
INVESTIGATORS" Before beginning the evaluation of 

Clerks Instead oflnve(~tigators this reform, it is first necessary to con
sider the authors' rationale: 

The authors state that their exam ina- "Generally, then, the prosecutor relies on 
tion of the Kansas City Df!tective Case police investigators to provide the evidence 
Assignment File suggests that a sub- needed to prosecute and convict the suspect. 
stantial part of an investigator's But this situation contains an inherent con
working day is taken up by the scanning flict between the prosecutor and police. A 
and monitoring of huge volumes of police arrest is justified by probable cause 
crime and arrest information in order to - i.e., an articulable reasonable belief that 

k 
a crime was committed and that the arrestee 

ma e connections between cases, was the offender. But generally, because of 
suspects, and property. They indicat'e the pressure of new cases and the expecta
that the Kansas City detectives tion that the case will be bargained rather 
experience only limited success in these than tried, the police are reluctant to expend 
endeavors and offer the opinion that further investigative efforts to strengthen 
much of the scanning and monitoring the evidence in the case. The prosecutor, on 
could instead be done by information the other hand, may be reluctant to· file 
processing systems which would involve charges that the police prefer, or to file at 

Conclusion I all, ifhe believes the evidence would not sur-c erks and routine procedures in small 
The authors, their single-agency data departments and electronic computers fice for a conviction, i.e., proof beyond a 

notwithstanding, have offered no tangi- in large ones.92 reasonable doubt. It is clear that many cases 
ble evidence to support their claim that are affected by the conflicting incentives of 
" ." " Meaning of the Reform Is Unclear police and prosecutor, as reflected in 

routme cases reqUIre no mvestigative failures to file, lenient filings, early dis-
expertise. All varieties of follow-up in- The language of the proposed reform missals, or imbalanced bargaining."94 
vestigation require investigative expe:r- can be interpreted as meaning either The implication here is that all these 
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ills are brought on by having the police 
investigate crimes. The reader hastens 
through the Rand report volumes to 
find the source of these startling fin
dings, but he looks in vain. The whole 
rationale is a bald supposition on the 
part of the authors, made without an 
offering of any data which might 
provide support. 

A Promising Remedy? 

Having "proven" the existence of the 
problem, a solution is provided: "A 
promising remedy for the problem 
would be to place post-arrest in
vestigations under the authority of the 
prosecutor's office, under assignment or 
as an integral part of his staff, depen
ding on the local situation."9s And, 
where would all of the investigators 
required for the newly expanded district 
attorney's offices come from? Depen
ding on the local situation, from the 
local police department.96 The authors 
ask the rhetorical question, "Is this too 
drastic a measure? Would it not suffice 
for the prosecutor to prepare an in
vestigation manual and help train police 
investigators? We believe that the latter 
would be a less satisfactory solution, 
given the dynamic character of criminal 
case law and the inherent conflicts 
between two relatively independent 
agencies."97 What basis do the authors 
have for this belief? Do they believe that 
the police are incapable of learning case 
law and case preparation? And what 
basis do they have for their belief that 
district attorney investigators will do a 
better job of post-arrest investigation 
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than the police? 

An Exercise in Redundancy 

The district attorney investigators 
have a role to play in many jurisdictions 
in relation to certain categories of in
vestigations, and there are instances 
where it is expedient for the district at
torney's office to deal directly with vic
tims and witnesses. However, almost all 
routine investigations can be more 
effectively and efficiently handled by 
the police investigators. The mere 
political considerations of a proposal to 
place post-arrest investigations under 
the authority of the prosecutor would be 
absurd in most jurisdictions. 

If political obstacles could be over
come, it would still be a massive exer
cise in investigative redundancy, with 
the police investigators spending half of 
their time trying to show the district at
torney's investigators what they had 
already done on the cases. The district 
attorney's investigators, being totally 
unfamiliar with crime scenes, victims, 
witnesses, informants, reports, tapes, 
and evidence, would spend most of the 
rest of their time going over the same 
ground the police investigators had 
already covered. In addition, there 
remailis the questionable assumption 
that the district attorney investigators 
would have sufficient time to manage 
this unpredictable situation. 

Conclusion 

Probably the only additional com
ment this "reform" deserves is in rela
tion to what the authors believe should 

"Federal Bureau of Investigation, Uniform Crime 
Reporting Handbook (Washington, D.C., January, 
1974) pp. 19, 86. 
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be done with it. In their words it should 
" ... be in operation for at least two 
years before a conclusive judgment 
about its merits is made."98 In con
sidering the problems of applying this 
recommendation, one wonders whether 
it should be seriously entertained at aiL 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 
ON THE PROPOSED REFORMS 

Much of what went awry with the 
Rand study and its subsequent repor
ting can probably be traced to un
realistic expectations on the part of the 
Rand researchers. These expectations, 
largely produced no doubt by popular 
stereotypes, led the Rand people to 
believe that they would discover the 
previously undescribed essences of the 
investigative process: 
. "We hoped to identify and describe those 
key program factors which led to improved 
effectiveness and to suggest how other 
police departments might modify their in
vestigative practices to achieve the iden
tified benefits. These hopes were not 
realized."99 

Having failed in its endeavor, it 
appears that Rand proceeded to erect a 
series of straw men which it then 
knocked down to provide a basis for 
provocative, and seemingly significant, 
findings and proposals. This is unfor
tunate. Several of its proposed reforms 
might be beneficial to police agencies. 
But, the defective methodology and iII
conceived conclusions associated with 
most of the study's findings' and 
proposals do not encourage experimen
tation by the criminal justice system.* 
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RESPONSE TO -

An Evaluation 
of the 
Rand 
Corporation's 
Analysis 
of the 
Criminal 
Investigation 
Process 

By P. W. Greenwood, 
J.M. Chaiken, and 
J. Petersilia * 

The July issue of The Police Chief contains an article, 
"An Evaluation of the Rand Corporation's Analysis of the 
Criminal Investigation Process," by Daryl F. Gates and 
Lyle Knowles. The evaluation purports to demonstrate that 
the Rand Study: 

"1. contains preceduralerrors that erase almost all 
hope of accuracy, , 

"2. has a fatally limited data base, and 
"3. presents conclusions that do not follow from the 

data presented and which ignore a host of important related 
influences. "1 

We believe that the evaluation is misleading to those not 
fully acquainted with our work, and therefore we prepared 
this article to correct misconceptions that might arise. 

The principal substantive finding of our research2 was 
that, although the solution or clearance of reported crimes is 
the primary focus of police investigators, most clearances 
are arrived at through the application of administrative 
procedures, with solutions for a very small percentage, con
centrated in a few specific crime types, being generated 
through the use of what has been traditionally thought of as 
investigative efforts. Much of this traditional investigative 
effort is applied to crimes which empirical 'evidence shows 
will never be solved. As a result of this finding, along with 
others on fingerprint processing, the use of information 
systems, strike forces, victim satisfaction, andpost'::arrest 
investigation thoroughness. Which-· are' . based on more 
limited data samples, ,ve suggested a number of reforms 
which we believe might result in more effective investigation 
activity. We cautioned against adopting any of these 
reforms without careful evaluation of their possible impacts. 

In the months that have passed since the publication of 
our reports, we have been made aware of instances of im
precise or misinterpretable wordings that we have modified 
in subsequent writings.3 But no one has brought forth: con
tradictory evidence that suggests our basic conclusions are 
erroneous. Studies released during this period by the Police 
Foundation ~nd by the Stanford Research Institute directly 
support some of our major findings.4 Manuscripts based on 
our reports have been' accepted for publication in the 
research journal, Policy Analysis, and as a book by D.C. 
Heath. Both publishers sUbjected the work to know
ledgeable outside reviewers. 

Our conclusions and especially our policy recommen
dations should not be judged alone by whether they fiow.I!!- . 
evitably and exclusively from the data collected in our.~ 
study. Instead they should be appraised in terms of whether . 
they are within reason correct orJncorrect as cast against a 
full backdrop of what is known about the criminal investiga
tion process. The evaluators do not present other than their 
opinions that our conclll,sions are incorrect or inappropriate. 
Is it their view that every research study must,be fully self
contained' and should not l.1xpress conclusions and 
recommendations based in part on known results by other 
researchers and on the interpretations of practitioners who 
worked with or' advised the researchers? Both our research 
design and our fi~dings were discussed in detail with police 

.. ' _____ _ __~-~--~ . __ ~~~-.:::nffi~i.als>-.J)t:#~jQ:S:;ranks and ~ype of experience in in-
*The Rand Corporati(ji1':· ... ~::,~."..,~.,_'J;<.:,>·,,·.;:c?~~.:..,_;'·;~,,-·:::~,·~;,;..,<y;;:!";:»'\fi~dve.'·"itlifter~;-They did not express reservations that 
1700 Main Street -' ~--. ' ,.__. . our findings differ from what they believed was the situation 
Santa Monica, California 90406 in their own agencies. Indeed, some commented that our 1 
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study was gUilty of "overkill" in applying so much data to 
demonstrate what knowledgeable professionals already con
curred in. 

Gates and Knowles (hereafter referred to as the 
evaluators) repeatedly mention limitations of our data. 
These limitations were not discovered by them, but rather 
were clearly described in our reports. Howeyer, the 
evaluators go beyond reviewing the stated limitations and 
assert that" ... because of problems of control, accuracy, 
and consistency, most researchers would not have used these 
data." This point is nonsense. It is the nature of social 
science research, especially concerning policy issues, that 
one must analyze and draw the best possible inferences from 
data with such shortcomings. Given imperfect data, it is the 
researcher's duty to point out its biases and other short
comings, and this we have done. Our findings have not been 
represented as an ultimate appraisal of investigative effec
tiveness. We urged that further research be conducted to 
collect and analyze new data that would confirm, refine, or 
refute our results. 

The evaluators mention two aspects of our case samples 
as data limitations. First, the samples are said to be 
"miniscule." A sample is not large or small simply as a 
matter of opinion, but its size must be judged in terms of the 
statistically determined levels of confidence with which one 
desires to draw inferences. For example, to predict which of 
two candidates would win a close local election, a properly 
selected sample of 100 voters would be inadequate for a 
reasonabte level of confidence as to the outcome. Yet a 
properly drawn sample of this size would well suffice to 
show, with a high level of confidence, that neither candidate 
could be expected to receive over 80 percent of the votes. 
That is to say, the type of inference to be drawn governs 
sample size requirements. In our study we applied 95 per
cent confidence levels that were associated with our sample 
sizes and indicated when differences between statistical 
measures were significant by these criteria. In other words, 
our conclusions reflect differences that were found to be 
significant or they are worded in such a way as to indicate 
the degree of uncertainty that must be attached to numerical 
quantities. 

The second fault of our samples is said to be that some 
findings are based on data from a small selection of police 
departments. Here the question is, in. how many 
departments must researchers find simiIarpatterns of data 
before these patterns may be considered to be representative 
of the national picture? Many of our findings had been 
previously reported by other researchers in studies of single 
departments. These studies could have been individually 
questioned on the grounds that the department studied 
might have been unique in some critical respect. But when, 
in our work, simIlar results emerge from several 
departments located in different parts of the country and 
having different organizations and procedures, they take on 
greater generality of interpretation. 

Our reports did not assert that the study's findings 
applied to all departments. In fact, we presumed that excep
tions exist, and we urged that each department "assure itself 
of the relevance of our work to its situation."s Especially for 
types of information that are aY:lilable in most departments, 
we showed how these data were tabulated, so that others 
could replicate the analysis. It is our hope that this will be 
done in many departments in the near future so that firmer 
conclusions about generality can be drawn. 

The evaluators contend that our conclusions are inconsis
tent with our data and erroneously derived, contentions they 
sought to substantiate by citing items of data out of their 
full context and by reiterating the limitations that we 
described ourselves. Our broad rebuttal is that conclusions 
and recommendations necessarily reflect subjective inter-

pretatiol1s of the data examined and cannot be confined to a 
mere recital of the facial appearances of the data and their 
limitations. In order that the reader be made more con
scious of where findings have been broadened by our subjec
tive interpretations, conClusions of this nature were 
presented in a separate summary and policy implications 
volume (Vol. J) and not in the main text of the analysis 
volumes (Vol. II and Vol. III). 

The evaluators dispute primarily statements of con
clusions and recommendations of policy as appearing in 
Volume I rather than seriously disagreeing with the main 
text of the complementary volumes (apart from the objec
tions to our case samples discussed above). They In fact cite 
the second and third volumes to support their criticism of 
the first volume, intimating that we did not subscribe to or 
respect our own stafements concerning the nature of our fin
dings and their limitations. 

The evaluators' comments notwithstanding, our con
clusions still appear to be sound. Gates and Knowles have 
not offered any eviden'Ce to the contrary. 

The remainder of this article discusses in order and with 
greater specificity the items individually considered by the 
evaluators. 

MAJOR FINDINGS 

Major Finding I 
011 investigation effectiveness: Differences in in

vestigative training, staffing, workload, and procedures 
appear to have no appreciab/e effect on crime, arrest, or 
clearance rates. 

The evaluation points out that no analysis of crime rates 
was performed. This is a correct observation, and the word 
"crime" should be removed from the statement of this fin
ding. J n regard to arrest and clearance rates, the finding is 
derived from cross-sectional analysis of our national survey 
data. The evaluation states that the source of the finding 
cannot be determined because we also mention in this con
nection the data collected from samples of case records in 
six departments. However, the case sample data are :lfly 
described as helping to explain why the finding is trli ... , not 
as establishing the finding in the first instance. 

The evaluation claims that we have stated a finding where 
none exists. This comment appears to rest on the belief that 
when no relationship among variables is found, then nqthing 

. has been found. On the contrary, determining that no 
relationship is present among variables is a valid research 
finding that helps in developing new hypotheses that will 
clarify the phenomena under study. A "finding" is not a 
"call for action." It is simply a true statement that requires 
further explanation or analysis. In this case, our interpreta
tion of the finding is exactly as the evaluation has quoted us: 
that departmentwide arrest and clearance rates are in
adequate as measures of investigative performance because 
they primarily reflect the activities of noninYestigators, 
departmental policy, the nature of police-community 
relations, and a host of other factors. Thus, aspects of in
vestigative staffing that are presumably related to "quality" 
cannot necessarily be detected in departmentwide arrest and 
clearance rates. However, since the observation is also sub
ject to other interpretations, we have stated it separately as 
a finding. 

Major Finding 2. 
The method by which police investigators are organized 

(i.e., team policing, specialists \IS. generalist, patrolmen
investigators) cannot be related 10 variations in crime, 
arrest, and clearance rates. 

The source of this finding is the same as for Finding I and 
is subject to the same caveats and interpretations. In par
ticular, the word "crime" should be removed. (The 
evaluators discussed our classification of case solutions in 
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their critique of this finding; but it is not directly relevant 
here and will be covered in connection with Finding 6, 
below.) 
Major Finding 3 

On the use of investigators , time: Substantially more thall 
ha(( of all serious reported crimes received JIO more than 
superficial attention from investigators. 

Here the evaluators appear to be criticizing our report for 
presenting superfluous data. While it is true, as claimed, 
that we describe the fraction of cases of "dead body" and 
"vandalism" that detectives work on, the finding refers to 
investigation of reported felonies, for which data are also 
given. 

The finding was initially !"eported to us by our field in
vestigators who spent many weeks observing the activities of 
investigators and asking them questions about the cases 
they pursued and did not pursue. However, to develop 
adequate quantitative information about the extent to which 
cases receive only superficial attention through the 
technique of field observation would have required many 
man-years of effort. To validate, then, the impressions 
based on observations and interviews, we turned to the Kan
sas City case assignment file. These data show that reported 
homicides and rapes invariably received at least a half
hour's investigative time in Kansas City, and well over half 
of aggravated assaults and robberies received similar atten
tion. But most felonies do not fall in these categories. For 
homicides, rape, other felony sex crimes, kidnapping, 
aggra vated assn ult, robbery, burglary, auto theft,' and 
larceny together, 35.2 percent received at least a half-hour's 
attention, or 64.8 percent did not. We call this latter percen
tage "substantially more than haIr' of serious crimes. (The 
figure of 49.9 percent reported by the evaluators is 
erroneous because they failed to take into account the 
relative numbers of crimes, e.g., that there are more 
burglaries than homicides, a fact that we pointed out in 
Volume I II even though it does not appear necessary except 
for readers unfamiliar with police work.) 
Major Finding 4 

Ollr data consistently reveal that an investigator's time is 
largely consumed in reviewing reports, documenting files, 
alld attempting to locate alld interview victims all cases that 
experience shows will not be solved. For cases that are 
solved (i.e., a suspect is identified), an investigator spends 
lIlore time in post-clearance processing than he does in iden
tijl'ing the perpetrator. 

The first sentence is indeed badly worded and speaks to 
several different issues at once. Criticism of this statement 
that we received immediately after its pUblication led to 
clarification in our subsequent briefings and writings about 
this study. The facts are essentially as stated by the 
evaluators and are clearly described in the main text of 
Volume III. First, the primary case-related activities of in
vestigators are reviewing reports, documenting files, and 
attempting to locate and interview witnesses. Second, for 
those cases that detectives work on, the average time 
devoted to a case that is never cleared is greater than the 
average time required to clear one that is cleared. In other 
words, it is not true in general that the greater the in
vestigative effort devoted to a crime the more lik,ely it is to 
be cleared. Third (but this is not mentioned in the finding), 
investigators spend somewhere around 40 percent of their 
time on noncasework activities. Part of this time was 
reported by us as "unaccounted for," meaning that it was 
not explained in the Kansas City file that we used. Since we 
have been made aware of some unanticipated inter
pretations of the term "unaccounted for," we wish to 
emphasize here that the categories of activities to be 
recorded in the file did not include all conceivable activities 
of investigators. We do not find it at all unreasonable that 

some 20 to 40 percent of investigators' time (varying by 
unit) would be spent on activities that they were not 
expected to record in the file. Examples include reading 
teletypes, travel to various locations, checking out 
junkyards or pawnshops, answering questions from the 
public or the press, and the like. 

The second sentence of this finding was firmly established 
for nearly every crime type in Kansas City, and the figures 
were judged reasonably applicable by investigators in other 
cities who cooperated with the study. Again the evaluators 
appear to fault us for presenting more data than are needed 
to reach this conclusion. But Table 5-6 in Volume III per
mits the reader to consider any particular crime or collec
tion of crimes of interest to him and determine that the 
sentence is true for those crimes. The read~r is free to ignore 
all other crimes, if he chooses, but the assertion is true for 
them also. 

Major Finding 5 

all how cases are solved: The single most important 
determinant of whether or not a.case will be solved is the in
formation the victim supplies to the immediately responding 
patrol officer. If information that uniquely identifies the 
perpetrator is not presented at the time the crime is 
reported, the perpetrator, by and large, will not be sub
sequently identified. 

We do not believe anyone would seriously contest the 
observation that ct'imes in which no suspect is named are 
much less likely to be cleared than those in which a suspect 
is positively identified or apprehended at the scene. The 
thrust of this finding is that the majority of cleared crimes 
fall into the latter category; i.e., where a suspect is known at 
the time the crime report is taken. (The finding applies not 
only to the totality of crimes but also to each crime type 
examined, except auto theft.) It requires little special 

knowledge about clearance rates for Part I crimes (which 
are displayed in Volume II) to realize that if more than half 
of cleared crimes are accounted for by initial identification 
of the suspect, then crimes with no initial identification have 
a relatively low probability of being cleared. 

The evaluators' claim that the source of this finding is not 
given is preposterous in light of the fact that Volume III has 
an entire chapter entitled "Analysis of How Crimes Are 
Solved." Chapter 6 not only describes the data collected and 
analyzed for this study but also indicates that the finding 
draws on results of three previous studies. Isaacs, in a 1967 
study of 1905 crimes reported to the Los Angeles Police 
Department,6 found that of 336 crimes cleared by arrest, 
203 (or 60 percent) had a named suspect in the initial crime 
report, and of 1,556 crimes without a named suspect, 133 (or 
8.6 percent) were cleared by arrest. Conklin, in a study elf 
259 robberies reported to the Boston Police Department in 
1968/ found that in 74 percent of cleared robberies the 
suspect was known by arrest at the scene or by victim iden
tification. Smith,S in a study of 59 cleared robberies in 
Oakland in 1969, found that a victim or witness was respon
sible for case solution in 61 percent and that the suspect was 
known at the time of the crime report was filed in 80 percent 
of cleared robberies. 

Other studies, by Greenberg, et al.,9 of 1974 Oakland 
crimes and by Bloch and Belpo of 1973 Rochester crimes, 
while not specifically addressing the exact topic of this find
ing, provide adequate information for the reader to deduce 
that the same. pattern prevails for the times and locations 
studied. 

We view our analysis not as uncovering this finding but as 
adding fresh evidence for its confirmation. Moreover, the 
detailed tabulations we provide permit future analyses in 
other cities to have a base of comparison. To date, the frac
tion of cases solved by initial identification had Clisplayed 
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remarkable similarity across departments. If a department 
with substantially different figures can be found, then an 
analysis of the underlying causes of the difference could be 
very illuminating. 

Major Finding 6 
On how cases are solved: OJthose cases that are ultimate

ly cleared but in which the perpetrator is not identifiable at 
the time oj the initial police incident report. almost all are 
cleared as a result oj routine police procedures. 

The critique of this finding rests mostly on the claim that 
case solutions were categorized as "routine" in an arbitrary 
and specious fashion. Reference to this problem was also 
made by the evaluators in their discussion of Major Finding 
2, but it applies primarily here. An important point is that 
the Rand staff undertook the analysis with the objective of 
identifying and describing the key factors that lead to im
proved effectiveness in investigating crimes that are 
reported without a named suspect. From the research point 
of view, then, it was a considerable disappointment to find 
so few cases in which any noticeable application of in
vestigative skill bore an apparently causative relationship to 
the case outcome. 

Only someone who collects together some investigative 
files and asks for each case "How was this solved" can begin 
to realize that no subtle judgments are involved in dis
tinguishing "routine" from "special action" cases. The 
reviewer of the files must simply be careful to distinguish 
between the cause of the case solution and the various, 
possibly ingenious, steps taken by the investigator without 
identifying the perpetrator. If the investigator puts out a 
"want" for the license number of the perpetrator's car (as 
recorded by a witness), and the suspect is subsequently 
arrested by a patrol officer, is this a "special action" case? If 
the perpetrator voluntarily and unexpectedly surrenders to 
the police, is this "special action"? If the investigator shows 
the victim a- 'book of mug shots that WaS: previously -prepar~d 
for all crimes of the type in question, leading to an iden
tification, is this "special action"? (This is an example of a 
solution that is routine for an investigator but would not be 
routine for someone else.) If the victim tells the police of
ficer the exact location of the suspect's car, and the suspect 
is sitting in the car, is this "special action"? 

In every instance where there was any indication that in
vestigative skill played a role in case solution, we recorded 
the case as special action. For example, when an in
vestigator had no suspect identification but did obtain a 
description of a suspect with distinctive hairdo and facial 
features, the clearance that was produced by a patrol officer 
who read the investigator's bulletin was classified as 
"special action." A case solved by matching latent prints to 
inked prints in a file organized by modus operandi is a good 
example of "special action." 

We are confident that even if a department establishes a 
restricted definition of what constitutes "routine 
processing" it will find that investigative skill or "special ac
tion" contributes to under 10 percent of all its clearances 
(but more, of course, for certain crimes such as homicide or 
commercial theft). The point is not that the special action 
cases are uninteresting or unimportant in the overall police 
role, but rather that they are numerically uncommon when 
compared to the totality of cleared cases. It is for this reason 
that differences in the quality of investigative work among 
units or departments can be expected to have only a small 
effect OT! total clearance rates, except for the crime types we 
noted in our report. 

This finding is also supported by the work of other 
researchers. For example, the 1974 Greenberg study of 
crimes in Oakland showed that 85 percent of 413 assaults 
with a deadly weapon were cleared, but only two clearances 

were produced in cases with unnamed suspects more than 8 
hours after the crime was reported (Le .• as a result of a 
folJ.ow-up investigation). In Conklin's study of robberies, 
7.3 percent of dearances were attributed to "police in
vestigation." 

Major Finding 9 
On investigative thoroughness: In relatively Jew 

departments do investigators consistently and thoroughly 
document the key evidentiary Jacts that reasonably assure 
that the prosecutor can obtain a conviction on the most 
serious applicable charges. 

Our overwhelming impression from site visits in both 
police departments and prosecutors' offices around the 
country was that the quality of investigative documentation 
is a problem in most jurisdictions, the exceptions being 
those that have projects specifically directed at improving 
police-prosecutor interactions. However, we agree with the 
evaluators that the research design. which consisted of inter
views in 28 jurisdictions and actual inspection of in
vestigative reports in only eight of them, was inadequate to 
support the stated conclusion that "in relatively few 
depaitments" was the documentation of high quality. 
Rather, we should have asserted that "in many large 
departments investigators do not consistently and 
thoroughly document the key evidentiary facts· .... " This 
revision of the wording, however, in no way dilutes the fact 
that we believe the documentation of investigative findings 
is an important area for improvement. 

As in the case of Finding 3, we attempted to verify our 
field observations by collecting quantitative information in 
two jurisdictions. The evaluators are distressed that our 
descriptions of the filing poliCies and practices that dis
tinguished the prosecutors' offices in the two jurisdictions 
are "without supporting data."11 Here we are culpable of 
brevity, but the source of the data is in fact mentioned. 
Footnote 2, p. 105, of Volume III indi.cared that the Rand 
researchers were familiar wiTh·· both of the selected 
prosecutors' offices by reason of an earlier published, widely 
available Rand study.'2 These characterizations were not 
ours alone, but reflected the expressions by responsible of
ficials of these offices. 

We plainly stated that the limited two-jurisdiction study 
was illustrative and iIIuminative. 13 It was intended to put 
what we and others saw as a professional tension between 
police investigators and prosecutors' offices in concrete 
terms - to demonstrate that the issue of how thorough an 
investigation need be to avoid blame for a·decision not to 
file or a failure to convict was not an illusory question. We 
selected two jurisdictions that were known to differ marked
ly in characteristics relevant to this rf:search exercise. And 
we sought, as stated, to show by means of statistical 
evidence based on modest samples of robbery cases, that 
two modern police departments could substantially differ in 
the completeness of evidentiary documentation provided to 
their respective prosecutorial offict:s. 

Thf! evaluators' judgment that 43 robbery cas~s were not 
an adequate sample would undeniably be sound if our pur
poses included, as the evaluators evidently felt t,hey should, 
the measurement of the independent effects of all significant 
vari~!bles influencing investigative thoroughness, or the 
degree to which incomplete investigative documentatior.t 
governed case disposition, relative to other variables. For 
the latter purposes, which we did not avow, much larger 
samples and much more sophisticated analytical techniques 
would be entailed. 14 However, samples of 20-plus cases in 
each jurisdiction can suffice to illuminate two facets of a 
controversy between police and prosecutors, which was con
spicuously stated to be our purpose. -

The evaluators denigrated the qUestionnaire of 39 eviden
tiary items on the grounds that it reflected the opinions of 
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only one "experienced" (their quote-marks) prosecutor and 
that we did not know its true relevance to successful 
prosecutions. For their first ground the evaluators chose to 
ignore the statement on p. 105 that "This data form ... was 
developed on the basis of discussions with prosecutors, 
detectives, and police supervisors." As to the second 
ground, we should first concede a semanticallapse on p. viii 
of Volume I where we described the items of the question
naire as being considered by a prosecutor as necessary for 
effective case presentation, when we should have used the 
term desirable (that is, we intended the list to be as complete 
as we could make it at the time). Nevertheless, we stated on 
p. 105, Volume III, the following: "Of course, some in
dividual cases may require less investigative information 
than is covered by this form; others may require more. 
Nevertheless, it is sufficiently comprehensive to be useful 
for investigator training; to be applied as a checklist in con
ducting an investigation; to serve as a performance measure 
for the needs of investigator supervisors; and to aid the 
prosecutor's office in making decisions on complaint 
filing." But, to reiterate, we hoped that the evidentiary items 
in the list more or less included the requirements for all 
types of robbery cases. As to our use of the list to assess the 
performance of the two prosecutors' offices studied, the 
evaluators are indeed correct to observe that the criterion of 
completeness in reporting the listed evidentiary items is not 
tantamount to a criterion of prosecutorial success. Some in
dividual cases may require less information, others may 
require more. But for the purpose of our analytical exercise, 
the questionnaire did suffice to disclose that marked 
differences existed between the amount of relevant in
vestigative information furnished the respective prosecutors' 
offi,ces in a sample of robbery cases. And, as a consequence, 
we did not need to rely wholly on the subjective statements 
of involved individuals that these differences existed. 

Major Finding 10 
Police failure to document a case investigation thomughly 
may have contributed to a higher case dismissal rate and a 
weakening of the prosecutor's plea bargaining position. 

The evaluators, while acknowledging that we revealed a 
genuine awareness of obstacles in relating case dispositions 
and investigative quality and chiding our use of the hedge
word "may" in the finding statement, assert that we have 
reversed ourselves in moving from Volume III, which ad
mits pervasive inconclusiveness in results, to Volume I, 
which asserts certitude about differences between the 
jurisdictions studied concerning case dispositions. 

We have already commented about differences in tone 
between Volume I and Volume III, reflecting the breadth of 
their respective considerations, so we need not repeat this 
point to the extent that it applies here. 

The evaluators buttress their criticism by quotations out 
of the context of our report. For example, they cite our con
cession: "It is not clear that any of these dismissals could 
have been avoided by better police investigation and re,port
ing in 'B' " as evidence of inconclusiveness, which it is, but 
fail to include the following statement: "Yet, if the in
vestigation had been more thorough in 'B', the ch3rges 
might not have been filed ... ," which is the point of the 
preceding statement rather than the inconclusiveness of dis
missals. ls And they employ our statements about the in
conclusiveness of sentencing outcomes to contradict 
statements that the two jurisdictions displayed significant 
differences in case dismissals and pleas of guilty to charges 
as filed. 

The salient point for us to make here, however, concerns 
the evaluators' intimation that we held out the two
jurisdiction study as one which succeeded in converting in
formation about case disposition into a valid measure of the 

quality of investigative work, where all before us had failed. 
Our claims were far more modest: "We believe that the 
differences in dismissal rates disclosed in this study ar<! im
portant. For this reason, among others, criminal justice of
ficials should be mindful of the level of investigative 
thoroughness maintained in their jurisdiction. In addition, 
this research could be used to support a policy of presenting 
all available information to the prosecutor in written form, 
since no negative disposition effects were witnessed in a 
jurisdiCtion where such a policy was in effect."16 It seems 
regrettable that the evaluators have not accepted this self
appraisal of what the two-jurisdiction study accomplished. 

Additionally, the evaluators contend that the finding is 
~ot .support~d by fact, and results from Ran~'s inability to 
resist straYIng from the path of scholarly rectItude to create 

a 'finding' where none exists." For some reason, the 
evaluators have ignored pages 104 through 122 in Volume 
III, which are devoted exclusively to presenting facts which 
directly support that statement. The stated finding requires 
evidence to show, first, that a lower-level "documentation" 
does exist in one department, and secondly, that this depart
ment is characterized by higher dismissal rates and a greater 
amount of plea bargaining. The evidence to show that the 
degree of throughness differs in the two chosen jurisdictions 
is contained in pages 104 through 116, Volume III. The data 
show that each of the 39 questions was on the average 
covered in 45 percent of the cases in our A sample; 26 per
cent of the cases in our B sample. However, there is con
siderable variation in percentage coverage among the four 
subject areas comprising an investigation. On items 
detailing the offense, the data show that on the average the 
questions were addressed in 57 percent of the cases in our A 
sample, and by 36 percent in our B sample; with respect to 
the "suspect" questions, 39.3 percent for A versus 14.0 per
cent for B; for "victim-witness," 31.1 percent for A versus 
3.4 percent in B; and for arrest, 52 percent for both sample 
jurisdictions (pages 113 and 114, Volume III). The first 
burden of proof has been provided. 

Secondly, the data showing differences in the dismissal 
rates and the levei of plea bargaining are contained in pages 
116 through 122, Volume III. With reference to dismissal 
rates: 

"No cases in our A sample were dismissed (the jurisdiction previously 
shown to possess more thorough police investigations). Nearly 23 percent 
of the cases in our B sample were dismissed. Furthermore. to determine 
whether or not the large differences in dismissal rates held constant in a 
larger sample. another 50 cases were randomly selected to look at dis
missal rates only. In this larger sample, 24 percent of the cases in jurisdic
tion B were subsequently dismissed, whereas none was dismissed in A. 
Therefore. we can conclude that indeed there is a significant difference in 
the number of cases that are subsequently dismissed in the two jurisdic
tions" (page 119. Volume III). 

With reference to level of plea bargaining, a t;ompa(ison 
between A and B of the heaviness of plea bargaining showed 
the following: 

"The charges on which the defendant was bound over to the superior 
court were more frequently identical to the arrest charges in jurisdiction A 
than in jurisdiction B." (Arrest charges were unchanged jn 88.8 percent of 
the cases filed in A versus 63,S percent in B; see Tllble 8-4, Volume III.)· 

"In jurisdiction A, 61.1 percent of the defendants pled guilty to the 
crime as charged in the information, with no apparent plea bargaining con
cessions: whereas in jurisdiction B, 31.8 percent of the defendants pled guil-· 
ty as charged. The remainder of the cases were either dismissed or plea 
bargained in some manner" (page 122, Volume III). 

"All of the cases in jurisdiction A were disposed of W:len the defen
dant entered a guilty plea to the charge: whereas in jurisdiclion B, 15 per
cent (three) of the cases ended in eiiher a court or jury trial" (page 122, 
Volume III). 

The above finding, which our critics allege is not sup
ported by fact, follows quite logically from the factual data 
presented in the report. 
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PROPOSED REFORMS 
Reforms were proposed in Volume I of our report as 

potentially constructive changes that might produce man
power savings, increased arrests, or higher conviction rates. 
We unequivocally asserted that the proposals must be tested 
in practice to ascertain if such benefits can be realized. The 
rationale for each proposed reform was drawn from the data 
presented, from observations made while visiting various 
departments, and from discussions with a variety of 
professionals. The evaluators, at several points in their arti
cle, question the validity of these proposals bec?[lse they are 
not fully substantiated by only the empirical c~ta that we 
collected. Such criticisms ignore the spirit in which these 
proposals were openly offered and the stated qualification 
that they must be evaluated by suitable test. 

Reform 6, for example, proposes the increased use of in
formation systems in' lieu of investigators for routine 
monitoring and scanning tasks - a proposal that the 
evaluators find to be "without an adequate research basis." 
The actual nature of the research was as follows: First, 
through our survey and interviews we identified information 
systems that are b:;lieved to be extremely valuable by the 
departments that have them, but we were unable to state un
equiv0..::.:l!v that they are effective because we did not find 
any convincing evaluntions of them. Second, our staff 
carefully reviewed three information systems and prepared 
a document describing them. This document is available to 
police departments but, in accordance with the confiden
tiality agreements under which we obtained the information, 
it has not been published. It was provided to Chief Gates' 
department at the same time as the other volumes of our 
report. Third, we found that a common source of case 
clearances was "routine processing," which included many 
instances of use of information systems. In particular, the 
capability of patrol officers to determine rapidly whether a 
vehicle is stolen, or, more important, whether an occupant 
of the vehicle is wanted for questioning produced numerous 
case solutions. Well-organized files providing rapid access 
to mug shots or pawn slips having specified characteristics 
also lead to clearances that, while "routine," could not have 
occurred in the absence of such systems. 

Reform 1, which proposes the reduction of follow-up in
vestigative efforts on all but the most serious offenses when 
no suspect has been clearly identified, is sharply criticized 
by the evaluators. They have difficulty perceiving where in
vesti~ative efforts might be pared and they are troubled by a 
loss m deterre~ce if some crimes were not investigated.. 

Our obse~vatlOns suggest, consistently with our data, that 
a subs~antIal proportion of an investigator's time is 
expended on efforts applied to cases. that are unlikely to be 
solved. In partIcular, the Kansas CIty data base disclosed 
that approximately .:'4 percent of an investigator's time 
could be thus attributed.17 Furthermore, not all of the cases 
for which such efforts are likely to be futile involve crimes of 
a grave nature. The evidence suggests to us that better case 
scre~nin~ wo~ld m~ke savings of investigative time possible 
by ~lIvertmg InvestIgators from unpromising caSf~S. We also 
belIeve that some of the fion-casework time of investigators 
is act~al~y "overhead" related to casework, so that a portion 
of thIS time ~ould also be saved by case screening. 

The potentIal effectiveness of case screening is supported 
by the Rochester study: "'[AJ factor accounting for the 
greater success of the teams in making arrests for burglary 
and robbery as a result of follow-up investigations was the 
teams' use of the 'early case closure' procedure. This 
procedure w~s used to weed out potentially worthless cases 
from potentially worthwhile cases, that is, cases in which 
follo~-up investigation was likely to be productive. "18 

It IS not true, as the evaluators Intimate that the deterrent 
value of investigative efforts went unco~sidered. We dis

.. cussed the issues involved and gave reasons why we would 

not attempt to measure this value. '9 We are not aware of 
evidence that crime rates would be significantly affected if 
unsolvable crimes were generally not investigated, though 
we accept this as a possiblity. Since investigative efforts 
applied to unsolvable cases do not increase the apprehension 
rate, any deterrent effect would depend upon the offenders 
being aware that the investigation is taking place. For 
publicly visible crimes this, of course, occurs, but further 
research will be needed to ascertai.n its likelihood in other 
types of cases. 

Reform 2, which proposes that generalist investigators 
(who would handle the obvious leads in routine cases) be 
assigned to the local operations cDmmander, prompts the 
evaluators to question our findings on how cases are solved 
and to assert incorrectly that we concluded "no investigative 
expertise" is required for handling routine cases. To the 
contrary, our conclusion was that the vast majority of 
crimes required no specialized skills over and above what a 
well-trained police officer would be expected to possess in 
handling a felony complaint. Our data disclosed that the in
vestigative activities of crime-scene search, suspect in
terrogation, and obtaining search warrants infrequently 
produced crime solutions, so the examples advanced by the 
evaluators do not su~stantially undermine our proposal. 

The challenge to thIS proposal made by these evaluators is 
particularly puzzling since it is consistent with recent changes 
In the Los Angeles Police Department's organizational 
structure - namely, elimination of the chief of detective's 
p.o~i~i?n, assignment of primary investigative respon
SIbIlItIes to area commanders, and adoption of team
policing concepts at the area level. 

Refqrm 4, proposing that ~erious offense investigations 
be assIgned to closely supervIsed teams rather than to in
dividual investigators, is challenged in that it does not 
directly deal with the problem of improper supervision. To 
t~e contrary, this proposal is intended to expand the super
vIsor's role and provide him with opportunities to use his 
experience. The evaluators' skepticism about the potential 
value of organizational changes to improve supervision 
appears to reflect a concern that superior officers are in 
some sense incapable of better supervision, & thought that 
we do not share and that is also controverted by the 
Rochester findings related to centralized case 
management. 20 

Reform 8, placing post-arrest investigations under the 
authority of the prosecutor, is disputed on a number of 
grounds. For one thing, the evaluators contend that we have 
not offered data to support the finding that case dismissals 
or pleas to reduced charges might be the consequence of in
ad.equate reporting of investigative work (which, in turn, 
mIght be the consequence of inadequate investigation). Yet 
the body. of Chapter 8, Volume nr, is entirely directed to 
tha~ findIng. The results were admittedly inconclusive in 
vanous respects, so the finding itself is grounded on views 
expressed to us as well as on hard data. Here again we have 
urged that further research be done to evaluate this finding. 

We do not believe, as the evaluators intimate we do that 
r~olice are incapable of mastering case law and case prepara
tIOn. But we do believe that their application by the police is 
seldom of the highest priority. 

The evaluators further assert that political considerations 
a,Ione would render our proposal absurd in most jurisdic
tIOns. Regrettably, they did not elaborate on this point. 
Se,,:era! of I:EAA's Career C:riminal Cities have assigned 
semor InvestIgators to work WIth the prosecutor without en
countering political repercussions. 

Finally, the evaluators ir,sist that the proposed reform 
wou.Jd produce redundant efforts between police in
vestIgators and prosecution investigators. In rebuttal, we 
obs~rve that many suspects are handled by police in
vestIgators not at all. They are arrested by a patrol officer, 

Reprinted with permission of the International Association of 
Chiefs of Police 



and the information on the offense that is communicated to 
the prosecutor is solely that contained in the patrol officer's 
report. In such instances redundancy would not occur. 

But suppose that police investigators have worked on a 
case. Must it be regaraed as an unnecessary burden on them to 
inform prosecution investigators of what they have done? Such 
information would have to be communicated for supervision 
and prosecution purposes in any event. Only if police 
investigators fail to document their efforts - a situation we 
frequently encountered - would there be an added burden 
imposed by this proposed reform. 

As a final note, we regret that our findings and pi uposals 
were first communicated to most police administrators 

'D. F. Gates and L Knowles, "An Evaluation of the Rand Corporation's 
Analysis 01 the CrlM'Jlnallnvestlgatlon Process," The Police Chief, July 1976, p. 
21. 

'Po W. Greenwood and J. Petersliia, The Criminal Investigation Process, Vol. 
I; Summary and Policy Implications, R-1776-DOJ, The Rand Corporation, Oc
tober 1975. 

J. M. Chaiken, The Criminal Investigation Process, Vol. II: Survey of 
Municipaf and County Police Departments, R-1777-DOJ, The Rand Corpora
tion, October 1975. 

P. W. Greenwood. et al.. The Criminaf Investigation Process, Vol. 1//: Obser
vatrons and Analysis, R-1778-DOJ, The Rand Corporation. October 1975. 

(These reports are sometimes relerred to in the text simply as Vol. I, Vol. II. 
and Vol. III.) 

'J. M. Chaiken. P. Greenwood. and J. Petersilla. The Crimfnallnves11lgation 
Process: A Summary Report, P-5628, The Rand Corporation, April 19,76 (rev. 
June 1976). 

'Peter B. Bloch and James Bell. Managing Investfgations: The Rochester 
System, The Urban Institute, Pollee Foundation. 1976. 

Greenberg, et aI., Fefony Investigation Decision Modef-An Analysis of 
Investigative Elements of InformatIon. Stanford Research Institute. December 
1975. 

'Greenwood and Petersilia, Vol. I. op. cit.. p. xl. 
"Herbert H. Isaacs. "A Study 01 Communications. Crimes, and Arrests in a 

Metropolitan Pollee Department." Appendix B 01 Institute 01 Defense Analyses, 
Task Force Report; Science and Technology. A Report to the President's Com
mission on Law Enforcement and Administration of Justice. U.S. Government 
Printing Office. Washington, D.C .• 1967. 

'John Conklin, Robbery and the Criminaf Justice System. J.B. Lippincott Co .• 
Philadelphia, 1972. 

through their local media, rather than by direct presentation 
from us. Those who have heard us present our findings or 
have had an opportunity to read all our reports on this study 
realize that we have given a balanced appraisal that cannot 
be captured by a few highlighted sentences. We are dis
mayed that some municipal officials are employing what 
they believe to be the results of our study as a rationale to 
reduce police budgets at a time when law enforcement per
sonnel as a whole are more acutely needed than ever. We 
continue to hope that the results of our work wili provide an 
objective basis for police administrators to explore more 
productive uses of their manpower and for the public to 
reach a more realistic appreciation of what law enforcement 
can reasonably be expected to accomplish. * 

·William Smith, "Robbery: Getting Caught," Chapter 2 In Floyd Feeney and 
Adrlanne Weir, The Prevention and Control of Robbery, Volume IV; The 
Response of the Police and Other Agencies to Robbery, The Center on Ad
ministration 01 Criminal Justice, University 01 Call1ornia at Davis. 1973. 

"Greenberg, et al., Felony fnvestigation Decision Model-An Anafysis of 
Investigative Elements of Information, Stanlord Researcl) Institute, December 
1975. 

'OPeter B. Bloch and James Bell. Managing fnvestigatfons: The Rochester 
System, The Urban Institute, Police Foundation, 1976. 

"d. F. Gates and L. Knowles, op. cit., p. 24. 
"P. W. Greenwood, et al., Prosecution of Adult Fefony Defendants in Los 

Angeles County: A Policy Perspective, The Rand Corporation, R-1127-DOJ, 
March 1973. 

"See, lor example, Vol. I. p. 20, and Vol. III. p. 104. 
"See our comments on this matter on p. 123. Vol. III. 
"P. W. Greenwood. et al., Vol. III, op. cit •• p. 119. 
"Volume III. p. 123. 
"The evaluators fault our study lor overreliance on the Kansas City data 

base. Early In our study we determined that no other data source in the country 
..... as comparable to the Kansas City data base In the nature and detail ollis con
tents. We did not single out the Kansas City data resources Irom a number of 
alternatives for the purpose 01 economizing on our efforts. Instead we sub
jected this data base to Intensive analysis because It was the only existing com
prehensive source of certain types 01 data. Then. having performed this 
analysis. we exerted our efforts to ascertain the relevance of Kansas City 
experience to other communities. 

"Bloch and Bell. op. cit.. p. 45. 
'"Greenwood. et al., Vol. III. op. cit .. prp. 35. 36. 
.oBloch and Bell. op. cit. 
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THE CRIMINAL INVESTIGATION PROCESS: 

A SUMMARY REPORT 

by 

Jan M. Chaiken 
Peter W. Greenwood 
Joan Peters ilia 

The Rand Corporation 
1700 Main Street 

Santa Monica, California 90406 

June 1976 

ABSTRACT 

The criminal investigation process in municipal and county police 

departments was studied by survey, interviews and observations, and 

special data collection. Investigators spend about 7 percent of their 

time on activities that lead to solving crimes. Case solutions reflect 

activities of patrol officers, members of the public, and routine clerical 

processing more than investigative techniques. Nearly half of investi-

gators' case-related activities are devoted to post-arrest processing; 

these activities are inadequately responsive to the needs of prosecutors. 

Collecting physica~ vidence at crime scenes does not help solve crimes 

unless evidence processing capabilities are adequate. Policy implications 

are discussed. 

NOTE: A version of this paper will appear in the journal 
Policy Analysis, Volume 3:2, Spring 1977. 
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The criminal investigation process is one of the more important 

functions of municipal and county police departments. Yet many police 

administrators know little about the nature or effectiveness of their 

own department's investigative operatitlUs and even less about other 

departments. 

At the request of the National Institute of Law Enforcement and 

Criminal Justice, The Rand Corporation undertook a nationwide study to 

I fill some of these knowledge gaps. The objectives of the two-year 

stud:r were: 

o To describe, on a national scale, current investigative 

organization and practice. 

o T9 assess the contribution that police investigation makes 

to the achievement of criminal justice goals. 

o To ascertain the effectiveness of new technology and systems 

being adopted to enhance investigative performance. 

o To reveal how investigative effectiveness is related to 

differences in organizational form, staffing! procedures, 

etc. 

While the objectives were broad, many questions of potential 

interest had to be excluded from consideration in order to have a study 

of manageable size. In particular, the study was focused on ilnvestiga

tions of Part I crimes,2 thereby excluding analysis of how misdemeanors 

and vice, narcotics, and gambling offenses are investigated. Also, 

little attention was paid to personnel practices such as selection, 

promotion, and motivation of Investigators. 

f, 
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Several principles guided our design of the study. First, it had 

to be conducted with the participation and oversight of experienced 

police officials from around the country. Second, information had to 

be collected from many police departments, since single-city studies 

had already been conducted and failed to be persuasive by virtue of 

the possibility that the host department was unique in some way. Third, 

in as many departlnents as possible, information had to be obtained by 

direct on-site interviews and observations. 

Participation by the law enforcement community was accomplished 

3 by appointing an advisory board, retaining a prosecutor and retired 

federal and local investigators as consultants,4 and assembling a panel 

of currer;:l.y w.orking investigators. The advisory board reviewed and 

vigorously criticized our research approach, data-cQllection instruments, 

findings, and interpretations of the findings. The consultants assisted 

in designing data instruments and participated with Rand staff in on-

site interviews in many locations. The panel of working investigators 

commented on the validity of our observations in other cities, by com-

paring them with their own daily experiences, and highlighted important 

issues that could not be captured by numerical data. 

Co~lection of data from a large number of departments was accom-

plished by developing a comprehensive survey questionnaire and distrib-

uting it to all municipal or county law enforcement departments that 

had 150 or more full-time employees or that served a jurisdiction whose 

1970 population exceeded 100,000. This survey produced extensive in-

formation from 153 jurisdictions (of the 300 ,solicited) on such topics 

as depar.tment charaeteristics, investigator deployment, investigator 
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training and status, use of evidence technicians, nature of specializa

tion, evaluation criteria, prosecutorial interaction, case assignment, 

use of computer files, and crime, clearance, and arrest rates. 5 For 

example, the number of officers assigned to investigative units was 

found to average 17.3 percent of the police force. Thus, the investi

gative function costs about $1 billion per year in the United States, 

approximately the same as the entire court system. 6 

On-site interviews were conducted in more than 25 of the 153 police 

agencies. Many of these were selected because they were known to have 

inlplemented novel investigative practices that were reportedly success

ful, while others were selected based on their survey responses. Project 

st~ff and consultants visited each of these departments, observing and 

participating in the operations of the investigative units and discussing 

their procedures with personnel at various departmental levels. In some 

cities, Rand taff monitored individual investigators and their super

visors continuously over a period of several days to obtain realistic 

profiles of their activities. 

From some departments we obtained written evaluations of their 

investigative programs. In addition, several departments cooperated 

closely with the Rand staff and provid~d access to data that were sub

sequently used in one of the component studies. 

One useful data source locatea during the course of the survey and 

made available was the Kansas City (Missouri) Detective Case Assignment 

File, which had been maintained in that department since 1971. On the 

basis of daily information submitted by individual detectives, this com

puter file permitted us to determine, for each investigator and each 
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investigative unitt a d9scription of the time spent on various activities, 

~he number of cases handled, and the number of arrests and clearances 

produced. This unique information source greatly fa'cilitated the anal-

yeas of how detectives spend their time and to what purposes and effects. 

Additional sources of information used in the study included a 

computer-readable file of 1972 Uniform Crime Reporting data provided by 

the FBI and a limited telephone survey of robbery and burglary victims. 

ARREST AND CLEARANCE RATES 

Several earlier studies, each conducted in a single city or a 

7 small number of nearby cities, had shown that department-wide clearance 

and arrest statistics are not suitable measures of the effectiveness of 

investigative operations. Our own study, using data from cities across 

the country, confirmed this observation in several different ways. The 

implication is that measures of effectiveness related to solving crimes 

must be defined carefully and can only be interpreted in conjunction 

with other information related to prosecution of arrestees, public satis-

faction with the police, deterrence effects, and so forth. 

8 In a study in New York City published in 1970, Greenwood found 

that the average number of clearances claimed for each burglary arrest 

varied from 1 to 20 across the city's precincts~ depending on how fr~-

quently clearances were credited on the basis of modus operandi only. 

9 Similarly, Greenberg's 1972 study in six California departments found 

wide variations in clearance rates that arose from di.fferencf~s among 

departments in the strictness of their application of FBI "exceptional 

clearance" guidelines. 
10 Our own study, using 1972 data from all de-

partments with 150 or more employees, showed that the average number 
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of clearances claimed fot each arrest for a Part I crime ranged from 

a· low of 0.38 to a high of 4.04~ a factor of over 10. The ratio from 

high to low was even larger for each individual crim'e type, such. as 

robbery or auto theft. Some departments claim a clearance for an auto 

theft whenever the vehicle is recovered, while others will not claim a 

clearance unless the perpetrator is arrested and charged for the instant 

offense. Clearance statistics are also affected by the amount of effort 

~evoted to classifying reported crimes as "unfounded" (Le., the police 

find there is no evidence that a crime was actually committed). This 

practice reduces reported crime rates as well as increasing reported 

clearance rates. 

With administrative discretion playing such a large role in deter-

mining a department's clearance rates, any attempt to compare effective-

ness among departments using clearance rates is evidently meaningless. 

Even comparisons over time within a single department are unreliable 

unless steps are taken to assure that no change occurs in administrative 

practices concerning clearances and classification of crimes. Arrest 

rates are also unreliable measures of effectiveness, since arrests can 

11 be made without resulting in any clearance. The frequency of such 

events can be judged from the fact that in half of all departments the 

number of arrests for Part I crimes exceeds the number of clearances. 12 

Quite apart from the unreliability of arrest and clearance rates 

is the fact that they reflect activities of patrol officers and me~ 

bers of the public more than they reflect activities of investigators. 

13 14 Isaacs, Conklin, and our own study showed that approximately 30 

percent of all clearances are produced by pickup arrests by patrol 

15 officers who respond to the scene of the crime. In roughly another 
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50 percent of cleared crimes (less for homicide and auto theft), the 

perpetrator is known when the crime report is first taken; and the main 

jobs for the investigator are to locate the perpetra'tor, take him or 

her into custody, and assemble the facts needed to present charges in 

court. (See Table 1.) This means that around 20 percent of cleared 

crimes could possibly be attributed to investigative work, but we 

16 
found tha.t most of these were also solved by patrol officers, members 

,of the public who spontaneously provide further information, or routine 

investigative practices that could also have been followed by clerical 

personnel. 

In fact, we estimate that at most 2.7 percent of all Part I crime 

clearances can be attributed to special techniques used by investigators. 

(These are called "special action cases" in Table 2.) The remaining 

97.3 percent of cleared crimes will be cleared no matter what the 

investigators do, as long as the obvious routine follow-up steps are 

taken., Of course, included in the 2.7 percent are the most interesting 

and publicly visible crimes reported to the department, especially homi-

cides and commercial burglaries. But the thrust of our analysis is that 

all the time spent by investigat'ors on difficult cases where the perpe-

trator is unknown results in only 2.7 percent of the clearances. 

This finding has now been established for a sufficiently large 

number of departments that there can be little doubt of its general 

correctness, with some variation, in all departments. By establishing 

a restricted interpretation of what constitutes "routine processing," 

a department might find that investigative skill or "special action" 

contributes to as much as 10 percent of all its clearances. Even so, 

the basic conclusion remains the same. Only in cases of homicide, 
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Table 1 

CLEARED CASES HAVING INITIAL IDENTIFICATION OF PERPETRATOR 
(As a percent of all cleared cases) 

Kansas City Total 
Complete Initial ID 

Arrest ID by Uniquely Total From Five 
at Victim or Linking Initial Other 

Crime Type Scene Witness Evidencea ID Departmentsb 

Forgery/fraud 30.6 20.0 39.7 90.3 90.9 
Auto theft 38.5 12.7 <7.8 >51. 2a 47.4 
Theft 48.4 8.6 17.2 74.2 70.0 
Commercial burglary 24.4 16.9 16.9 58.2 80.0 
Residential burglary 26.7 42.7 <6.2 >8l.7a 80.0 
Robbery 28.4 20.9 10.6 59.9 53.4 
Felony morals 25.8 27.8 27.8 81.4 72.8 
Aggravated assault 28.6 63.4 7.9 . >94 .la 100.0 
Homicide 28.3 34.8 19·9 74.0 42.9 

NOTE: Numbers may not add to total because of rounding error. 
a 
If no cases of uniquely linking evidence were found in the sample, 

or no cases other than initial identification, 95% confidence points 
are snown. 

b 
Berkeley, Long Beach and Los Angeles, Ca.; Miami, Fla., 

Washington, D.C. 
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Table 2 

SPECIAL ACTION CASES 
(Percent of all cleared cases) 

Kansas City Five Other 

'Haximum 
Estimate 

Sample at 95% Sample 
Crime Type Estimate Confidence Estimate 

Forgery/fraud 0 5.7 0 
Auto theft 0 6.9 0 
Theft 0 3.2 0 
Commercial burglary 4.9 12.4 10 
Residential burglary 0 3.5 0 
Robbery 7.1 16.6 9.5 
Felony morals 0 14.5 9.1 
Aggravated assault 0 5.9 0 
Homicide 10.2 37.3 0 

All types b 1.3 2.7 

Departments 

Maximum 
Estimate 
at 95% 

Confidence 

12.7 
14.6 
25.9 
39.4 
13.9 
15.6 
36.4 
25.9 
34.8 

a Berkeley, Long Beach and Los Angeles, Ca.; Miami, Fla., 
Washington, D.C. 

bThis figure is shown for Kansas City only and reflects the 
relative numbers of cleared cases of each type in that city. The 
maximum estimate for the total is lower than the estimate for any 
single crime type because the sample size is larger. 

a 
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robbery, and commercial theft did we find that the quality of investi

gative efforts could affect the clearance rate to any substantial extent. 

Conversely, the contribution of victims, witnesses, and patrol officers 

is most important to the identification and apprehension of criminal 

offenders. 

VARIATIONS WITH DEPARTMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Once the nature of investigators' contributions to arrest and 

clearance rates is understood, it must be anticipated that variations 

in these rates among departments are explained primarily by character

istics that have nothing to do with the organization and deplo)~ent of 

investigators. This is in fact what we found from our survey data.
17 

The three most important determinants of a department's arrest and 

clearance rates are its size, the region of the country it is located 

in, and its crime workload. 

Large departments (measured by number of employees, budget, or 

population of the jurisdiction) claim more clearances per arrest in 

all crime categories than do smaller departments. However, the arrest 

rates of large departments do not differ from those in small departments. 

Departments in the South Central states claim higher clearance 

rates than those in other regions, which follow jn the order North 

Central, South Atlantic, Northeast, and West. However, arrest rates 

vary in almost exactly the reverse order. Evidently these differences 

reflect administrative practices or patterns of crime commission rather 

than differences in effectiveness. 

In regard to crime workload, we found that departments having a 

large number of reported crimes per police officer have lower arrest 
.. " 
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rates than-other departments. This relationship arises in the follow'"': 

ing way. The number of arrests per police officer in a year was found 

to rise nearly (but not quite) in direct proportion to the number of 

reported crimes per police officer until a certain threshold was reached. 

Beyond this threshold, increasing workload is associated with very small 

increases in the number of arrests per police officer. The thresholds 

are at approximately 35 Part· I crimes per police officer per year and 

3.5 crimes against persons per police officer per year. These thresholds 

are fairly high, as only about 20 percent of departments have greater 

workload levels. ." 

These findings are consistent with the assumption that a city can 

increase its number of arrests or decrease the number of crimes (or both) 

by increasing the size of its police force, but the effect of added 

resources would be greatest for cities above the threshold. 

In regard to clearance rates, the data showed that departments 

with high crime workload tend to claim more clearances ,per arrest than 

cities with low crime workload. As a result, clearance rates are less 

-sensitive to workload than arrest rates. Although clearance rates for 

every crime type were found to decrease with increasing workload, the 

decreases were not significant for some types of crimes. 

These workload relationships apply to all p'olice officers, nOt' 

just investigators. Although investigators are known to make more ar-· 

rests per year than patrol officers, and our data conffrmed this,. the 
!,r .. • k,." 

effect was not large enough t:\~at)we could find a significant variation 
,~--'~/ 

according to the fraction of the force in investigative units. In other 

words, if the total number of officers in a department is kept fixed, 

(: 
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switching some of them into or out of investigative units is not likely 

to have a substantial effect on arrest or clearance rates. 

Aside from the effects of size, region of the country, and work

load on clearance and arrest rates, we did find a few smaller effects 

of possible interest. Departments that assign a major investigative 

role to patrolmen have lower clearance rates, but not arrest rates, than 

other departments. This appears to reflect the fact that patrolmen can

not carry files around with them and therefore do not clear old crimes 

with new arrests. Departments with specialized units (concentrating on 

a single crime such as robbery) were found to have lower arrest rates, 

but not clearance rates, for the types of crimes in which they special

ize, as compared with departments having generalist investigators. 

Departments in which investigators work in pairs had lower numbers of 

arrests per officer than those in which they work singly. Since we did 

not collect data permitting a comparison of the quality of arrests pro

duced by solo and paired investigators, this finding must be interpreted 

with caution. The practice of pairing investigators, which is common 

only in the Northeast, is nonetheless brought into sufficient question 

that further research appears warranted. 

Most other characteristics of investigators were found to be unre

lated to arrest and clearance rates. These include the nature and extent 

of training for investigators, their civil service rank or rate or pay, 

and the nature of their interactions with prosecutors. However, this 

absence of correlations probably indicates more about the inadequacies 

of arrest and clearance rates as measures of effectivetiess than about 

the inherent value of training and ()ther charact~p:(stics. 
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HOW INVESTIGATORS' TIME IS SPENT 

From an analysis of the computer-readable case assignment file 

maintained by the Kansas City (Missouri) Police Department, and obser-

vations during site visits, it was determined that although a large 

proportion of reported crimes are assigned to an investigator, many of 

these receive no more attention than the reading of the initial crime 

incident report; that is, many cases are suspended at once. The data 

show that homicide, rape, a.nd suicide invariably resulted in investi-

gative activity; while other serious types of cases received significant 

attention (i.e., at least a half-hour of a detective's time) in at least 

60 percent of the instances. Overall, however, less than half of all 

reported crimes receive any serious attention by an investigator, and 

the great majority of cases that are actively investigated receive less 

than one day's attention. Table 3 shows, for several crime types, the 

percentage of cases that detectives worked on dur1ng tne study period 

(May 1, 1973, to April 30, 1974). 

The net result is that the average detective does not actually 

work on a large number of cases each month, even though he may have a 

backlog of hundreds or thousands of cases that were assigned to him at 

some time in the past and are still theoretically his responsibility. 

Table 4 shows the number of worked-on cases per detective per month in 

18 
the various units of the Kansas City Police Department. The number 

of worked-on cases per detective is generally under one per day, with 

the exception of the Missing Persons Unit. If we imagine that each 

case is assigned to a particular investigator as his responsibility, 

the table shows the average number of cases that an investigator would 

be responsible f()r and work on in a month. 

,)"':: ... . -\ 
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Table 3 

PERCENT OF REPORTED CASES THAT 
DETECTIVES HORKED ON 

Type of Incident 

Homicide 
Rape 
Suicide 
Forgery/counterfeit 
Kidnapping 
Arson 
Auto theft 
Aggravated assault 
Robbery 
Fraud/embezzlement 
Felony sex crimes 
Common assault 
Nonresidential burglary 
Dead body 
Residential burglary 
Larceny 
Vandalism 
Lost property 

All above types together 

Percent 

100.0 
100.0 
100.0 

90.4 
73.3 
70.4 
65.5 
64.4 
62.6 
59.6 
59.0 
41.8 
36.3 
35.7 
30.0 
18.4 

6.8 
0.9 

32.4 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assign
ment File, cases reported May-Novem
ber 1973. 
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Table 4 

AVERAGE NUMBER OF WORKED-ON CASES 
PER DETECTIVE PER MONTH 

Unit 

Crimes against persons 
Homicide 
Robbery 
Sex crimes 

Crimes against property 
Auto theft 
Nonresidential burglary 
Residential burglary/larceny 

General assignment 
Incendiary 
Forgery/fraud/bunco 
Shoplifting/pickpocket 

Youth and women's 

Missing persons 

Number of 
Cases 

9.2 
11.2 

7.7 
6.2 

16.9 
19.5 

9.4 
22.9 

18.6 
7.8 

10.4 
20.9 

26.0 

88.4 

SOURCE: Kansas City Case Assignment 
File. 
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Our data revealed that an investigator's time spent on casework is 

preponderantly consumed in reviewing reports, documenting files, and 

attempting to locate and interview victims. For cases that are solved 

(i.e., a suspect has been identified), an investigator spends more time 

in post-clearance processing than he does in identifying the perpetrator. 

A substantial fraction of time is spent on noncasework activities. 

In Kansas City, the breakdown of investigators' time was as fol

lows. About 45 percent was spent on activities not attributable to 

individual cases. This includes administrative assignments, speeches, 

travel, reading teletypes, general surveillance of junkyards, pawnshops, 

gathering spots for juveniles, and the like, as well as slack time (for 

example, in a unit that is on duty at night to respond to robberies 

and homicides). The remaining 55 percent of the time is spent on case

work. Of this, 40 percent (or 22 percent of the total) is spent invest~

gating crimes that are never solved, just over 12 percent (or 7 percent 

of the total) is spent investigating crimes that are eventually solved, 

and nearly 48 percent (or 26 percent of the tot~l) is spent on cleared 

cases after they have been solved. While these figures apply only to 

Kansas City, we reviewed them, as well as more detailed tabulations, 

with investigacors from other cities and compared them with our obser

vational notes. We concluded they are approximately correct for other 

cities, with variations primarily in the areas of slack time (if inves

tigators are not on duty at night) and time spent in conference with 

prosecutors. 

Thus, investigators spend about 93 percent of their time on activ

ities that do not lead directly to solving previously reported crimes. 
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How are they to be judged on the quality of these activities? The time 

they spend on cases after they have been cleared serves the important 

purpose of preparing cases for court; this activity will be discussed 

below. The time they spend on noncasework activities serves a general 

support function for casework activities and therefore may be useful in 

ways that are difficult to quantify. The time they spend on crimes that 

are never solved can only be judged in terms of its public relations 

¥a1ue and a possible deterrent value, because most of these crimes can 

be easily recognized at the start. (They are primarily the ones for 

which there is no positive identification of the perpetrator available 

at the scene of the crime.) Police administrators must ask themselves 

whether the efforts devoted to investigating crimes that are initially 

unsolved are justified by either the small number of case solutions 

produced by these activities or the associated public relations benefits. 

COLLECTING AND PROCESSING PHYSICAL EVIDENCE 

The ability of a police agency to collect and process the physical 

evidence at crime scenes is thought to be an important component of the 

crimina'l investigation process. However, in our stu~y we focused on 

the role of physical evidence in contributing to th~~olution of crimes, 

as distinguished from its value in proving gui1~ once the crime is 

solved. 

Earlier studies showed that in only a small number of felony of-

19 
fenses were evidence technicians requested to process the crime scene, 

and even when the crime scene was processed a significant portion of 

h 'I bl 'd . h b . d 20 t e aval a e eVl ence mlg t not e retrleve . Police administrators, 

aware D£ these deficiencies, have begun to experiment with a variety of 
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organizational changes designed to increase the number of crime sites 

processed for physical evidence. 

Our analysis of the physical evidence collection and processing 

21 
activities of six police departments which employ different procedures 

confirmed that a depa'rtment can assure a relatively high recovery rate 
• 

of latent prints from crime scenes by a sufficient investment in evi-

dence technicians and by routinely dispatching technicians to the scene 

of felonies. The latent print recovery rate is also increased by pro-

cessing the crime scene immed~ate1y following the report of the incident 

rather than at a later time. Some of our data supporting these conclu-

sions are shown in the first three lines of Table 5. 

However, the last line of Table 5 shows that the rate at which 

fingerprints were used to identify the perpetrator of a burglary was 

essentially unrelated to the print recovery rate. In fact, 1 to 2 per-

cent of the burglary cases in each of three departments were cleared 

by identification from a latent print, despite substantial differences 

in operating procedures. In Richmond, evidence technicians are dis-

patched to nearly 90 percent of the reported burglaries and recover;· 

prints from 70 percent of the scenes they process, but tbe fraction of 

burglaries solved by fingerprints is about tIre'same as in Long Beach or 
, 

Berkeley where evidence technicians are dispatched to the scene less 

f.requently and lift prints less often. 

The most plausible explanation as to why lifting more prints does 

not actually result in a higher rate of identifications appears to be 

that the fingerprint file searching capabilities of police departments 

are severely Hmited. If a suspect is known, there is little difficulty 
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Table 5 

THE PRODUCTIVITY OF CRIME SCENE PROCESSING FOR FINGERPRINTS, 
RESIDENTIAL BURGLARY SAMPLEa 

Item Long Beach Berkeley Richmond 

Percentage of cases in which 
technicians were requested 58.0 76.6 87.6 

Percentage of technician-requested 
cases in which print recovery 
was made 50.8 42.0 69.1 

Cases in which print recovery was 
made, as percentage of total 
cases 

Cases in which perpetrator was 
identified as ? result of lifted 
prints, as percentage of total 
cases 

29.4 

1.5 

32.2 60.5 

1.1 1.2 

a 200 randomly selected residential burglary cases from each of 
three departments (cleared or uncleared) . 

. 232.1430 _ 7.7 :. 8 
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in comparing his prints with latent prints that have been collected. 

Thus, latent prints may help to confirm suspect identifications obtained 

in other ways. But in the absence of an effective means to perform 

"cold searches" (where the suspect is unknown), the availability of a 

latent print cannot help to solve the crime. 

From a 'comparison of the fingerprint identification sections in 

Washington, Los Angeles, Miami, and Richmond, we determined that 4 to 

9 percent of all retrieved prints are eventually matched with those of 

a suspect in each of the departments. However; the number of "cold

search" matches produced per man-year differed substantially amon5 

departments, according to the size of their inked print files and the 

attention devoted to this activity. In some departments, technicians 

performing cold searches produced far more case solutions per man-year 

than investigators. 

Thf' inference we reached was that an improved fingerprint identi

fication capability will be more productive of identifications than a 

more intensive print collection effort. Although some techniques and 

equipment currently available to police departments were found to enhance 

identification capability, the technology needed to match single latent 

prints to inked prints is not fully developed and appears to us to be 

a high-priority item for research. 

PREPARING THE CASE FOR PROSECUTION 

Police investigation, whether or not it can be regarded as con

tributing significantly to the identification of perpetrators, is a 

necessary police function because it is the principal means by which 

all relevant evidence is gathered and presented to the court so that 
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a criminal prosecution can be made. Thus, police investigators can be 

viewed as serving a support function for prosecutor.s. 

Prosecutors have frequently contended t~at a hi'gh rate of case 

dismissals, excessive plea bargaining, and overly lenient sentences are 

common consequences of inadequate police investigations. The police, 

in response, often claim that even when they conduct thorough investi-

gations, case dispositions are not significantly affected. We undertook 

a study to illuminate the issues surrounding the controversy bet',Yeen 

police and prosecutor about responsibilities for prosecutorial failures. 

A data form containing 39 questions that a prosecutor mi~ht want 

the police to ~ddress in conducting a robbery investigation was de-

veloped on the basis of discussions with prosecutors, detecttves~ and 

police supervisors. When this form was used to analyze the completeness 

of robbery investigations in two California prosecutors' offices, chosen 

to reflect contrasting prosecutorial practices concerning felony case 

. b . il kl d d hi' 22 i screenlng, ut Slm ar wor oa an case c aracter stlCS, twas 

found that the department confronted by a stringent prosecutorial fil-

ing policy (called Jurisdiction A) was significantly more thorough in 

I 

reporting follow-on investigative work than th¢ department whose cases 

were more permissively filed (Jurisdiction B). Yet, even the former 

department fell short of supplying the prosecutor with all of the infor-

mation he desired; the data show that each of 39 evidentiary questions 

considered by a prosecutor to be necessary for effective case preBenta-

tion was, on the average, covered in 45 percent of the cases in Juris-

diction A. while 26 percent were addressed by the department in Juris-

diction B. 
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Table 6 lists questions that experienced prosecutors informed us 

should be addressed by a police investigation to facilitate the presen

tation of a robbery case. The summary entries indicate the percentage 

of cases where a question could be answered from information in the 

documents provided by the police to the prosecutor. 

We then determined whether the degree of thorough docUmentation 

of the police investigation was related to the disposition of cases, 

~pecifically to the rate of dismissals, the heaviness of plea bargain

ing, and the type of sentence imposed. Our analysis showed differences 

between the two jurisdictions. For example, none of the sampled cases 

was dismissed in Jurisdiction A; furthermore, 60 percent of the defen

dants pled guilty to the charges as filed. By comparison, in Juris

diction B about one-quarter of the sampled cases were dismissed after 

filing, and only one-third of the defendants pled guilty to the charges 

as filed, 

A comparison between the two offices concerning the heaviness of 

plea bargaining is shown in Table 7. Although plea bargaining appears 

lighter in Jurisdiction A, this may simply reflect that the gravity of 

criminal conduct in the A cases was less than in the B cases, i.e.~ 

special allegations were considerably more frequent to begin with in B. 

One cannot conclude that only. the quality of documentati.on of the police 

investigation accounted for the difference. 

A similar conclusion was reached with respect to sentence imposed. 

That is, differences in sentencing were fou·nd, but in light of varia

tions in other case characteristics these differences might not neces

sarily be related to thoroughness of documentation. This analysis leads 
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Table 6 

PRESENCE OF INFORMATION IN POLIO: RllPORT', 
(In percent) 

Case Information Desirable for Prosecution 

1. What INTERVIEWS were conducted? 

Offense 
2. Is there a verbatim report of the instant OFFENSE? 
3. Is there a verbatim report of the FORCE USED? 
4. lfilat was the PHYSICAL HARM to the victim? 
5. Is there a detailed description of the PROPERTY taken? 
6. What was the method of S(uspect)IS ESCAPE? 
7. What type of VEHICLE was usea by 5? 
8. What type of WEAPON was used by 5? 
9. If a gun was used, was it LOADED? 

10. If a gun was used, when was it ACQUIRED? 
11. Where is the LOCATION of the weapon now? 

Suspect 
12. Was S UNDER THE INFLUENCE of alcohol or drugs? 
13. What are the details of S's DllFENSE? 
14. What is S's 'ECONOMIC STATUS? 
15. Was S advised of CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS? 
16. If mUltiple suspects, what is their REI~TIONSHIP? 
17. Is there evidence of PRIOR OFFENSES by S? 
18. Is there evidence of S's MOTIVES? 
19. Is there evidence of past PSYCHIATRIC TREATMENT of S? 
20. What is S's PAROLE OR PROBATION status? 
21. Does S have an alcohol or drug ABUSE HISTORY? 
22. Where is S EMPLOYED? 

Victim/Witnesses 
23. What is the RELATlONSH'!P between Sand V(ietim)? 
24. What is the CREDIBILITY of the W(itnesses)? 
25. Can the W make a CONTRIBUTION to the case prosecution? 
26. Were MUG SHOTS shown to V or W? 
27. If shoW1~. are the PROCEDURES and RESULTS adequately described? 
28. Was a LINE-UP conducted? 
29. If conducted, are the PROCEDURES and RESULTS adequately described? 
30. Was an effort made to LIFT FINGERPRI~ITS at the scene? 
31. If made, were USABLE FINGERPRINTS OBTAINED? 
32. Were PHOTOS TAKEN at the crime scene? 
33. Is the EXACT LOCATION from where the photos and prints were taken given? 
34. Did V VERIFY his statements in the crime report? 
35. Did V have IMPROPER MOTIVES in reporting the offense? 

Arrest 
36. What was the legal BASIS FOR SEARCH AND SEIZURE? 
37. How was the LOCATION OF E,IDENCE learne~? 
38. How was the LOCATION OF S learned? 
39. How was the, ARREST.9F S made? 

,Jurl"dlct iun AU .Jurisdiction Ba 

. -lnformat iun -. Information 
Frum at I.l'a~t 

One,' Hnurc .. t ... 

100.0 

90.4 
95.2 
47.b 
90.4 
71.4 
38.0 
85.7 
19.0 
28.4 
9.5 

42.8 
18.9 
14.2 

100.0 
42.7 
66.6 
47.6 
9.5 

37.8 
23.8 
28.5 

4.7 
9.5 

23.8 
51. 7 
30.0 
53.0 

57.C,Z 

39.3% 

40.0 31.1% 
41.0 

~tg J" 
24.0 
4.7 

From at Leagt 
Onl' Source 

100.0 

9~.2 
'lb.5 
18.5 
27.2 
45.4 
45.4 
63.6 
n.5 

.0 
18.1 

22.7 
.0 

4.5 
63.6 

.0 
9.0 

18.1 
4.5 

18.1 
9.0 
4.5 

9 • .) \ 
.0 

13.5 
4:5 

.0 

.0 

36.2% 

14.0% 

.0 3.4% 
4.5 
9.0 
4.5 

.0 

.0 

.0 

23.8 
33.3 
66.6 
85.7 I ' 36.3 } 

52.3% ~~:~ 52.2% 

72.7 

Overall 45.0% Overall 26.4% 

NOTE: The percentages within the matrix refer only to the presence of information the police chose to record; 
they may not represent a complete picture of the information gathered by the police in the course of the investiga
tion,. It is possible that certain police officers record only "positive",information and assume that an omission of 
information automatically implies that the information is either not applicable or inappropriate in a specific case. 

a2l cases in each sample. 

bpercentage of cases that presented this information from at least one source. 
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Table 7 r 

A COMPARISON BETWEEN A AND B OF DISPOSITIONS 
BY PLEAS OF GUILTY 

Disposition 

Plea of guilty to original charges 
Plea of guilty to original charges 

but with special allegations· 
stricken or not considered 

Plea of guilty to 2nd degree robbery 
reduced from 1st degree robbery 

Plea of guilty to other lesser offense 
Cases dismissed 

Percentage 
in A Sample 

61.1 

27.7 

5.5 
5.5 

Percentage 
in B Sample 

31.8 

22.7 

18.1 
4.5 

22.7 

NOTE: Columns do not add to 100 percent due to rounding. 

i' 
'/ 

J 
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us to suggest that police failure to document a case investigation 

thoroughly may have contributed to a higher case dismissal rate and a 

weakening of the prosecutor's plea bargaining positi'on. 

RELATIONS BETWEEN VICTIMS AND POLICE 

Many ~nvestigators, as well as top-ranking police officials, haVe 

defended the investigative function, not because :it co.ntribl,ltes signif-

icantly to the identification of perpetrators, but because it is one 

. 
of the principal contacts the police maintain with the victims of 

serious crimes. But although the police verbally espouse the public 

service function as an important part of the investigative role, our 

observations in departments across the country indicate that most police 

merely respond initially to the crime scene and file a cursory report; 

subsequent police contacts with the victims concerning the progress of 

the case are rare. This is understandable given the rising number of 

reported crimes and relatively stable police budgets. 

If the public's confidence in their local police department is 

to be strengthened, it seems reasonable that when the perpetrator has 

been identified, the victim should be notified. However, a policy of 

routinely providing case information re:uback to crime victims poses 
.,~, 

some risk of being self-defeating. For example; ira victim is in-

formed tnaJ: the perpetrator of hi's crime has been apprehended but n,?t 
---"- :---..-

charged with his offense and is being prosec'lted on another, the victim, 

rather than feeling more confident in the. police or the criminal justice 

system, may in fact be disillusioned by such information. A resentful' 

victim also could become highly vocal about his dissatisfactions and 

cause other citizens to be negative about police performance. 
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How much information to give the victim and when it is appropriate 

to convey it w'ere the questions behind a telephone survey taken of rob-

bery and burglary victims. This stGdy must be regarded as exploratory; 

the survey was conducted simply as an initial attempt to explore how 

victims feel about receiving information feedback regarding their spe-
1\ 

cific case, and which types of information they feel are most importc:i,TIt. 

The inquiry summarized by Table 8 was accompanied by two pairs of 

questions, with the first question of each pair addr.;essing the victim's 

desire to have feedback on;!! specific matter and the second elicit~ng 

his probable reaction if the feedback occurred. Table 9 displays the 

responses on whether or not the victim desired to be told of a police 

decision to suspend or drop investigative effor~,onhis case if such 

a decision were made. These suggest a consistent pl:eferencefor-- knoW'l~ 

edge about this police decision, but with an observable tendency in 

cleared robbery cases (a relatively small segment of the underlying 

population) to the contrary. 

Table 10 exhibits the responses that the victims made when asked 

what their reactions would be if they had been told that no further 

investigation was intended on their cases. We note that approximately 

one-third of our sample would react negatively to unfavorable feedback 

(and the proportion would be higher if the data were weighted to reflect 

the relative numbers of each crime type). 

To the extent that our survey results may reach beyond, the con-

fines of our small sample, they broadly underscore the belief that there 

exists a strong market for information feedtiack to victims from the 

police. But they also tend to confirm the view that giving unfavorable 
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Table 8 

KIND OF INFORMATION DESIRED BY VICTIMS 

Survey Question: If Your Answer Was "Yes" 
As a Victim, Did You How Important Was It to 

Want the Police Indif- You to Be Informed? 
to Inform You? Yes No ferent Very Somewhat 

If your case was solved? 32 (89%) 1 (3%) 3 (8%) 26 .. 6 
Ifa suspect was arrested? 30 (83%) 5 (14%) 1 (3%) 22 . 8 
If a defendant was tried? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) .. 15 12 
If a defendant was sentenced? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) 16 11 
What sentence was imposed? 27 (75%) 4 (11%) 5 (14%) 16 11 
If the defendant was released 

from custody? 18 (50%) 11 (31%) 7 (19%) 11 7 
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Table 9 

RESPONDENT'S DESIRE TO BE TOLD OF POLICE DECISION 
TO SUSPEND INVESTIGATION OF HIS CASE 

Victim's 
Response Bur~lary Robbery Total 

Yes 16 10 26 (72%) 
No 3 4 7 (19%) 
Indifferent or 

no answer 1 2 3 (8%) 

Total 20 16 36 (100%) 
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Table 10 

VICTIM'S PREDICTED REACTIONS TO INFORMATION TaAT POLICE 
INVESTIGATION OF HIS CASE WOULD BE SUSPENDED 

Victim's Prediction 
of his Reaction 

Appreciative of being 
told and agreeable to 
police decision 

Understanding and 
resigned 

Disturbed and resistant 
Angry and resentful 

Burglary 

3 

11 
4 
2 

Robbery 

1 

7 
1 
5 

Total 

4 (12%) 

18 (53%) 
5 (15%) 
7 (21%) ---

34a (100%) 

aTwo victims w~re omitted: the response to one was 
not applicable and the other declined to answer .. 

r 
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information to victims creates undesirable reactions in attitude toward 

the police in some of these victims .. Finally, our results suggest that 

other repercussions from information feedback, of ' which the police are 

sometimes apprehensive, are of slight signific~nce. Few victims, no 

matter how much distressed by information coming to them from the police,. 

indicated tney would act inimically to police interests. 

PROACTIVE INVESTIGATION METHODS 

In contrast to the typically reactive mode (so called, because 

the investigator does not focus on the case until after a crime has 

occurred) of most investigators assigned to Part I crimes, some police 

departments have shifted a small number of their inVEstigators to more 

proactive investigation tact.ics. These units are usually eGtablished 

to deal ~vi th a particular type of offender such as knowll burglars, 

robbery teams, or active fences. A number of such. units have been sup-

, 23 
ported on an experimental basis with LEAA funds. 

The proactive team members often work quite closely with other 

investigators, but unlike regular investigators they are not a~si~n~~ 

a caseload of reported crimes. Instead they are expected to ~generate 

other sources of information to identify serious offenders. These 

other sources may include informants they have developed, intelligence 

data from surveillance activities, or undercover fencing operations 

which the police op'erate themselves. 

The primary objective in establishing these units is ~o reduce 
) 

the incidence of the-target crime. The reduction is supposed- to result 

from the containment effect of successfully ar~esting and prosecuting 

offenders and the deterrent effect ~'1\'!,ch the publicity given these 
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programs is '~xpected to have on oth(!rs. Therefore, the arrest produc

tivity of these units is typically m.'ed as a measure of their primary 

effect. Changes in the incidence rate for the target crime type is 

also cited for this purpose.' The chief problem in ustng these two 

measures is the difficulties in isolating the unique effects of the 

proactive units from either other activities of the police department 

or external factors affecting crime or arrest rates. 

In the course of our study we looked at several such units by, 

either examining evaluation reports or direct observation. In general, 

they all seemed to result in a much higher number of arrests for the 

officers assigned than other types of patrol ot investigative activities. 

Consistent effects on targeted crime rates could not be identified. 

In order to determine which activities of these units actually 

resulted in arrests, we examined a sample of cases from two of~them in 

considerable detail. These units were the M~ami Stop Robbery Unit and 

the Long Beach (CaliforQia) Suppression of Burglary unit. 

By examining a sample cof robbery cases in Miami, we determined 

that although the Stop officers a,:"eraged I" arrests per man-month, half 

of which were for robbery, in 10 out of 11 of these arrests the Stop 

"fficer was simply executing a warrant obtained ,by some other unit or 

accompanying ano6her officer to make the arrest. 

In Long Beach, the Suppression of Burglary officers averaged 2.4 

arrests per man-month, half of which were for burglary or receiving 

stolen property. An analysi~ of 27 of their arrests disclosed that 

just half (13) resulted from their own work, with the remainder repre

senting referral arrests or routine investigation which any other unit 

could have handled. 

-,:,1", 
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Our general conclusion from these observations was that proactive 

techniques can be productive in making arrests, particularly for bur-

glary and fencing. To be effective, such units must ,pe staffed with 

highly motivated and innovative personnel. Their efforts must also be 

carefully monitored to ensure that they do not become diverted to mak-: 

ing arrests for other units and that their tactics do not become overly 

aggressive so as to infringe on individual liberties. 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

We have identified several distinguishable functions performed 

by investigators: preparing cases for prosecution after the suspects 

are in custody, apprehending known suspects, performing certain routine 

-tasks that may 'lead to identifying unknown suspects, engaging in in-

tensive investigations when there are no suspects or it is not clear 

whether a crime has been committed, and proactive investigations. >'tn 

addition, investigators engage in various administrative and paperw,ofk 
--:~- . 

. / 

tasks related to these functions. 

f) 

The information we obtained about the effectiveness.of e~cn'func-
';,;:s~~;:~,~"" 

tion is adequate to begin asking whether the fun,ction 'should be performea-;~~",~ 
-....:::. 

at all and, if so, who should do it. The notion that all these func-

tions must' be performed by a single individual, or by officers having 

similar ranks or capabilities, does not stand up to scrutiny, and in. 

'. 
fact many police departments have begun to, assign distin~uishable func-

tions to separate utd ts. Our own suggestions, to bepresen,ted below, 

support this development and extend it in certain ways. If a function 

now assigned to investigators can be performed as well or better, bub' 
. ..:-

at lower cost, by patrol officers, clerical personneL or information 
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systetns, it should be remov~d from investigators; if it serves the ob.,.. 
/' 

// 
jectives of the prosecut<ir, then it should be responsive to the needs 

of the prosecutor; arid if especially competent investigators are re-

quired, the function should be assigned to a unit composed of such 

office~s. 

In this section we describe the implications of our findings for 

needed changes in the organization of the investigative function, the 

',.-. - 74 . 
'processing of physical evidence, and the role of the public. - . ' 

:; 

f";! ',! ( 
,j/ 

:~r 
::-{ 
J/, 

Preparing Cases for Prosecution 
; 

Post-arrest investigative activity,is' ndt only important for'prose";' 

Ii ,', 
cution but is also one of the major activities now per~!ormed by inves

d 
i 

tigators. This activity can perhaps be performed in iii'less costly or 

more effective manner. 

From our" observations, the current coordination, or lack thereof, 

betvleen the police and prosecutorial agencies does not support a healthy 

working relationship. It allows a ,situation where each can blame the 

other for outcomes in court that they View as unfavorable. 

Most prosecutors do not have investigators on their staff. If 

they~do, these investigators are usually occup.ied with"i~hite-collar'l 
--'-- ;:,. 

offenses rather than street crime. Generally, then, the prosecutor 

relies on police investigators tu provide the evidence nee,ded to prose-

cute and convict arre.stees. But this situation, contains an inherent 

conflict between prosecutor anci police. An arrest is 'justified by 

probable cause--i. e., E!,n 'articulatable, reasonable belief that a crime 

was committed and that the arrestee was the offend,eI'. Often, the police 

are satisfied to documen~ the justification for the arrest rather than 

" . 

-,J E 

'! 
" 

! 
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expending further investigative efforts to strength~,n' the evidence in 

the ~ase~ The prosecutor, on the other hand, may be reluctant to~~~~/ 

the charges preferred by the poliGe •. or to fHe at all ~ if ge>,bE:ilieves 

the evidence would not suffice for a convi,.,ction,"Le., proof beyond a 

reasonable doubt. Hany cases appear to be affected by the conflicting 

incentives of police and pros;c;tor;'" as reflected in fpiluresto file, 

,-

lenient filing, J:arlYdismissals:. or tmbalaJ)ced bctrgaining. 

One way of ameliorating this problem is to make ex-pficit the type~ 

of information the prosecutor and police agree are appropTiate to col

lect and document,)giv~n thenaturl.tOf 'the crime. c The form. we. designed 

for robbery cases.{summarizedin Table 6) gives an example Qf how such 
(.;~.

~ 

information ca~ be made explicit. Each jurisdiction should dev'~lop 

appropriate forms for major categories of crimes. Such writtendbcu-
. ~.r· 

~_7 

'. /:/J 

ments would assist the police in becoming more k~owfedgeabie about th~ ,,/ 

,,:.type and amount of"' information that a. prosecut~~, requires to establish 
~<:; . .~'" -' _. -.:.' ,'~ . ,1' ::. 

1,/ guilt for each type of oq€mse and.ir(·;;i;ca't,ing their inv~stigative 
;'_ ?/' _~~:::.;- ___ -o-~-

".:---0-"" 

efforts to provide this~~fOr~a1;:ioh.2:S 

-;.~~~~~'; 
.~ 

We observe,d .that:: the strictness of the pros~cut:()r with ,respect .f-'d, 
--". ' -." 

'.- ,£ilingdecisif1.i1~.,)&~naffe~ .. t<the _thQ!,pughness()p, case preparatiQrf.· l.:n: 
,(,;.--.- _ ./ .----. 5. "r::--/ = - ---,-' ,'--- O •• _~:_.:_ • ,_. 

turn, the tl)oto,ughp~ss of documentation may afiect the p€;!rcentage of 

cases sybsequently dismissed a.nd the degree of plea 'birgaining. Given 
-,. , .. /;1" ,='" 

(.?' 

tw~ finging, .'tve suggest that prosecutors be mindf;}ll of th~- ~ev-el Of 
- .#./ 

investigad.ve documentation in t;heir jurisdictions, esp~cially in 
!-::- ' 

offices where the officer' presenting the case may not haveparticipate.d 

in the investigation. 

One rationale. advanced in some police departments for minimizing 
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, /, 

:the factual content of formal investigative :t;eports is 'that these re-
:'J /', 

,ports are subjec-t to disc(:P/eryby defense- c(~unsel and th~reby facilj.tate 

the impe~chment of prosecution witllesses, including policemen. Such 

departments believe the results" of detailed iny-~st::fg'ations are bette~/ 
~,.... -'" 

, , 
communicated orally to the prosecut~9:rlS'Qffice. The results of om;:/ 

research would tend to~efufe this argument, although they"'are not COll-

~.;. ';/~' .-

clusive. Inthe.11.1ri.s.diction where detailed documentation isprepared~ 
.-;./ ."., 

11.0 such negative consequence1:lwerel),oted, bu): in the J,uris'dfction having 

less information, in' the docutnen~atiorf,' oral'commurlication failecLin 

some instances to reach all the prosecutor~ involved with the case. 

Above and beyond merely improvi~gcoordination between police and 

prosecutors, it .is worthy of experimentation to assign th~ prosecutor 

responsibility for certain investigative efforts. He feel ,that _~ prom-
•• -.-.->' .-

ising approach wSluld be to place nearly all post-arrest ~rtves'tigations 

under the authority of the pro~ecutor~ either by assigning police pffi- ,-

cers _ to his office br making investigators an ointegral part of hissta,ff, 

depend.ing on the local situation. A test of this arrangeni~nt would per""1 

mit determining whetheri it is an effective way of assuring tnat the' 
~,/ 

-J 

eVi,dentiaryneeds f~~ a successful prosecution ar'~ met . 

. , 

Apprehending Know-a -Suspects 

scene of th¥ime. If he or she i's alr~ady .{~ cust~dy, the:c1:i,s-e be;;.. 

comes a matter for post-arrestproc~ssingt as discussed: above. tfthe 
,_;:-1./:7 ... / 

". -t.: 

_»zip'~trator is not in custody" 'it is imp0rt,<l~tfor thl;l,,~respcrnding offi-
'.~-,/ . ., ' ~~.' ~ ~:~t' '. .' ':;' 

-:; 

cer(s)~ whethef from in~:es~;lga:fiv,e or patl"o1:"units,' to obtain and make 
/( 

",'.,P 

,;P" ,~~, ':.- ' > 

.. ~L'': 
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a record of the evidence identifying the suspect. Thir{~ requi):?~-s 
~'\.:. ' ,-,':c;, 

the respondi-ng officers be permit;-;:!ed adequate time to e(6nduc~ ~Uk .;ttlJ;~;· .::;::"' -
" :il 

."' ". . : iL~....... . " -t{-· . ,,.: 
tial investigation, including .. interviewing possi1'fie wi:'~n-esses, and tLat 

po 
the crime-reporting form be designed in such a way that: the presence 

;, ; U --,--, 
of- iIliormation identifying a suspect is unmistakably r{rcorded. 

1: 
:',. 

~pprehending a known suspect may OJ"lI!ay not be di~\f ict},lt. Assign-
I:; 
I.: 

ing all such apprehens;ions to inves'ti'gators does not appear to 

effective, especially if the investigators are headquarteied at some 

distance from the suspect I·S locati(.>nand a patrol officer is nearby. _-/-
~y 

/i 
We believe that certain paitrol offic::ers, whom we shall call gener'iiist".-

J: :) 

investiga tors, could be trained !eo handle this func tion in sl.Ith -a way: 
,', 

that the arrests are legally pr;(6per and a minimum nUIliberi¥f innocent: .-
/.. .:- .. ' 

per~~ns are brought in for questioning: 
i~(: 

Only when apP'rehension proves 
"I. • .. -

?' 

difficult !?h91,~1d:'~:1i:i\r~sGg~t::ive units become involv€Ci.-
/.,>' 

;,1" 
....... ~~. . 

Routine Investigative Actions'" 
.~~~ 

For crf;es.t.;;ithout an initial suspect" identification/wejifo~nd 
i ,'y", ,r 

,~/' :. 
that many of those eventually cleared are solved-by r.otdtineiIfvestiga-

t:j,ve actions. These act~ons include listin:&"'a stolen automobile in the 
(;: , ... -. 

"hot carll file~ asking the victim .. ~(vview a previously assembled col-
.~~~',;' 

lection of mug shots for t~e cf'1me1n question, 'chec\dn~ pawns~!dp-slips-, 
:,i 

,,!waiting phone calls ~:roril the public, tracing owne1sYcip of a weapon, etc,,,,.~;-.<",~;;.;r;;"" 

One impli6ation of this finding is that, any steps a police depart- .,,:, 

ment can take to c.onvert investigative. tasks into routine ac;tions 'will 
' .. ' " --,;:.' 

increase t.he number of crimes solved. 
/ . ":. :j' ¥ 7-;:::;"'P '::: .' 

Technolog~ <;,~-'·l.mprovemen ts, es-

tified as Jlroutine." 

systems, produced.¥iany of the" clearances we i-den-
/:-;;;~ .. /'.:r.j .' : 

Such.~lec3.radc,es might --never have occui'red ill the 

pecially information 

----- ';'!.'?'-

,'''""' 
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'i) 

absence of such systeIjlS or might have been difficult to achieve. 'l'he 

ability orpat;rol officers to cbeck rapidly 1;l7hether a vehicle is stolen 
" 

or ,. more impot:tant,whe therth.f'! owner is wanted for questioning produced 

numerous case solutions in our samples. Wen.-organ~zed and maintained 

mug shot, modus operandi, or pawn slip files also lead to clearances. 

A second implication is that it may not be necessary for investi-

~ators, who are usually paid more than patrol officers or clerks, to 

perfonn the functions that lead to routine clearances. We believe an 

experiment should be conducted to determine the cost and effectiveness \1 

of lower-paid personnel performing these tasks. 

Once clerical processing is complete, some action by a police 

officer may still be needed (e.g., apprehending the suspect). Such 

cases should be assigned to the generalist-investigators. 

Investigating Crimes Without Suspects 

Basically, two different objectives are served by taking more than 

routine investigative action when the suspect is unknown. One is a 

genuine desire to' solve the crime, and the other is to perform a public 

sl:rvice function, demonstrating that the police care about the crime 

and the victim. The latter function can be performed by generalist~ 

investigators who are responsible to a local commander who is concerned 

t'i'.t~h all aspects of police-community relations. This type of inves<ti-

gative duty.- does not require specialized skills or centr,alized coordina- . 

tion. The offfce'J?s .. performing it could readily shift befween patrol 

and inv2stigative duti~~';;;,~In departments with team policing, ~f3u_ch" . 
"";.~. _. ~::. '_ ... ~::.;-.. "'-.-_--_.-=_._ ~ -'"~.-.~_ ·.,.::'-:0--- __ -; _" 

investigations could be a d.utY·;;r\);.t~ted among team members'. 
,. '.~ 

c 
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If the objective is actually to solve the crime, police de'IPart-

ments must realize that the results will rarely be commensurate with 

thl,:'! effort in,volved. An explicit decision must be made toat the, nature 

of the crime itself or public concern about the crime warrants a full 

follow-up investigation. A significant reductibn~in investigative 

efforts would be appropribte for all but the most serious offenses. 

If a thorough preliminary investigation fails to establish a suspect's, 

identity in a less ~erious offense, then the victim should be notified 

that active investigation is being,suspended until new leads appear, 

for example, as a result 'of an arrest in another matter. 

Serious crimes (homicide, rape~assault with great bodily injury, 

robbery, or first-degree burglary) warrant special investigative efforts. 

These efforts can best be provided by a Major OffensesUnit~ manned by 

investigators who are well-trained and experienced in examining crime 

scenes, i~terpreting physical evidence, and interrogating hostile sus-

pects and fearful witnesses, and who are aided by modern information 
t," 

systems. One reason to establish such a unit is to identify the inves-

tigative positions that require special skills and training and that 

demand knowledge of citywide crime patterns and developments. Our 

observations suggest, by way of contrast, that with current staffing 

patterns, most investigators rarely see these highly serious cases. 

Therefore, 'when they arise, the investigators are frequently ill-

equipped to cope ~dth them and unduly distracted by the burden of 

paperwork on their routine cases. 
"':;'" 

\, ~ ....... 

The Major Offenses ~rl~t would concentrate effort~ on a few un-
'\ .......... 

' .. 

solved serious felonies. Th~,"~t~am would consist of a relatively small 
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number of experienced investigators who would be closely supervised by 

a team commander. From our observations, the most serious impedilnent 

to high-quality investigative work appears to us to be the traditional 

method of case assignment and supervision. In nearly every department, 

cases are normally assigned to an individual investigator and become 

his sole responsibility whether he is a generalist, specialist, or 

engaged in team policing. Supervisors do not normally review the deci-

osions he makes on h0w to pursue the case investigation--decisions that 

are largely unrecorded in the case file. Consequently, the relative 

priority an investigator gives to the tasks on one case assigned to 

him results largely from the number and nature of his other case assign-

ments and from his personal predilections and biases. It may frequently 

turn out that caseload conflicts and personal predilections lead an 

investigator to unduly postpone or improperly perform important elementos 

of a particular case assignment. 

Assigning cases to investigative teams rather than to individuals 

could eliminate this impediment. For effective operations, this team 

should number approximately six men and be led by a seoaior investigator 

who is knowledgeable in the local crime situation, in criminal law, 
"0 

and in police management. The leader's primary responsibility would 

be to keep informed of progress on the cases assigned to his team and 

make the broad ta~tical decisions on the team's expenditure of effort. 

Each day the subordinate investigators would perform individually as-

signed tasks. A clerk delegated to the te.am would prepare progress 

reports to document the daily accomplishment on open cases and assist 

the leader in making the allocation for the following day. These 

"-"--"-"--' 
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reports would also help the leader i,dentify which of his men was most 

effective at which tasks. This approach should assure that significant 

steps in an investigation are objectively directed by a senior experi-

enced investigator. 

Proactive Investigations 

Our research into proactive investigations, or strike force opera-

tions, leads us to conclude that these units can be relatively produc-

tive. In instances where such units did achieve an advantage, the units 

were manned by motivated and innovative personnel. The gain in employ-

ing them becomes illusory when mere quantity of arrests is emphasized, 

for then the efforts of this force tend to be diverted into making ar-

rests that are not the result of unique ~apabilities. We feel that 

departments should employ strike forces selectively and judiciously. 

The operation of strike forces necessitates careful procedural and legal 

planning to protect the involved officers and t'o ensure that the defen-

dants they identify can be successfully prosecuted. They also require 

close monitoring by senior officers to ensure that they do not become 

overly aggressive and infringe on individual privacy. 

In all likelihood, the relative advantage of strike forc~ opera-

tions in a particular departmentwil~ not persist over a long period 

of time. The department must accustom itself to creating and then 
'-' 

terminating strike forces, as circumstances may dictate. 

Processing Physical Evidence 

Most police departments collect:' far more evidence (primarily fin-

gerprints) than they can productively process. Our work shows that 

- ~ - -._-_ . 
. ;.~~<. ~. "-------'---'"--'~--'-~~~-'-'"'-'--'.~~~--
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cold searches of inked fingerprint files could be far more effective 

in increasing the apprehension rate than routine follow-up investiga

tions. 

We believe that fingerprint-processing capabilities should be 

strengthened as follows. First, the reference print files should be 

organized by geographic area, with a fingerprint specialist assigned 

to each area, of no more than 4000 to 5000 sets of inked prints. Sec

,ond, to assure a large number of "request searches," which imply a 

cooperative effort between inveatigator and fingerprint specialist, 

some communication links should be devis~d to help motivate and facili

tate the reciprocal exchange of information between these two parties. 

And, third, the persons performing this function should be highly 

trained, highly motivated, and not overloaded with other tasks which 

detract from their primary function. 

Several existing systems for storing and retrieving inked prints 

having specified characteristics (of the latent print or the offender) 

appear useful and were widely praised by departments that have them. 

However, further research might contribute a major technological im

provement in the capability of police departments to match latent prints 

with inked prints. 

Role of the Public 

Our research persuaded us that actions by members of the public 

can strongly influence the outcome of cases,. Sometimes private citi

zens hold the perpetrator at the scene of the crime. Sometimes they 

recognize the suspect or stolen property at a later time and call the 

investigator. In other cases, the vi2";;tim or .his Crelatives cbnduct a 
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full-scale investigation on their own and eventually present the inves

tiga.tor with a solution. Collectively, these types of citizen involve

ment constitute a sizable fraction of clea.red cases. 

Police departments should initiate programs designed to increase 

the victim's desire to cooperate fully with the police. Resources 

allocated to such programs may serve to increase apprehension rates as 

well as improve the quality of prosecutions. SpecificalJ.y, police de

.partments should announce, when major ~rimes are solved, the parti~ular 

contribution of members of the public, although of course their desires 

for anonymity should be respected. A. realistic picture of how crimes 

are solved will help eliminate the public's distorted image of detec

tives and will impress on them the importance of their cooperation with 

police in order to solve crimes. 

Reallocation of Investigative Resources 

If, after appropriate test and.evaluation, the suggestions we have 

made for improving the ~nvestigative function prove to be effective, 

the ultimate implication of our work would be a substantial,.shift of 

police resources from investigative units to other units. First~ most 

initial investigations would be assigned to patrol units under the 

direction of local commanders. To improve the qualify of initial in

vestigations, the patrol force would have to be augmented with a large 

number of generalist~investigators~. The;se· officers would also perform 

certain follow-up work such as apprehendin~ known, suspects and improving 

communications with victims and witnesses of crimes. The resources 

needed to field generalist-investigators would be obtained by redu~ing 

the number of investigators. 

,) 
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Additional major reallocations of resources away from "traditional" 

reactive investigative units are implied by our suggestions to have 

clerical ~ersonnel and generalist-investigators perfbrm routine pro-

cessing of cases, to increase the use of information systems, to enhance 

capabilities for processing physical evidence, to increase the number 

of proactive investigative units, and to assign investigative personnel 

to the prosecutor for pest-arrest preparation of cases. If all these 

changes were made, the only remaining investigative units concerned 

with Part I crime would be the Major Offenses Units. The number of 

investigators assigned to such units would ordinarily be well under 

half the current number of investigators in most departments. 

Our' study does not in any way suggest that total police resources 

should be reduced. On the contrary, our analysis of· FBI data suggests· 

that such a reduction might lower arrest and clearance rates. Reallo-

eating resources may lead to somewhat increased arrest and clearance 

rates, but our suggestions are primarily intended to result in more 

successful prosecution of arrestees.and improved public relations. 

Most of our suggestions for change are known to be practical, 

because we observed them in operation in one or more departments. Fbr 

..•. exam-ple, a number of departments have recently introduced "case screen-

ing," which means that each crime report is exartiined to .determine. 

whether or not a follow-up. investigation should be conducted..Our 
/,:---.:. 

findings indicate tha:t the decision rule for case screening can be 

quite simple. If a suspect is known, the case should be pursued; if 

no suspect is known after a thorough preliminaryinv~stigation,. the 

case shoula· be assigned for routineclericalproce'ssing unl¢Ss it is 

:1":' 
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serious enough to be assigned to the appropriate Major Offenses Unit. 

The definition of "serious" must be determined individually by each 

department, since it is essentially a political decision. 

Another current innovation is "team policing," in which investi-

gators are assigned to work with patrol officers who cover a specified 

geographical area. While there are many organizational variations on 

Ii ' 26 f ld i hid i f If team po c1ng, most orms wou perm t t e ntro uct on 0 genera st-

.investigators having the functions we describe, and some already include 

such personnel. 

We are not aware of any jurisdiction in which the prosecutor cur-

rently administers post-arrest investigations, although invest'igators 

have been assigned to several prosecutor's offices (for example, in 

Boston, New Orleans~ and San Diego) to facilitate interactions with the 

police. To determine the feasibility and effecti~eness of prosecuto.r 

responsibility for post-arrest investigations, a careful experiment 

will be required. 

The National Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice .J 

plans to fund the introduction of revised investigative procedure~ in 

approximately ten jurisdictions. The experimental changes, which are 

based partly on the findings of our study, will be carefully evaluated 

to determine whether, to what extent~ and under what cir.cumstances they 

actually lead to improved effectiveness. 

". 
~~ 

.... ~-........ 
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FOOTNOTES 

1. This article summarizes the work of all the Rand research staff 

engaged in the study of criminal investigation. In addition to the 

authors~ they are: Robert Castro, Konrad Kellen, Eugene Poggio, 

Linda Prusoff, and Sorrel Wildhorn. 

2. Pa!'t I crimes are criminal homicide, forcible rape,robbery, aggra-

vated assault, burglary, larceny, and auto theft. The FBI defini-

tions of these crimes include attempts, except for homi.cide. 

3. The advisory board consisted of Cornelius (Neil) J. Behan (New York 

City Police Department); James Fisk (member of the Los Angeles 

Police Commission); Thomas Hastings (Rochester, New York Police 

Department); Jerry Wilson (former Chief, Washington, D.C. Police 

Department); and Eugene Zoglio (professor, Prince George's Community 

College) .. 

l~. Consultants were Sydney Cooper, Carmine Motto, Albert 'Seedman, 

Seymour Silver, and Raymond Sinetar. 

5. The complete results of the Rand survey are reported in Chaiken, 

Jan M., The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume II~ Survey 

of Municipal and County Police Departments, The Rand Corporation, 

R-1777-DOJ, October 1975. 

6. See, for example, "Expenditure and Employment Data for'theCriminal 

Justice System," National Criminal Justice Information and Statistics 

Service, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C., updat~d 

annually. 

7. A crime is cleared when a perpetrator is apprehended or is identified 

as unapprehendable. The latter possibility is intended to apply in 
\' 

" t· I" . excep ~ona c~rcumstances, such as when the perpetrator is dead. 
\, 

, ! 

<\ ~~ ~ ,n--
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8. Greenwood, Peter W., An Analysis of the Apprr:hension Activities of 

The New York City Polic.e Department~ The New York City-Rand" Institute, 

R-529-NYC, September 1970. 

9. Greenberg, Bernard, et al., Enhancement of the Investigative Function, 

Volume I: Analysis and Conclusions; Volume ItT: Investigative Pro

cedures~-Selected Task Evaluation; Volume IV: Burglary Investj~gative 

Checklist and Handbook, Stanford Research Institute, Menlo Park~ 

California, 1972. (Volume~ II not available.) 

10. The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume Il, pp. 36,37. 

11. In some jurisdictions, persons may be arrested "forinvestigation," 

without a crime being ch~rged. In aLl Jurisdictions persons are 

occasionally arrested by error and are subsequently released by a 

prosecutor or magistrate without any clearance'being claimed by the 

police. 

12. Instances in which several perpetrators are arrested for a single 

crime may also explain an Arrest! clearance ratio over 1. '.' 

13. Isaacs, Herbert H., "A Study of Communications, Crimes, and Arrests 

in a Metropolitan Police Department," Appendix B of In.stitute·'of 

Defense Analyses Task Force Report: Science and Technology, A Repo;t"t 

to the President 's Commiss;j.on on Law Enforcement and Administration. 

of Justice, U.S. Government Printing Office, l~ashingto.n, D.C., 1967. 

14. Gonkli-n, John, Robbery and the Criminal Justice System, J. B.Lippincott 

Co., Philadelphia, 1972. \1 

.~ 
15. Ai: t~ ,oinit;i.aJ"pub14-'CaM.orL.Qf.,J:h~Rand study, this finding was further 1 

'confirmed by a Police Foundation~:~-~~~'~~a~~~;:~=;fu";;;t~:fgatTOfrs~~~~,=;cc~·~c~ .cJ 
T'he Rochester System/' by Peter B .• Bloch alld ,iames Bell.· . While this 

o 

:"",,-
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study was primarily intended to ~ompare team policing with non-

team policing, the report presents data permitting a calculation 

of the ratio of on-scene arrests to all clearances by arrest for 

three crimes. The data show that in Rochester 31.7 percent of 

burglary clea~ances by arrest, 31.1 percent of robber)1 c!earances, 

by arrest, and 28.7 percent of larceny clearances by arrest were 

the result pf on--scene arrests. 

16. See Chapter 6 in The Criminal Investigation Process: Volume III. 

Obse'rvations and Analysis, by' Peter W. Greenwood, Jan M. Chaiken',. 

Joan Petersilia, Linda Prusoff, Bob Castro, Konrad Kellen, Eugene 
__ ~ ;: __ ::-~ oc..::"'::·" 

Poggio, and Sorrel Wildhorn, The Rand Corporation, R-1778-DOJ, " 

October 1975. 

17. See The Criminal Investigation Process! "Volume II~ pp. 38.;...47.,' 

18. "Worked-on" means that at least one-half hour was spent on the casE'. 

.,...:..- .. ~..,.=.::--,,-.-:.:-== 

The types of cases assigned to each unit are, descr:i.1?ed in TheCrimina-r' 

Il;!Vestigation Process, Volume 1:1:1, pp. 53-55." For exampler-. tpehomi-
;.;;~. .-

.> ,-.:-Y: 

cide unit handles suicides and unattended d_eaths from natural caUSeS 

as well as homicides. 

19.. Parker, Briant and Joseph Peterson, Physic~lEvidence Utilizat:ion 

20. 

..... ::::-;..~' ,", 
- - ~<;:'!.J;:~~' .... ~; ~---

in the Administration of Criminal JusIice~ School of ,Ct"im);ra-fogy, 
,_o~-

-J~'. 
v 

University of California at Berkeley, 1972. 

President's Commission on Crime in the D:latrict of Columbia, Report 
~.::: . 

.of the President's Commission on Crime in the District of Cclutnbia~,=,"""",~"""""="'-

U.S~ Goyernment Printing Office;1-l'ashington, D.C., 1966. 

The study departments w~~eBerkeley, Long13each, Los Angeles, and 

Richmond, Californil3/;~ Miami, Florida; and Washington, D.C. See 

, " 
., ~ {j. 
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Chapter 7 ofTl}e'Criminal Investigation Process. Volume III tOL 

further details. 

22. Greenwoods Peter W., et a1., Prosecution of Adult Felony Defendants 

in Los Angeles_County: A Policy Perspective,- The Rand Corporatiop, 

R-1127-DOJ, March 1973, led us to expect significant differences in 

,r.' :. 

police investigative effort and prosecutorial posture between the'----, 

two selected jurisdictions. 

23. For a description of five antlT;'dobery units of this type, see 

Richard H. Ward, etal. , _Police Robbery Control Man':;1al, National 

Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice, 1975. 

24. An expanded discus'~ion of the poU9:y'implications is report-ed in 

Gre~nwood, Peter W., and Joan Pet~{J:'};i1ia, The Criminal Investigation 
- , .. --:~ ... -' 

SummaryandPoliC'.y. Implications,) The Rand Cor-· 

poration, R-17-76-DOJ, October Ht'(5. 

25. Other alternatives which might accomplish some similar aimsiu(!}.ude 

having the prosecutor provide the investigator with perIodic eval-

uations of their case preparation efforts; training for new inves-
-...c~ 

tigatorsin case preparation; or on-call attorneys tq assist in the 

preparation of serious cases: 

26. See, for example 1 Bloch, Peter B., and David Specht, NeighborhQod ___ _ 
___ .'. P:'< -..__-_.i:;::-.-

Team Policing, National Insti tute,qf;~t.'i~--Enfo:tcement and Criminal 

: .. --. -. -.-

.Justice, December 1973. 
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